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Abstract

Abstract

The real data generated from the real-world complex systems in general embraces rather so-

phisticated deterministic and stochastic structures on multiscale levels. Such structural complexity

surely induces very challenging learning problems and poses very difficult data-analyzing issues.

Data coming from diverse complex systems studied in scientific fields are often found to have di-

verse ways of preserving data pattern information. This diversity of ways of encoding information is

in part due to the constraints between data’s sophisticated deterministic and stochastic structures.

It becomes necessary for data scientists to adapt to such sophisticated constraints by adopting data-

driven computing approaches when analyzing data from real-world complex systems. That is, to

gain authentic information in data, it is essential to develop data-analysis methodologies according

to the data’s intrinsic characteristics. In this dissertation, we develop and propose data-driven adap-

tive computational methods and statistical frameworks based on specific data structures, including

digital images, data on Alzheimer’s Disease as well as limited data on biochemical experiments.

In a project of evaluating the effectiveness of chemical spraying through an unmanned aerial ve-

hicle (UAV), we prescribe a computational approach to using color-identification algorithms and

minimum spanning trees (MSTs) to analyze the spatial distribution of color dots of various sizes

and colors on the image. We succeeded in achieving the goal of testing the evenness of mechanical

spray via color-dot testing papers. In a project studying the aging effects on a series of three of Van

Gogh’s Sunflowers in a vase, we develop a computational approach to restore the original color and

vibrancy in a reverse-engineering fashion. Their already faded or brownish-yellow backgrounds are

successfully revived to shed yellow-oriented lights computationally. In a project of analyzing time-

to-event data from the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) database, we employ

conditional entropy to unravel heterogeneity among subjects and evaluate the potential factors that

affect the diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease. Our data-driven results are compared to Cox’s propor-

tional hazard modeling and demonstrate better capability in identifying significant factors. In a

contrasting fashion, we also study a statistical problem in modeling biochemical experiments with

data being limited in size and scope. Under such constraints, we propose a flexible methodology for
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analyzing the variability of smooth functionals of the growth or production trajectories associated

with temporally measured biochemical processes across different experimental conditions when the

amount of data is limited. We demonstrate, through numerical experiments and real data analysis,

the effectiveness of the statistical inference of key parameters of interest and the flexibility to extend

to correlated structures. We conclude that data-driven approaches are necessary when analyzing

big data sets, while statistical modeling has its merit when data is limited.
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CHAPTER 1

Overview

The amount and complexity of data have increased exponentially, with the emergence of com-

plex questions of interest and new technologies. Due to the practical needs and new technologies

that emerged, real data have more complex structures. The real data can be characterized by

several possible interacting mechanisms that preserve collective behaviors in terms of temporal,

functional and spatial structures. And the corresponding questions of interest become more sophis-

ticated so that traditional methods fail to answer them. For instance, traditional models such as

linear regression or random forest are not suitable to process and analyze images for the region of

interest identification. Even when dealing with more traditional data, we can see more information

and problems which can not be captured and solved by traditional methods. For instance, the

results of the Cox model on time-to-event data are suspicious to be informative and reliable enough

to discover the significant factors and uncover the heterogeneity. Biological experimental data, as

another example, can not be analyzed through a standard linear regression framework due to the

nature of non-decreasing growth trajectories. And the inference can be challenging because the

data is usually limited because of time and cost restrictions. Therefore, it is imperative to be more

cautious and careful to integrate information by developing a data-driven method that is capable

to answer the data-specific questions of interest. We focus on several interesting real data sets

with different questions and goals, by developing computational methods. The main goal is, to

develop computational tools for researchers to uncover the information so that the data is better

understood.

This dissertation focuses on various domains that require data-driven techniques to address

real-world questions that traditional methods cannot answer. We analyze multiple datasets, each

with its unique structures, limitations and scientific goals. Using scientific objectives and practical

constraints as our guide, we derive computational methods aimed at the particular characteristics

and goals of each dataset. In this dissertation, we demonstrate the essential role of data-driven
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approaches in leveraging information from complex systems and tackling practical questions with

reliability.

1.1. Data Science Application in Color Science

One challenging problem is data science applications in color identification in images. Color

digital images are usually taken by photos or scanned on paintings, and thus the color objects or

regions can be characterized by information in terms of spatial positions and color. It is useful to

extract and learn the target region of interest from a given image because the corresponding color

and spatial information can be investigated and utilized. One application, as an example, is to test

whether the purple dots on a rectangular yellow paper is distributed uniformly based on the image.

Spray technologies via unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) for liquid chemicals of fertilizers, herbicides,

and pesticides are vital in Precision Agriculture due to economic and environmental perspectives.

These technologies can save costs from many aspects and add capabilities of dynamic and optimal

management. However, the success of such technologies heavily relies on effective evaluations of

their performances in terms of efficiency and precision, such as testing the sprayed liquid droplets’

homogeneity and spatial distribution on a target area through color image analysis. There are two

main challenges: First, the sample size of pixels in the image can be too large for the computation.

Second, it is crucial to characterize the spatial information of identified purple dots and conduct

the testing, where theoretical statistical hypothesis testings are not working. Therefore, a data-

driven approach is essential for this practical problem. Developing such a method for this problem

will be helpful as it can aid to uncover more informative evaluations about the quality of spray

technologies. This can serve as an insightful assistant tool for manufacturers to inspect and adjust

their technologies at a low cost.

Such color study based on data science can also be beneficial in digital paintings, such as

van Gogh’s Sunflowers in a vase with a yellow background series. This is motivated by the fact

that a large collection of digital scanning of these paintings is available to data scientists. More

importantly, it is noted that researchers like museum curators mostly focus on chemical investigation

and microscopic analysis, either through the pigments or the canvas, for the purpose of comparison

among paintings as well as color restoration. Such analysis, however, is relatively time-consuming.
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The color restoration of van Gogh’s Bedroom by the van Gogh Museum, is realized after a six-month

study. We aim to study the paintings from the data science perspective in color distribution, to learn

the differences between the original version and its repetitions, as well as the aging pattern, through

a computational framework. The core challenges are the large sample size of pixels contained in

one image and compare the target regions. The first problem can be solved by the characteristics of

color consistency. The second one can be solved by dividing the paintings into three main regions of

interest and comparing their color distribution correspondingly across paintings. Such a framework

will be promising because it is able to uncover the color information intended by van Gogh and

reconstruct the aging color through effective computational algorithms. It is beneficial to serve as

an assistant to help researchers have a better understanding of protecting paintings and preventing

the aging effect.

In Chapter 2, we propose a computational method to realize the testing of purple dots in an

image spatial-wise. One key step of this testing involves color image analysis consisting of two

coupled computational tasks: exhaustive color-dots identification and spatial pattern extracting

and testing. These two tasks are in accord with two natural perspectives of color complexity of a

color image [109]. These two key problems can be resolved by making use of color consistency and

the minimum spanning tree of local spatial squares We analyze five images of yellow water-sensitive

papers that were exposed to aqueous spray droplets during drone experiments. Each paper was

placed on a different background and the resulting images were captured under varying lighting

conditions. We propose a computational method to extract precise spatial and distributional infor-

mation of all blue-purplish dots and to prescribe their interacting relations as joint characteristics,

characterize spatial geometries with respect to varying dot sizes as the targeted joint characteristics,

and conduct spraying tests.

The analysis of the color image inspires us to develop a systematic computational approach to

solving practical problems of the well-known paintings, Sunflowers by van Gogh, which is detailed

in Chapter 3. Van Gogh’s Sunflowers appeal to many. Scientists and museum curators have

used a broad array of traditional and state-of-the-art techniques to look at and below the paint

surface itself [45, 52, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 100, 104]. The differences between the original version

and its repetitions have been studied by the van Gogh Museum [46]. In addition, they have been
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continuously studying and working on the aging pattern of paintings due to time and chemical

factors. Those problem has been investigated in many ways. As the fact that digital images are

accessible, we would like to contribute via a data-science-based approach to those problems. We

utilize unsupervised learning techniques for color analysis. To further analyze the color information

of the paintings, we also consider the color distribution within the sunflowers. To do this, we divide

the sunflowers into smaller regions and compute the color distribution within each region. We then

compare the resulting color distributions for the sunflowers in each painting, which gives us a more

detailed understanding of the differences in color between the paintings. Overall, our approach to

analyzing the paintings is complementary to the traditional methods used by scientists and museum

curators. By using data science techniques to analyze high-resolution images of the paintings, we

are able to gain insights into the color information of the paintings that may not be readily apparent

from traditional analysis techniques.

1.2. Unraveling heterogeneity of ADNI’s time-to-event data using conditional

entropy

Apart from the digital image analysis, the data-driven approach paradigm can also be applied

to the analytical study of Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) to learn about

the heterogeneity in the time-to-event data and identify the significant factors. It is noted that

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common cause of dementia in older adults and it is irreversible

neurodegenerative in a loss of mental function. However, the cause of Alzheimer’s disease in most

people has not been fully understood yet and thus identifying key factors leading to the development

of the disease is crucial. The Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) is a longitudinal

multicenter study designed to develop clinical, imaging, genetic, and biochemical biomarkers for

the early detection and tracking of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Numerous cross-sectional studies

have utilized data from the ADNI database to track the progression of Alzheimer’s disease (AD)

with biomarkers. These studies commonly apply the Cox Proportional Hazard (PH) Regression

model, a well-established statistical method for time-to-event data, such as the progression from

CN to MCI or from MCI to AD. The partial likelihood approach, which is extensively studied, is

often used as the primary inferential tool for identifying significant biomarkers. Nevertheless, this
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widely used approach in Survival analysis encounters several fundamental challenges when applied

to real-world data. For instance, there is no guarantee that the Cox PH modeling assumptions

on the non-informative censoring mechanism align with the pattern information embedded within

the data. Moreover, we suspect that, given that heterogeneity among subjects is intrinsic in ADNI

data, Cox PH is capable to provide reliable results, in particular when facing heavy censoring

rates on the global and local scales and potentially complex interacting relations and effects among

covariate features. Therefore, it is fundamental to propose a more appropriate data-driven method

with fewer assumptions.

In Chapter 4, we focus on the major factor analysis of Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging

Initiative (ADNI) data, by proposing a non-parametric framework. We aim to detect AD at the

earliest possible stage (pre-dementia) and identify ways to track the disease’s progression with

biomarkers. We apply the Categorical Exploratory Data Analysis (CEDA) paradigm to evaluate

conditional entropy-based associative patterns between the categorized response variable against 16

categorized covariates all with 4 categories. We also develop a display called conditional-entropy-

expansion to unravel the effects of all chosen perspectives of heterogeneity.

1.3. Analysis of variability of functionals of recombinant protein production

trajectories based on limited data and its extensions

Another challenging problem with the real data is, on the contrary, the limited size, which is

commonly seen in clinical or biological experiments. Due to the limitation of time and resources,

the size of units measured during the experiments can be extremely small. One example is conduct-

ing experiments to develop a cost-effective alternative to the human enzyme butyrylcholinesterase

(BChE) found in blood plasma. It can be used as a prophylactic and/or therapeutic agent against

nerve agent poisoning but is limited by its high cost. Rice-produced recombinant human BChE

(rrBChE) has been developed as a potential alternative source of BChE, with transgenic rice cell

suspensions being one of the host expression systems used to produce it [3,74]. The rice alpha-

amylase 3D (RAmy3D) promoter regulates the production of rBChE in these transgenic rice cells,

which are grown in a sugar-rich medium for production and transferred to a sugar-free medium for

rrBChE production [19, 49, 50, 76, 99]. However, growing plant cell suspension cultures is both
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time-consuming and expensive, with the slow growth rate of plant cells being a major challenge.

Transgenic rice cells take 10-12 days to be cultivated in batch culture [19,76]. When conducting

experiments involving multiple factors or conditions, limited time for cultivation and equipment

availability can restrict the number of bioreactor replicates. As a result, interpreting the data or

selecting the best conditions may present challenges. Due to the high cost involved, it is important

to gain a thorough understanding of the data. For instance, one key question of interest is how

different it is in production trajectories across treatments. This can be answered statistically by

making inferences on the related parameters from the modeling. Though there are admittedly kinds

of traditional statistical methods available to quantify the production and answer inferential ques-

tions, they are not reliable in this situation because of the limited sample size. Hence any statistical

inference procedure that directly relies on large sample theory will have limited accuracy or may be

misleading. Moreover, since some of the parameters (functionals of the production trajectories) or

process metrics of interest are nonlinear, the standard ANOVA framework that relies on the linear

model theory does not apply. Therefore, it is imperative to aid in the interpretation process by

developing a flexible statistical framework that is capable of modeling the mean trajectory and not

depending on assumption or sample size too much. Such a framework can be useful to integrate

the information from limited data and provide insights for experimental designs.

In Chapter 5 we develop a flexible statistical framework for production trajectories. In biological

experiments, recombinant molecules are produced over time under various experimental conditions.

The data generated are typically longitudinal, and comparing optimal trajectories across different

conditions is a major topic in longitudinal data analysis. While the expected amount of the ingre-

dient is usually the object of interest, obtaining multiple replicates for a comprehensive ANOVA

approach can be challenging in real-life experiments due to resource constraints. In many cases,

the focus is not on the level of the target molecule itself, but on some nonlinear functionals of the

production trajectory, such as the time to reach a specific value, the maximum production level, or

the maximum productivity. Analyzing protein production trajectories across different experimental

conditions poses statistical challenges. Monotonicity of production trajectories is necessary to prop-

erly define quantities of interest, but limited data points require information to be borrowed across

trajectories to compare parameters. Statistical inference procedures relying on large sample theory
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may be inaccurate due to limited data and monotonicity restrictions. Additionally, nonlinear pa-

rameters and process metrics of interest prevent the use of the standard ANOVA framework based

on linear model theory. To address this, we develop a flexible ANOVA framework by represent-

ing trajectories in B-spline bases, incorporating monotonicity constraints through linear inequality

constraints, and fitting trajectories through a constrained least squares regression procedure using

quadratic programming. For statistical inference, we use bootstrap or resampling procedures, com-

paring the efficacies of residual, parametric, and nonparametric bootstraps to resolve the practical

issue of limited data. To control the false discovery rate, we adopt a technique for simultaneous

confidence intervals involving many parameters.

In Chapter 6, we extend the simplified ANOVA framework proposed in Chapter 5 to a gener-

alized two-factor ANOVA framework, which is constructed by incorporating the treatment, time

effects and the interaction between them. It is able to leverage the impact of different treatments

and interactions of both treatment and time and, more informatively, how different they are across

treatments. These are also key experimental studies of interest. It quantifies the treatment effects

and interaction effects between time and treatment to be studied efficiently. We demonstrate the

efficiency in the estimation of the coefficients that can still be solved by quadratic programming.

Moreover, we illustrate the capability of this framework in modeling the correlated longitudinal

data and making inferences under limited data settings. Such extension yields insightful variabili-

ties coming from different sources. We show in simulation studies that the extended model is able

to yield an effective fit and useful description of the data variabilities, with limited data.
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CHAPTER 2

Color-complexity enabled exhaustive color-dots identification and

spatial patterns testing in images

2.1. Introduction

Spray technologies via unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) for liquid chemicals of fertilizers, herbi-

cides and pesticides are at the stage of intensive research and developments [31]. From economic

and environmental perspectives, these technologies are deemed vital in Precision Agriculture [78].

Since its wide uses will not only save costs from many aspects, particularly on human labor and

illness, but also add capabilities of dynamic and optimal management. However, the success of such

technologies heavily relies on effective evaluations of their performances in terms of efficiency and

precision. There might be many ways of making such evaluations. One fundamental way is to eval-

uate their performances by testing whether the sprayed liquid droplets are relatively homogeneous

in size and distributed in a spatially uniform fashion upon a target area.

Recently it has become very common that companies and research labs design their own ex-

periments to facilitate such fundamental testing. One key step of this testing involves color image

analysis consisting of two coupled computational tasks: exhaustive color-dots identification and

spatial patterns extracting and testing. These two tasks are in accord with two natural perspec-

tives of color complexity of a color image [109]. It is crucial to be able to exhaustively identify

all targeted color dots of all sizes on a target area. Since each dot of sprayed chemical gives rise

to two pieces of information: its amount of chemical and spatial location. Exhaustive search and

extraction often are difficult to achieve computationally. Even though color identification is a ma-

jor topic in computer science, those publicly available techniques, such as Contour on grayscale

and other color segmentation techniques through computer package like OpenCV, are not optimal,

nor practical choices for dealing with heterogeneous shading on color images. In order to better
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perceive and appreciate the color complexity and its induced computational challenges facing us in

this study, some relevant information of the physical nature of color is essential as well as necessary.

Humans recognize different colors when visible lights are received by photoreceptors. Those

colors human perceive are indeed grouped into categories, but due to other processes and not only

photoreceptors’ response. In the physical world, the region of the wavelength of the rainbow of

visible lights is between 780nm to 380nm (in decreasing order at nanometer scale). That is, Red has

the longest wavelength (around 700nm) and the smallest frequency (428 Terahertz (THz)), while

Purple has the shortest wavelength (380nm) and the largest frequency (714THz). The Yellow is

in between with wavelengths around 580nm and frequency around 517THz. Such linear ordering

of wavelength and frequency of visible light is turned into a circular order of colors, called the

color wheel, through human perception. Isaac Newton has studied this nonlinearity in the 17th

century. Now we know that the three types of cone cells in our human eyes, which specifically

respond to three visible lights: Red, Green and Blue, collectively generate all colors shown on a

color wheel [51,95,106].

How the lights come from the outside world into our eyes or lens of cameras is the topic

of the physical nature of color. Outside of the eyes and camera, the color should be described

exactly through the spectral reflectance within the wavelength region from 380 nm to 780 nm.

This spectral reflectance and diffuse reflection [43,55], depend on the nature of the material and

its surface properties, light source, viewing angles, observer (the properties of eyes or camera for

imaging) and other surrounding objects. Light not only reflects from the surface of material, but

also penetrates beneath the surface and then scatters. Blue has the highest scattering intensity

than that Red and Green due to its short wavelength and high frequency. How visible lights are

composed into colors inside eyes and cameras is the topic of human trichromacy. The RGB color

space is resulted from technical convolution of three monochromatic spectral stimuli: R(λ), G(λ),

B(λ), curves [51,95,106]. This RGB color model is mutually transformable with the HSV model:

Hue, Saturation and Value [107]. HSV and its variant models were designed and are popularly

used by computer graphics researchers [56].

Besides RGB and HSV models, there are color systems being used with a focus on various color

characteristics in different topics and industries. As for color-printing techniques, two color-systems
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are popularly used for different purposes. The CMYK (Cyan (close to blue), Magenta (close to

red), Yellow and Black) system is primarily used in a printing factory, the PMS (Pantone Matching

System) system is designed to identify exact color needed, such as in a paint shop. This study is

in the opposite direction. We try to avoid or at least limit involvement of human visualizations.

In contrast with RGB, which was defined and adopted in 1930, CIELAB color system: L*a*b*,

was defined by the same International Commission of Illumination in 1976 [1]. Here L*is referred

to as lightness: white-vs-black. a* is indexed relative to green-vs-red, while b* is indexed relative

to blue-vs-yellow. Its original intention is to approximate human perception. To convert RGB

or CMYK coordinates to or from L*a*b* is not straightforward. We must know the reference

Illuminant of RGB and CMYK beforehand. This requirement is not practical for images taken in

the field study. It is well known that CIELAB lacks perceptual uniformity, particularly around the

blue hues. This character of CIELAB surely raises a special concern, especially for using it as a

color system in this study. Therefore we mainly focus on RGB and HSV in this paper.

With respect to a chosen color model or system, a color image is indeed a large data matrix.

Theoretically, any data set has a Kolmogorov complexity in Information Theory. This complexity

is referred to as the shortest length of a computer program that can regenerate the data as one

whole [70]. Though this is not a computable concept, it is highly relevant to the majority of data

analysis involving finding its pattern-based information content, such as in this study.

Unlike the concept of Kolmogorov’s complexity, the color complexity is simply considered

through human’s data visualization, not computers’ data generation. This is a concept not yet

being well established in Color Theory. A colored image is a huge dataset because of its many

thousands or millions of pixels, and each pixel is coded with 3D RGB and HSV coordinates. The

color complexity of an image can be perceived and computed from two perspectives: color variety

and color distribution [109].

In this paper, both perspectives are being studied across five experimental images. The color

variety is referred to how many “distinct” colors are present within an image, while color distribution

is referred to 2D spatial distributions of distinct colors on the 2D Euclidean plane of the image. We

discuss these two perspectives computationally in this study. Even though, each of the five images

seemingly has only two major colors by experimental design, the color variety within the RGB
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space surely would be much more than 2. There are many underlying factors that could affect the

large and fine scales coloring of an image. We just list three key factors here as follows.

First, the mechanism of light’s reflection upon an unsmooth and uneven colored paper media

involves with complicated physical nature of color, as been briefly depicted with some basic facts

above. Secondly, colored dots are of many sizes, and indeed could contain heterogeneous color-

pigment intensities. Thirdly, swiftly varying lighting conditions could go through the lens of cameras

when the images were taken. Due to these reasons and beyond, we expect that one image would

give rise to a RGB point-cloud occupying many 3D coordinates within the RGB space. We can

intuitively define an image’s color variety as the relative size of its RGB point-cloud on the finest

scale with respect to the size 2563 of 3D RGB space [0, 255]3.

In this study, we analyze five images collected by the researchers from GEOSTA & Technology

Inc., which conducted the experiments of spraying liquids via drone. The experimental setting

realistically mimicked the mechanism undertaken by an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) when

spraying liquid chemicals on the fields. Multiple yellow Teejet water-sensitive papers (part# 20301-

1N) are laid on flat ground when an UAV machine was employed at each trail. Such yellow paper

shows stained blue-purplish colors wherever being exposed to aqueous spray droplets. The five

testing papers that are analyzed in this paper are collected from five different spraying trails with

distinct mechanical parameters that control spraying mechanisms. Water is used to do the test and

there was no pesticide involved. More information on the design of the UAV machine and nozzle’s

spray angle-vs-coverage relational information is contained in [98].

After spraying, each test paper was then individually placed on a specific background-setting.

Its camera image was taken. The five background-settings are slightly different from each other.

Therefore, the five camera images of the five testing papers were taken under different lighting

conditions. For instance, see Fig 2.1A for one experimental image. Then, each of the five images is

individually converted into one RGB and one HSV data sets, see Fig 2.1B for both color models.

Within these five pairs of data sets, the joint characteristics of spatial geometries and size distri-

butions of blue-purplish colored dots are used to evaluate the effectiveness of the five experimental

mechanisms.
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Figure 2.1. Original image and RGB density curves. A: Original image with
purple dots in various sizes and shapes located on the yellow test paper; B: RGB
model and HSV model.

Thus, the goals of this study are to be able to computationally extract precise spatial and dis-

tributional information of all blue-purplish dots and to prescribe their interacting relations as joint

characteristics. To achieve these goals, blue-purplish color identification is the first computational

technique we would develop in this paper. This technique needs the capability of capturing color-

dots of all sizes with varying shapes. Based on RGB and HSV color models, we expect that each of

the five images would have a rather small color complexity. It is because that the two major colors

would make three RGB coordinates as three features of 3D data points highly associated. That is,

all RGB point-clouds are to have a two-hill shape occupying small volumes in the RGB space.

Various algorithms and techniques such as thresholding techniques [67] and clustering, have

been developed for image or color segmentation [53]. Most of them can be implemented through

OpenCV. Applying color thresholding typically requires human involvement in color identification

by looking for spatial spots in an image that match a fixed range of colors. Such a range of colors is

either pre-specified or being taken out by humans from an image. Such a priori kind of knowledge

makes the most direct and clear distinction between existing popular color-Identification packages,

such as OpenCV, and goals of color Identification in this study. Since this range of color within an

image is one specific information to be computed and learned from the image itself. That is exactly
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one of the challenges facing us in this study. Since the heterogeneity in targeted color created by

varying shades and tones makes specifying such a precise range of colors extremely difficult.

Specifically, shades and tones affect colors locally, while lighting conditions would impact colors

globally. Such lighting conditions are nearly uncontrollable for any camera image taken outdoor un-

der the Sun. Such global and local factors make color distributions vary drastically from one image

to another. This varying nature does not fit well with many color-identification techniques based

on computational methodologies, such as K-means [37] and variants of thresholding techniques [2],

that require prior knowledge of object and background distributions. Further, irregular shapes are

another characteristic of the color dot in our testing papers. Such irregularity in shape and varying

in sizes together with a large number of dots make the majority of segmentation techniques [53]

nearly useless. The widely spreading tiny color dots would act like noise that seriously compromise

the effectiveness of such segmentation techniques.

The second computational technique is to characterize spatial geometries with respect to varying

dot-sizes as the targeted joint characteristics. As for the perspective of color dot distribution, we

only focus on the targeted purple color’s distribution because the Yellow color is the background

color. Since the spraying mechanism is a mechanical one. So, we expect the potentials that the

purple color’s distribution might be far away from uniform, particularly for dots of large size with

high intensity of purple. Due to the largeness of the number of purple color-dots, we focus on

spatial uniformness in the sense of density of purple dots, not their spatial coordinates. In order to

bring out the sense of density, we divide the test paper into a feasible number (400) of squares, and

categorize their densities in terms of their distributions of categorical sizes of purple dots contained

in them. For one cumulative density category, from the largest to smallest, we propose to build a

minimum spanning tree (MST) to connect squares. A MST is a rather flexible spatial structure.

Its characteristic distribution of the distance between immediate neighboring-squares would be the

basis for testing spatial uniformness.

By simulating MST under spatial uniformness assumption upon all squares, we compare the

observed MST with all simulated MSTs. To facilitate such a comparison, we extract one MST-

based distribution of the distance of neighboring squares from each MST. Further, we transform

each distance distribution into a histogram with common data-driven bin-boundaries, and then
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collecting all vectors of proportions into a matrix. We build a Hierarchical Clustering (HC) tree

among these distribution-IDs. Then, we develop a new algorithm to calculate p-value based on the

binary structure of HC tree-geometry. We then repeatedly perform the same testing on uniformness

by including less dense squares in a cumulative manner. This p-value computation is somehow novel

in the sense that it is calculated based on a series of odds-ratios along a descending tree-path leading

to the observed MST-tree-leaf. Such HC-tree-based spatial-uniformness testing and evaluating the

reliability of the testing results are performed with respect to each of the multiple cumulative

density scales. We believe that such a multiscale spatial 2D uniformness testing seemingly offers a

relatively new perspective of spatial data analysis.

In comparison, our goals and computational developments for evaluating the effectiveness of

an UAV’s spraying mechanisms in this study are rather unique comparing with existing color-

identification techniques. For instance, in medical image analysis, the focus is placed on identifying

color-dots under a rather limited and well-controlled range of lighting conditions. Therefore, the

issues of shade and tone are not as serious as in the open field settings. Further, color images are

highly sensitive to environmental and operational conditions, such as lighting and shadowing under

weather and operations. It is realistic, practical and even necessary to extract designated color

pixels with respect to data-driven RGB ranges, not fixed ones as used in popular color identification

approaches, such as the aforementioned color thresholding and others. Since the effects of shade

and tone vary from one color image to another color image, we need robust computational efforts

to accommodate such varying effects.

2.2. Method

The original dataset is in the format of an image, with a dimension of 4608 × 3456. We use

R programming to read and load the image, transforming it into a 3-dimensional array. Each

dimension corresponds to a 4608 × 3456 matrix with one color channel as its entry. We further

reconstruct the data as a large matrix with x-, y-axes, and three color- channels as columns. We

make use of the array-like object to reproduce an image and illustrate our results, and a matrix for

computation.
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Each image gives rise to two RGB and HSV data formats, as shown in Fig 2.1B. They are

mutually convertible. We remove most of the background and only focus on the area containing

the yellow test paper, which contains around 106 pixels. The image of the test paper can be

reconstructed as any one of RGB or HSV 106× 3 matrices. That is, from perspectives of pixel-wise

3D intensities of RGB and HSV, a color image data here is in the form of structured data. Each

pixel-specific color data point in an image like the one in Fig 2.1A.) are referred to two 3D color

measurements: RGB ([0, 255)× [0, 255)× [0, 255)) and HSV ([0, 255)× [0, 255)× [0, 255)).

Before our developments in this section, we mention the fact that the five images are likely to

subject to mixing lighting conditions. Such conditions can cause uniform shading effects across the

entire image. Such uniform effects can be dealt with by taking off via various imaging processing

techniques. Nonetheless, we do not perform such a data pre-processing step. Since we see that the

shading effects seen and considered in this paper are primarily local and heterogeneous. They are

mainly caused by unevenness of the test paper, or some surrounding objects, such as human hands

holding the test paper, that indeed block lights from shining onto small parts of the test paper

when it was posted for its images to be taken. Such characteristics of locality and heterogeneity on

an image are different from the uniform ones.

Our machine learning-based approach is proposed to identify localities affected by the shading

effects and to figure out the varying degrees of the effects in a divide-and-conquer fashion. Further,

such local and heterogeneous characteristics of shading effects vary from one image to another

image. Therefore, we need at least a learning region being anchored for each image to train our

computing methodologies on typical areas, and then modify our learned methodologies one way

or the other to adapt to shading effects upon affected localities. We believe that the local and

heterogeneous nature of shading effects, as being present across all five images studied here, are

not uncommon in real-world applications.

We propose computational algorithms to resolve this color identification issue. One physical

fact of color theory plays an important role: the three dimensions of RGB or HSV are highly

associated. This fact interestingly and very important points to that, among the 2563 unit cubes

(of size 1× 1× 1), a color image’s millions of pixels typically only collectively occupy a very small

number of cubes. That is, a natural color image usually has a very small “color-complexity”.
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The color-complexity of the test paper in Fig 2.2A is 0.002. In contrast, the color-complexity

of the whole image in Fig 2.1A is calculated as 393014
2563

≈ 0.023. That is, the color-complexity of

this test paper is only one-tenth of the original image. Therefore, we indeed deal with only several

thousand, not a million, of distinct colors. This is the underlying reason why our computing cost

is low and our color identification is effective.

Figure 2.2. A: reduced image; B: focal area.

Upon one test paper (yellow colored-strip), under either RGB or HSV color models, our first

development is aimed at exhaustively identifying all “purple” dots of all sizes. Here color “purple”

is meant to be an unspecified 3D region within the 3D discrete space [0, 255)3 that reveals purple

color through our visual system. After nearly exhaustively extracting all purple pixels, we build

purple dots as a connected network based on a common choice of the neighborhood on the 2D

lattice. Then, we measure each dot’s size, and classify them into several size categories.
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After collecting almost all purple dots and sorting out their multi-scales size-categories, two key

difficulties facing us here are: the largeness of the number of color-dots and geometric representa-

tions of color-dots. These two difficult aspects correspond to two kinds of uniformness: dot-size

and spatial. Upon dot-size uniformness, we aim to figure out whether the spraying machine’s me-

chanical design is proper or not. We particularly pay attention to the behavior of the right tail of

the dot-size distribution (large and very large ones). While, upon the spatial uniformness, we need

a practical unit that can embrace effectively the concept of spatial density of dot-locations. We

also need a simple enough geometric representation to embed all involving units, so that structural

information of spatial distribution can be extracted. Such computational endeavors for multi-scale

spatial pattern extractions and testing spatial uniformness upon all size-scales are computationally

developed in this study.

In this paper, we develop computing algorithms to resolve such coupled computational tasks.

A block of diagram clarifying our proposed method process is displayed in Fig 2.3. We apply our

algorithms to five experimental images under rather distinct lighting conditions. We exclusively

use one image for illustrating our computational developments (Fig 2.1A), followed by the results

of the rest of the 4 images.

Figure 2.3. A block of diagram of the process of our method.
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In order to exhaustively identify all pixels of a human-designated color, under the RGB system,

we apply the Hierarchical Clustering (HC) algorithm as an unsupervised machine learning approach

in a divide-and-conquer fashion due to the largeness of pixel numbers. The tree-leaves of the

designated color-branches are recovered with their spatial coordinates. The effectiveness of this

color-identification can be inspected via zoom-in and zoom-out visual validations based on local as

well as global geometries. Multiscale inspections conducted to make sure our algorithms’ validity

and efficiency are necessary due to the huge number of pixels.

Further, since the collection of identified irregular shapes and size color dots is also large in

number, we divide the whole spatial region into rectangles of the same size and extract their cat-

egorical features of color-dot-density. Then two brand-new computational approaches are devised

for our data analysis. First, we propose to construct one minimum spanning tree (MST) upon

one cumulative scale of color-dot-density to capture spatial characteristics. Secondly, we develop

an odds-ratio-based algorithm to compute a p-value from a clustering-tree, which is built upon a

set of summarizing vectors extract from the observed MST and many simulated MSTs under the

uniformness hypothesis.

2.2.1. Identification of purple pixels. As shown in Fig 2.1A and Fig 2.2A, it is clear that

this test paper contains two main color families, yellow and purple, among the one million (106)

pixels. It is also evident that it contains areas of heterogeneous intensities of shades across the

entire test paper. The presence of such data complications is rather common in the majority of

real-world color images, It becomes part of the nature of data from Precision Agriculture. Since

images might be taken under drastically distinct lighting conditions: with or without sun lights

across different parts of days. Further, it is well known that the human’s visual system via the

brain and eye is subject to color illusions. Such an illusion makes us identify the same object with

different colors under shadows as well as different backgrounds. Thus, any heterogeneously shaded

image, in general, poses various challenges on color identification. One of the challenges is: How

to do color identification in a data-driven fashion? In other words, it is a necessary capability of

identifying color in any image from the perspective of a computer, not a human.

To make computing feasible via computer, we need to have an idea of how many distinct colors

are indeed contained in the test paper. This is the concept referred to as “color-complexity”. Given
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the discrete nature of color data, it is crucial to ask: how many unit cube of 1× 1× 1 among the

2563 “color-unit-cubes” are indeed occupied by the one million color-pixels in the test paper? The

answer is 28126. So the color-complexity is only 28126
2563

≈ 0.002. If we enlarge the scale of the unit

cube to a scale of 10 × 10 × 10 cube, we checked and found that all potential colors contained

within such a cube are still rather “uniform” to our raw eyesight. And, with respect to all pixels

in the test paper, there are 880 among 26 × 26 × 26 of such cubes being occupied. The color-

complex of this test paper on this larger scale is 880
263

≈ 0.05. Hence, we decide to begin our machine

learning computations upon this scale first and go back to the unit scale afterward. It is worth

emphasizing that such low color-complexity is made possible by very high non-linear associations

among R&G&B and H&S&V. This is the underlying foundation to build data-driven algorithms

for color identification.

Then we build a geometry among these 880 uniform color cubes. This geometry is intended to

serve as a platform for our color identification. We choose this geometry to a tree for computational

simplicity and practical applicability. We construct hierarchical clustering(HC) trees as follows. We

use the center of mass (3D average) of pixels contained in such a cube as the cube’s representative.

Upon this collective of 880 representatives, the HC algorithm can work efficiently.

For completing our protocol of color identification, we take a step to tentatively avoid shady

areas and background noises. Even though only involving a minority of pixels, their inclusion could

yield non-negligible errors. To this end, we choose a rectangle area within the test paper as our

“focal area”, as shown in Fig 2.2B. This focal area is divided into 39 rows. Each row contains

2.5× 103 pixels (Fig 2.2B), and is further divided into 10 squares.

Our color identification begins with the following row-by-row operation. For each one row’s

2.5×103 pixels, we identify which color-cube it belongs to and then find its color-cube representative.

The resultant set of distinct color-cube representatives has a size smaller than 880, surely is much

smaller than 2.5 × 103. Upon this row-specific set of color-cube representatives, we apply the HC

algorithm. For each row-specific HC-tree, via its bifurcation, we collect the representatives within

the smaller branch as being designated as “purple” ones, while those in the larger branch as being

“yellow”. We further use ROC curve analysis for validation checking to avoid misclassification due
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to uncontrolled environmental and lighting conditions. This validation check is performed upon

each square within each row.

The ensemble of color-identification on the focal area via the RGB data file is shown in Fig

2.4 together with results of the square-by-square validation check. There are three squares that

have obvious misclassification. We “clean” these three squares by assigning all pixels in these three

squares into the yellow group.

Figure 2.4. Color-identification on the focal area A: original focal area; B: pre-
dicted focal area by RGB file; C: validation check indicating three squares need
“cleaning”.

2.2.2. Comparing with existing approaches. As aforementioned, one test paper likely

includes regions under varying shading conditions due to the photographing condition and exper-

imental setup when the image was taken. Heterogeneous shaded images are vividly seen as well

in the four images shown and analyzed later. Such existential shading will complicate choices of

grayscale, and consequently, reduce the efficiency of the Contour approach significantly. We apply

these aforementioned methods and algorithms to one part of our image, as comparisons to our

proposed method.
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The segmentation results are shown in Fig 2.5 that indicates one example of such local impacts

of the shading effect. It is observed that the shading effect exists along the right bound, especially

at the bottom right. All three methods are sensitive to noise and shading, and thus fail to correctly

segment the purple objects and yellow background. The poor identification by K-Means and the

Mean thresholding method are affected due to the shading. As for the color thresholding method,

we set the RGB code as (247,191,252) as the upper bound (light purple) while (75,0,130) as the

lower bound (dark purple). Since so many dots of varying sizes look purple, it is not possible to

specify a 3D color region to cover all purple dots.

Figure 2.5. Color segmentation using different algorithms and techniques. A: part
of the original image; B: our proposed method; C: K-Means; D: Mean thresholding;
E: Color thresholding.

We, therefore, conclude that the color thresholding technique via OpenCV is neither feasible

nor practical for the exhaustive search purpose in our case. Hence, due to practical issues caused

by shading and lighting effects, such classical applications are less effective, They neglect key color

structures contained in the image. Thus, an effective strategy as proposed in the above subsection

becomes necessary.
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2.2.3. Recovering the whole yellow test paper. Given that pixels outside of the focal

area have a higher potential for being subject to shade or other noises, their color identification

needs extra effort. We propose the following remedy based on our experiences derived from our

explorations and experiments. Upon RGB data format, we need to employ 1 × 1 × 1 small RGB

color-cubes, denoted as the scale of “n = 1”. That is, we need to drastically sharpen the color-

uniformness within each color-cube. So we have to pay more computing cost to achieve the goal

of color identification with RGB data, even though we still enjoy the reduction of color complexity

because only 0.2% of 1× 1× 1 RGB unit color-cubes are occupied.

Consequently, we collect the centers of all color-cubes, which have ever been occupied by an

identified purple pixel in the focal area. And likewise collect the centers of all color-cubes, which

have ever been occupied by an identified yellow pixel in the focal area. Among the pool of these

two collections of centers of color-cubes, we compute the closest neighbor to each pixel outside of

the focal area and then declare the color-identification accordingly. In this way, we are able to

capture the majority of purple pixels and avoid misclassification as much as possible.

As for HSV data format, we still employ the scale n = 10, i.e. 10 × 10 × 10 HSV color-cubes.

We obtain the recovering by both the RGB file and HSV file separately. It turns out that the RGB

file helps identify more pixels in smaller purple dots, while HSV file helps identify more pixels near

the bottom and top where the RGB file fails. The two results suggest a better recovering scheme

as simply combining these two results together. All results are shown in Fig 2.6.

2.3. Testing uniformness via sizes

As it is intuitively known that a spraying device typically mixes air with liquid, and then

pushes the mixture out. The mixing of air and liquid is determined by a set of tuning parameters.

Mechanically speaking, different sets of tuning parameters surely give rise to distinct degrees of

inhomogeneous mixing. Consequently, the droplets out of the device are likely heterogeneous in

size. So, some tuning parameters are better than others. One merit of exhaustive identification

of targeted color-dots contained in an image is to check the validity of a parameter-setup of the

spraying device. For this merit, there are two natural measure sizes of a droplet, which is an

identified connected purple-pixel. The first measure is to count the number of connecting pixels.
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Figure 2.6. Performance by using different files A: original reduced image; B:
recovering (in red) by RGB file (n = 1); C: recovering (in green) by HSV file
(n = 10); D: recovering (in light blue) by combining RGB file (n = 1) and HSV file
(n = 10)

The second one is the radius of the smallest circle containing all connecting pixels. Accordingly,

the best set of tuning parameters should ideally produce the Poisson distribution with respect to

the counting measure, and an Exponential with respect to the continuous measure.

We consider the target collection of color-dots identified via the approach of combining the

RGB and HSV data, see Fig 2.6D. We first compute the MLEs of intensity parameters, λP , and

λE , under the Poisson and Exponential distribution assumptions, respectively, based on the two

data sets derived from the target collection of purple-dots within the test paper.

Based on the pixel-count data set, the Poisson distribution specified by MLE of λP is computed

and superimposed onto the histogram constructed based on pixel-counts from the target collection

of purple dots, as shown in Fig 2.7A. It is evident that many identified purple-dots have large pixel

counts that can not be accounted for by Poisson distribution. We can draw a similar conclusion

based on the dot-size distribution with superimposed Exponential distribution specified by MLE

of λE shown in Fig 2.7B.

While the Q-Q plot Exponential distribution specified by MLE of λE is compared with empirical

Q-Q plot of continuous purple dots sizes, as shown in Fig 2.7C. We see evident departures from this
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Figure 2.7. Distributions of pixel-counts and dot-sizes A: The histogram of pixel-
counts of identified purple-dots superimposed with Poisson distribution specified
MLE of λP (red curve) and kernel density estimates (green dash curve); B: The
histogram of dot-sizes of identified purple-dots superimposed with Exponential dis-
tribution specified MLE of λE (red curve) and kernel density estimates (green dash
curve); C: Empirical Q-Q plot (Circle curve) vs Exponential Q-Q plot specified by
MLE of λE(dash line).

Q-Q plot comparison. Further, we run the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, which suggests the observed

dot-size is not following an Exponential distribution (with p-value < 0.05)

2.4. Testing spatial uniformness via rectangle neighborhood

In this section, we construct our major algorithmic developments for testing against the 2D

spatial uniformness. We adopt the concept of the 2D neighborhood into 2D spatial characteristics.

The reasons behind this are that the number of identified purple-dots is too big, and their sizes

are rather heterogeneous. This neighborhood concept directly links to the idea of spatial density,

which is a proper expression for addressing spatial uniformness here.

Given that we specifically divide the entire target area into 400 small rectangles, one rectangle is

taken as one 2D neighborhood. On this collective of rectangles, we pretend as if they are uniformly

colored with an intensity (density) of purple depending on all purple-dots contained in it. In this

fashion, we consider the 2D spatial uniformness among 2D-entities of 400 rectangles. In addition,

the radius of the smallest circle containing all connecting pixels is regarded as the size of a purple dot

and thus all identified purple-dots will be classified into three categories of sizes: small, medium and
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large, according to their sizes. So intensity of purple dots in a rectangle would be also categorized,

as given below. We apply the Hierarchical Clustering (HC) algorithm to guide this categorization.

The categorizing protocol is devised as follows.

We count the numbers of small, medium and large purple-dots contained in a rectangle as the 3

features for this rectangle. That is, each rectangle of many pixels as an unstructured data format is

characterized by a 3-dim vector of counts. Via this characterization, we transform a rectangle into

a structured data format. We employ a distance measure that is a weighted version of Euclidean

distance in R3. To reflect larger dot-size giving rise to higher purple-color intensity, this weighting

scheme is specified with respect to the 3 averaged sizes: small, medium and large, of purple-dots.

With this weighted distance measure, we build a 400×400 distance matrix. A HC-tree is computed

and reported in Fig 2.8B.

Figure 2.8. Significant rectangles are selected by using HC algorithm. A: ⋆ in red:
rectangles with ≥ 1 big dot are identified (in blue branch in B); o in red: rectangles
with ≥ 2 medium dots (in red branch in B); B: HC tree of 400 rectangles with 3
indicated clusters.
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Upon this HC-tree, we can see two small branches (red and blue colored) constituting a clear

pattern: their member rectangles either contain at least one large or two medium dots. Locations

of these rectangles are shown in Fig 2.8A. This data-driven pattern leads us to explore the intensity

spectrum via a Hierarchical Clustering (HC) tree on these 400 rectangles.

More or less based on this HC tree, we further qualitatively determine four categories of density

within a rectangle as follows: A rectangle contains

R1:: [Highly-dense] one or more large dots, or two or more medium dots;

R2:: [Dense] one medium dot;

R3:: [Sparse] 2 or more small dots;

R4:: [Extremely-Sparse] only one small dot or empty.

We found that there are 25 rectangles belonging to the [R1] (Highly-dense) category, which are

located on the blue and red branches of the HC tree in Fig 2.8B. The spatial geometries of these

four categories of rectangles can be seen in Fig 2.9 in a cumulative manner.

Figure 2.9. The flow of rectangles’ 2D-distribution, from large dots to medium
and small dots; some specific spatial patterns are present. A: [R1] rectangles; B:
[R1-R2] rectangles; C: [R1-R3] rectangles and the blank are [R4] rectangles.

2.4.1. Via Minimum Spanning Tree (MST). Upon these 25 highly-dense rectangles, we

construct a Minimum Spanning Tree (MST), denoted asMobs, as shown in Fig 2.10B. The intuitive

idea underlying MST is that its tree geometry, which spans a subregion by having one tree-leaf
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linking to one of its close neighbors, will reflect possibly heterogeneous degrees of spatial concen-

tration among the 25 rectangle members. One way of expressing such heterogeneity in the spatial

concentration of a MST is to look through the empirical distribution (or histogram) of distances

among all connected immediate-tree-neighbors. Such an empirical distribution (or histogram) is an

informative summarizing exhibition for the degree of heterogeneous concentration pertaining to a

MST. We particularly lookout for the extremely high concentrations, which will lead a MST’s em-

pirical distribution of distance, or its histogram, to reveal a single-mode located at a small distance

value.

Figure 2.10. Distributions of [R1] (Highly-dense) rectangles and construct MST.
A: interested 2D distribution of rectangles with ≥ 2 medium dots; B: using the
corresponding Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) to capture the spatial pattern.

With aforementioned focal characteristics in mind, to test whether Mobs is coherent with the

2D spatial uniformness hypothesis, we compare Mobs’s empirical distribution (or histogram) with

B(= 500) randomly generated MSTs’ empirical distributions (or histograms). 25 numbers are

sampled randomly from a collection of digits {1, 2, ..., 400} with equal probability. We repeat this

simulation scheme for B(= 500) times with independence. We accordingly generate corresponding

B MSTs, denoted as {Mb}Bb=1. So we have B simulated empirical distributions (or histograms)
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under the spatial uniformness hypotheses. To compare Mobs with {Mb}Bb=1 via their empirical

distributions (or histograms), we propose two approaches: the Receiver Operation Characteristic

(ROC) curve analysis and unsupervised machine learning approach.

2.4.2. ROC curve analysis: The ROC Curve compares a pair of distributions, say F (.) and

G(.) via 1−G(F−1(1−w)) with F−1(w) the quantile function of F (.). So we compute B ROC curves

for the B pairs empirical distributions pertaining to B pairs of (Mobs,Mb) with b = 1, ..., B. So B

pieces of area-under-curve (AUC) are calculated. The histogram of B AUC values are shown in Fig

2.11A. The marked 0.5 value of AUC, which corresponds to the case of F (.) = G(.), is seen being

far away from this histogram. This fact strongly indicates that theMobs’s empirical distribution (or

histogram) is stochastically smaller than the empirical distributions (or histograms) of {Mb}Bb=1 in a

persistent manner. Nevertheless, one fundamental drawback rests on the fact that one-dimensional

statistics is unlikely to reveal structural differences between two distributions because of their high

dimensionality. That is why unsupervised machine learning approaches are needed.

Figure 2.11. ROC curve and Unsupervised machine learning approach on test-
ing the spatial uniformness of 25 highly-dense rectangles. A: ROC curve anlysis
results; B: HC algorithm with heatmap, product of odds (PO = 0.023) and p-value
p(Mobs) = 0.002.
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2.4.3. Unsupervised machine learning approach: We want to literally compare these

B+1 empirical distributions derived from Mobs with {Mb}Bb=1. To facilitate such a direct compar-

ison, we pool together all distance values from these B + 1 empirical distributions and then build

a histogram with 10-bins. With such data-driven bin boundaries, we transform each empirical

distribution into a 10-dim vector of counts. These B + 1 10-dim vectors are arranged along the

row-axis a (B + 1)× 10 matrix.

Due to the equal total counts on all rows, we simply adopt Euclidean distance and then calculate

a (B + 1) × (B + 1), with which we apply the Hierarchical Clustering (HC) algorithm to build a

HC tree, denoted as T , and superimpose it onto the row-axis of (B + 1)× 10 matrix, as shown in

Fig 2.11B. The tree-leaf of Mobs is marked onto the HC tree upon this rearranged matrix, which is

called a heatmap.

The resultant heatmap explicitly shows why Mobs is found among an extreme subgroup of the

ensemble {Mb}Bb=1. The visible pattern is that the 25 members of Mobs have dominantly many

extremely small distances among immediate neighbors. This pattern indeed indicates high degrees

of concentration among 25 members of Mobs. This is a strong piece of evidence against the spatial

uniformness assumption. How strong it is? Next, we develop an algorithm to do such an evaluation.

The HC tree T is binary. Therefore each of B + 1 tree-leave can be located by a binary tree-

descending tracing process. If we adopt a coding scheme to encode the left-branching with a code-0

and right-branching with a code-1 at each internal node of T . Then each tree-leaf is encoded by a

binary code sequence. Denote the binary code sequence for Mobs as < do1, d
o
2, ...d

o
Ko

> and a code

sequence for Mb as < db1, d
b
2, ...d

b
Kb

> with b = 1, .., B. The coding lengths Ko and {Kb}Bb=1 vary

from one tree-leaf to another tree-leaf.

Further, with the binary code sequence as the descending path of bifurcating for locating Mobs,

we denote the left and right branches at k-th bifurcation as Ldok
and Rdok

with k = 1, ...,Ko. The

sizes of the two branches are denoted as |Ldok
| and |Rdok

|. Then the size of the branch containing

Mobs at k-th bifurcation is calculated as

|Ldok
|(1−dok)|Rdok

|(dok).(2.1)
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Then there is an odds of correctly guessing which branch contains Mobs is calculated as:

PO[dok|Mobs] =
|Ldok

|(1−dok)|Rdok
|(dok)

|Ldok
|(dok)|Rdok

|(1−dok)
.(2.2)

We then compute the overall odds of guessing correctly on which branch Mobs belongs along

the entire coding sequence < do1, d
o
2, ...d

o
Ko

> as

PO(Mobs) =

Ko∏
k=1

PO[dok|Mobs].(2.3)

An example is illustrated in Fig 2.12.

Figure 2.12. An example of the product of odds and p-value.

Likewise we compute an ensemble of odds {PO(Mb)}Bb=1. Then we compute the p-value of

observing an odds like PO(Mobs) as the proportion of PO(Mb) being less than PO(Mobs):

p(Mobs) =

∑B
b=1 1[PO(Mb)<PO(Mobs)]

B
.(2.4)

Upon the HC tree shown in Fig 2.11B, we have PO(Mobs) = 0.023 and p-value is p(Mobs) =

0.002. Hence, it turns out that Mobs is significantly extreme in the HC tree. Based on the visible

patterns observed in the heatmap, we can conclude that the 25 [R1] (Highly-dense) rectangles are

not uniformly distributed.

2.4.4. Enlarge the spatial scale: In the previous section, we have built a MST for the

Highly-dense rectangles’ 2D-distribution, as the 3rd of the flow chart shown in Fig 2.9C. We further

work on the 2D distribution of the 4th one including those Dense rectangles, as shown in Fig 2.13A.

By combining the [R1] and [R2] scales of rectangles, we expect to see the distribution of purple-

dots with an expanded perspective. Its MST is computed and reported in Fig 2.13B. Likewise,

we perform the two versions of testing on spatial uniformness and report the results in Fig 2.14,

respectively. Though having less significance in terms of p-values, the results via ROC curve
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analysis on the left panel and Machine Learning method on the right panel all still indicate that

the rectangles’ 2D distribution is not fully in accord with spatial uniformness.

Figure 2.13. Enlarge the spatial scale.
A: focusing on [R1-R2] rectangles; B: the corresponding MST.

Nonetheless, this trend of getting less and less significant against spatial uniformness is expected

when we further expand by including rectangles of [R3] Sparse scale. This trend tells us that the

spraying mechanism needs further fine-tuning in order to achieve spatial uniformness. Especially,

large purple nodes in [R1] Highly-dense scale should be significantly reduced.

2.4.5. Simulation study. In addition to the application to the real data, we conduct experi-

mental simulations to validate our proposed method for 2D spatial uniformness testing via rectangle

(or sub-region) neighborhood given known spatial scale densities. Two situations are considered

in Fig 2.15. We divide the area into 400 rectangles. In simulation 1 (Fig 2.15A), all rectangles at

spatial scale [R1-R4] are randomly uniformly distributed. In simulation 2 (Fig 2.15B), we select

rectangles at [R1] around the center and bottom. Rectangles connected to those at [R1] are chosen

as [R2] with a probability of 0.4. Similarly, rectangles connected to [R2] are selected as [R3] with

a probability of 0.5. We sample [R4] rectangles from those connected to [R3] with a probability of
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Figure 2.14. ROC curve and Unsupervised machine learning approach ontesting
the spatial uniformness of [R1-R2] rectangles.

A: ROC curve analysis results; B: HC algorithm with hearmap, product of odds (PO = 1.108)
and p-value = 0.056.

0.6. For each case, we apply our algorithm to three scales: Highly-dense ([R1]), Highly-dense with

Dense ([R1-R2]), and Highly-dense with Dense and Sparse ([R1-R3]). The results are reported in

Table 2.1 and consistent with our simulated data. The p-values and PO of three spatial scales in

simulation 1 are all relatively large, indicating the uniformness of purple distribution. In simulation

2, a non-uniformness distribution is suggested according to small p-values.

Table 2.1. Computed results for two simulations. p-values with PO in parentheses
are reported.

[R1] [R1-R2] [R1-R3]
Simulation 1 0.558 (20397.38) 0.418 (64.48407 ) 0.934 (222504.8)
Simulation 2 0.008 (0.03275434) <0.0001 (0.002) <0.0001 (0.002)

2.5. Analysis of 4 other images

We apply computational algorithms developed and illustrated through image no.1 to the rest of

the four images. Heterogeneous shading conditions can be evidently seen across these four images.

Overall our exhaustive color identifications are satisfactory and the testings of spatial uniformness

are indeed much more effective than the one based on ROC analysis.
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Figure 2.15. Two simulations. A: simulation 1 - purple rectangles are uniformly
distributed; B: simulation 2 - purple rectangles are clustered in two sub-regions.

2.5.1. Image no.2. Image no.2 consists of two “pages” of test papers, as shown in Fig 2.16A.

The upper part of these two coupled test papers is under shading. Consequently, the color-dot

identification based only on RGB has missed quite a few small purple dots, as shown in Fig 2.16B.

Many of these small dots were also not picked up via HSV data format based on 1×1×1 fine-scale

cubes.

Based on the observation as well as p-values indicated, the purple dots are not distributed

uniformly and improvement in spraying via drones is needed. We separately report results of

spatial uniformness on the two test papers by focusing only dense squares as shown in Fig 2.16C.

Two separate results are reported: Fig 2.17 for the Left and Fig 2.18 for the Right, respectively.

Based on both figures, we see that there exists a small discrepancy in p-values between the result

based on ROC in Fig 2.17A against results based on HC-tree and heatmap in Fig 2.17B, and result
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Figure 2.16. Image no.2:
A: two test papers in the original data; B: recovering by RGB file; C: dividing the paper into

rectangles for 2D spatial uniformness testing.

based on ROC in Fig 2.18A against results based on HC-tree and heatmap in Fig 2.18B. However,

such small discrepancies don’t seem to cause incoherent conclusions.

Figure 2.17. Image no.2: Spatial uniformness testing on the LEFT test paper:
studying [R1] rectangles; A: ROC curve anlysis results; B: HC algorithm with
heatmap, product of odds (PO = 0.016) and p-value p(Mobs) = 0.

2.5.2. Image no.3. A conclusion of uniform distribution of purple dots can be confirmed,

according to the p-value. The test paper in image no.3 seems curved a bit, as shown in Fig 2.19A.

This curved shape likely created shads around the upper left and lower right corners of the test
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Figure 2.18. Image no.2: Spatial uniformness testing on the RIGHT test pa-
per: studying [R1] rectangles; A: ROC curve anlysis results; B: HC algorithm with
heatmap, product of odds (PO = 0.047) and p-value p(Mobs) = 0.004.

paper. The coupled results from RGB and HSV seem to achieve a big degree of exhaustive iden-

tification except dots locating the two corners, as shown in Fig 2.19B. For the spatial uniformness

test, the result based on ROC analysis, as shown in Fig 2.20A, seems to point to a direction being

slightly different from the one based on HC-tree and heatmap, as shown in Fig 2.20B. Given the

observed row being well mixed with simulated one within a big branch, we are more confident on

the p-value result based on HC-tree and heatmap Fig 2.20B. According to these results, we can

conclude that the drone is satisfying.

2.5.3. Image no.4. Image no.4 has obvious shades at the upper and lower boundaries of the

test paper, as shown in Fig 2.21A. We report the color-dot identification result based on HSV cubes

of n = 10 scale, as shown in Fig 2.21B. For spatial uniformness testing, a big gap is seen between

the result based on ROC analysis and the one based on HC-tree and Heatmap, as shown in Fig

2.22A and 2.22B, respectively. Again the latter result seems more reliable. Consequently, we are

satisfied with even spread of purple dots based on a relatively large p-value.

2.5.4. Image no.5. Image no.5 looks like it is being twisted a bit, particularly at the lower

right corner, and the shades are visible all over, as shown in Fig 2.23A. The final color-dot identi-

fication is based on the coupled results of RGB and HSV, as shown in Fig 2.23B. The discrepancy
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Figure 2.19. Image no.3: A one test paper in the original data; B recovering by
6D [RGB+HSV] file (n = 10); (c) dividing the paper into 479 rectangles for 2D
spatial uniformness testing.

Figure 2.20. Image no.3: Spatial uniformness testing based on [R1] rectangles;
A: ROC curve anlysis results; B: HC algorithm with heatmap, product of odds
(PO = 1164.056) and p-value p(Mobs) = 0.686.

between the two results of spatial uniformness testing is especially wide. But, based on the small

size of the branch containing the observed row vector, we have more confidence in the one based

on HC-tree and heatmap, as shown in Fig 2.24B, over the ROC one, as shown in Fig 2.24A. The

distribution of purple dots is marginally uniform because of the relatively small p-value, which

indicates a fair job done by the drone.
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Figure 2.21. Image no.4: A: one test paper in the original data; B: recovering
by HSV file (n = 10); C: dividing the paper into 488 rectangles for 2D spatial
uniformness testing.

Figure 2.22. Image no.4: Spatial uniformness testing based on [R1] rectangles;
A: ROC curve anlysis results; B: HC algorithm with heatmap, product of odds
(PO = 193.157) and p-value p(Mobs) = 0.642.
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Figure 2.23. Image no.5: A: one test paper in the original data; B: recovering
by 6D [RGB+HSV] file (n = 10); C: dividing the paper into 384 rectangles for 2D
spatial uniformness testing.

Figure 2.24. Image no.5: Spatial uniformness testing based on [R1] rectangles;
A: ROC curve anlysis results; B: HC algorithm with heatmap, product of odds
(PO = 0.334) and p-value p(Mobs) = 0.056

2.6. Conclusions

The color-identifications and testing 2D spatial uniformness via MST for the five images are

rather satisfactory. Basically, these results collectively strongly indicate that our data-driven com-

putational approach for color-identifications is rather effective, and testing methodology for 2D

spatial uniformness is novel and practical.
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The underlying reason for the effectiveness of our color-identification approach is the low color-

complexity. This interesting fact is that this simple concept is not well known in the literature. In

fact, our current color research has shown us that low color-complexity is seen in natural images

as well as in images of famous paintings. That is, our data-driven color-identification is applicable

in a wide range of color images.

Admittedly, employing stereo cameras with more single imaging angles is able to provide a better

observation, even help eliminate the shading effect. Such Data can reveal the truly 3D-homogeneity

of 3D-spatial distributions. Analysis of such 3D distribution data can resolve many realistic and

essential issues facing precision agriculture, that is unlikely could be solved by combinations of RGB

and HSV data of 2D images. However, provided with the limited 2D image-format in this paper,

we try our best to extract as much information as we can from observed data sets. Given that

RGB and HSV are two distinct aspects of the same images, they provide slightly distinct pattern

information. Therefore, it is natural to combine both aspects of pattern information in hope of

improving on results relying on solo representation.

The MST structure and its distance distribution are new and essential summarizing pattern

information of spatial data. They are shown to be good approaches to illustrating and characterizing

useful data structures in Data Science. The novelty of evaluating p-value via products of odds-ratios

based on a tree structure, which is complex, can critically expand the applications of unsupervised

machine learning methodologies to wider ranges of scientific fields, including the medical one.

Our way of dealing with shading in images is not sophisticated. We adopt the fact that RGB

and HSV data formats could be differentially affected by shading. So, we propose to combine results

from both data formats under distinct scales. From the results reported in Section 5, we see that

it works with different degrees of success. It might be possible to develop systematic approaches

to remove, or at least lessen the shading effects. This is one of our undertaking research directions

right now.
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CHAPTER 3

The geometry of colors in van Gogh’s Sunflowers

3.1. Introduction

Vincent van Gogh’s series of paintings of Sunflowers are among his most famous creations.

There are two such series, the first one executed in Paris in 1887 that depicts sunflowers lying on

the ground, while the second series was made later in Arles and represents sunflowers in a vase. Van

Gogh made four versions of the Arles series in 1888, with different flower arrangements and different

backgrounds: turquoise for the first version, F453, royal-blue for the second version, F459, blue-

green for the third version, F456, and yellow for the fourth version, F454. Note that we use here

the recognized classification of van Gogh’s paintings, where F stands for the De La Faille catalogue

of these paintings. A year later van Gogh made one repeat of the third version (F455), and two

repeats of the 4th version (F458 and F457). The authenticity of the second repetition of the 4th

version, F457, has been questioned, although experts now believe it is authentic [103]. These three

repetitions and their two originals are usually referred to as the Sunflowers in a vase, where the

number of sunflowers vary even in van Gogh’s own recollection as described in his correspondence

[7]. They are all currently housed in different museums: the third version, F456, is in the Neue

Pinakothek museum in Munich, Germany, and its repetition, F455, is in the Philadelphia Museum

of Art, United States; the fourth version, F454, is at the National Gallery in London, England, while

its repetitions, F457 is at the Seiji Togo memorial Sompo Japan Museum of Art, Tokyo, Japan, and

F458 is at the van Gogh Museum Amsterdam. Those paintings are rarely reunited, with possibly

the latest occurrence being an exhibit at the National Gallery in London in 2014 were the original

and one repetition of the 4th version were shown side to side. Interestingly, however, it is possible to

see them virtually in the same room in a virtual 360◦ exhibition commented by Vincent van Gogh’s

grandson (https://www.facebook.com/VanGoghMuseum/videos/10159187334010597/). In this

paper we focus on the fourth version, F454, and its two repetitions, F457 and F458, in which the
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vase with sunflowers is portrayed against a yellow background. This version is considered as a study

of variations on the theme of yellow, with the aim of achieving a light-on-light effect [102,103].

Pictures of those three paintings are shown in Fig 3.1.

Figure 3.1. Pictures of the three paintings of Sunflowers in a vase with a yellow
background from Vincent van Gogh: (A) the fourth version, F454, painted in 1888
in Arles and currently at the National Gallery in London, and its two repetitions,
also painted in Arles in 1889, F457, currently in the Seiji Tojo memorial Sampo
Museum in Tokyo (B), and F458, at the van Gogh museum in Amsterdam (C)

Van Gogh’s Sunflowers appeal to many. The fascination exerted by van Gogh’s stay in the

south of France in 1888-1889, his friendship and fallout with Paul Gauguin, his mental health, and

the seven sunflowers canvases he painted during that time remain a tremendous source of inspiration

in many forms of popular entertainment as well as for artists, museum curators, and scientists in

general. Biologists have studied how bees interact with those paintings [16], the genetic fabric of the

sunflowers [13], doctors have attempted to associate his medical conditions and related treatments

to his perception of colors [6, 11, 41]. Of direct relevance to the paintings themselves, scientists

and museum curators have used a broad array of traditional and state-of-the-art techniques to look

at and below the paint surface itself [45,52,80,81,82,83,84,100,104]. Of special interest, we

advise the reader to consider the recent book, Van Gogh’s Sunflowers Illuminated published by

the Amsterdam van Gogh museum that summarizes the results of the research undertaken by an

international team of scientists, curators, and art historians aimed at comparing the F454 Sunflower

from the London National gallery with one of its repetitions, F458 from the van Gogh museum [46].

In this paper, we approach the same problem of comparing F454 with its repetitions F457 and

F458 from a very different perspective. Instead of analyzing the canvases and the paint surfaces
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directly, we study high resolution images of the paintings using a data science approach. The

availability of large collection of digital images of paintings has opened the door to the use of state-

of-the-art supervised machine learning techniques in art, for understanding the artist style [101],

for classifying paintings [94], to detect forgeries [90], and possibly for even creating art [18].

Our approach to analyzing one of the Sunflowers painting and two of its repeats differs as it is

unsupervised. We consider a painting based on a high-resolution image of it. This image is a

collection of pixels, with each pixel characterized by its location and color. The color is quantified

based on the RGB color model. This is an additive color model in which Red, Green, and Blue

lights are added together to reproduce any colors. In a digital image, the amount of each R, G, and

B color is discrete, usually an integer in the range [0, 255]. As such, a pixel in an image belongs to

a discrete color space of size [0, 255]3. Our analysis of F454, F457, and F458 amounts to comparing

their representations in this discrete color space. We are particularly interested in the sunflowers

themselves, with their yellow crowns and stems as they are at the heart of the three paintings.

We acknowledge that our analyses may be somewhat subjective. We only use indirect repre-

sentations of the three paintings by van Gogh, namely digital images of those paintings. While

those images are high resolution, it is not impossible that there are some color distortions, although

those are expected to be small with modern digital cameras (this will be addressed briefly in the

following). More importantly, the paintings themselves are more than 130 years old and the modern

images we have of those paintings certainly differ from their original renderings. It is interesting

that van Gogh himself was well aware that paintings age, as he wrote to his brother on April 30th

1889 that “paintings fade like flowers” [7]. Many studies have focused on the chemistry of aging of

van Gogh’s paintings [45,80,81,82,83,84,100,104], as well as attempts to predict the evolution

of the appearance of those paintings [39,44,62]. With this as a background, there are two main

directions that we have followed in our analyses of the digital images of F454, F457, and F458:

i) Identify markers of aging from the color distributions in the digital images. We were able

to identify shifts in the red, blue, and green components of the images that are most

likely a result of aging. The most significant shift is observed for the blue component

of yellow hues, leading to a browning and fading of those colors. Using this shift, we

propose pseudo-color reconstruction schemes that enable us to generate model images of
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the original paintings. We note that the same procedure can be used to extrapolate to

models of the paintings in the future.

ii) Compare and contrast the use of colors in the original version, F454, and the two repeti-

tions, F457 and F458, of the Sunflowers in a vase with a yellow background. In particular,

we identify differences between the repetitions that most likely reflect different intents by

van Gogh.

We organize the paper as follows. Major findings are shown in Section 3.2. In particular, we

provide an in depth analysis of the RGB color spaces of the digital images corresponding to the three

paintings, F454, F457, and F458. For clarity reason, we will refer to F454 as being the “London

version”, F457 as the “Tokyo version”, and F458 as the “Amsterdam version”. By comparison with

recent images of actual sunflowers, we identify significant shifts in the blue components, B, of the

images of those paintings and use those shifts to derive pseudo-color reconstruction (PCR) schemes

to attempt to restore the original images. We also propose a color transfer scheme that enables

us to compare the three paintings. In the conclusion section 3.2 we briefly discuss the benefits of

our approach as well as future directions of research. Finally, in Section 3.4 we provide technical

details on the images we have used, on the statistical methods that we implemented, as well as on

the algorithms we have implemented.

3.2. Results and Discussion

3.2.1. Basic statistics on the color content of the three digital images of the Sun-

flowers paintings. A digital image is composed of basic image elements, i.e. pixels. Each pixel

is characterized by its position in the image and its color. In the RGB model, a color is described

by 3 components, also called coordinates, representing the amounts r, g, and b, of red, green, and

blue that need to be combined to generate that specific color. Each coordinate is an integer value

taken in the range [0, 255]. There are therefore 2563 (approx. 17 millions) possible colors.

We have used high resolution images for all three Sunflower paintings, namely the London

version, the Tokyo version, and the Amsterdam version. We are aware that there might be some

color distortion in those images, associated with the fact that it is likely that those images were

taken with different cameras. In addition, we cannot exclude the effect of the resolution. While it
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is difficult to assess the importance of the cameras, we can at least assess the importance of the

resolution. We generated the distributions of the values for the red, green, and blue coordinates

over the three high resolution digital images of the three paintings, as well as for corresponding low

resolution images (see Section 3.4 for details on how to generate those distributions). Results are

shown in Figure 3.2. The low resolution images were taken from the museum websites directly. For

the London version, the high resolution image has 3349× 4226 pixels, while its corresponding low

resolution image has 629 × 800 pixels. Similarly, the high resolution image of the Tokyo version

has 3626× 4829 pixels, while its corresponding low resolution image has 450× 602 pixels, and the

high resolution image of the Amsterdam version has 3324×4226 pixels, while its corresponding low

resolution image has 609× 800 pixels. It is interesting that despite those significant differences in

resolution, the distributions of red, green, and blue are very similar (although admittedly not iden-

tical) for the high of low resolution images, for all three paintings, while different when comparing

the paintings themselves. This gives us some confidence that we can perform such comparisons. In

the remainder of the paper, we will use only the high resolution images.

As mentioned above, the distributions of red, green, and blue differ between the three paintings

(see Figure 3.2). While the distributions of red and green values are relatively similar over the

three images, with values that concentrate in the range [100, 255], the distributions of values of the

blue coordinate differ significantly. In the Tokyo version there are basically no pixels whose blue

intensity is below 60 or otherwise stated nearly all its pixels have some blue component. In contrast,

in the Amsterdam version there are more than 5 % of the pixels that have a blue coordinate close

to zero, namely no blue component. Clearly, something is different with the contributions of blue

in the paintings. This will be discussed in detail below.

Interestingly, in the high resolution digital images of the three paintings, we observe only 2 %, 5

%, and 3 % of those 2563 colors, respectively, indicative of relatively low diversities of colors in the

three paintings. While this may not be surprising as all three paintings are predominantly yellow

(see Figure 3.1), it is noteworthy that the color diversity differ significantly between the painting.

Indeed, the Tokyo version and the Amsterdam version are defined as repetitions of the London

version and therefore we could expect more similarities.
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Figure 3.2. Distributions of the values of the color coordinates for Red (in red),
Green (in green) and Blue (in blue) for all pixels of the high resolution images (top
row) and of low resolution images of the three Sunflowers paintings, the London
version, the Tokyo version, and the Amsterdam version. See material and methods
for the provenance of the high resolution images. The low resolution images were
obtained directly from the corresponding museum websites.

We looked also at the association between pairs of fundamental colors in all three paintings,

by computing their relative conditional entropy HR (see Section 3.4 for details). The conditional

entropy HR measures the amount of information shared between two colors. Our definition of HR

places it in the interval [0, 1]; it is equal to zero if the two colors are fully determined by each other,

while conversely it is equal to 1 if the two colors are completely independent. In Figure 3.3 we

display the values for the nine pairs of colors in the form of tables for the three images corresponding

to the London, Tokyo, and Amsterdam versions. As expected, a color compared to itself leads to a

conditional entropy of zero. In contrast, the HR values for pairs of different colors reveal very low

dependence between them. There are, however, noticeable differences between the three images.

3.2.2. Color distributions in the background, the sunflower crowns, and the sun-

flower stems of the Sunflowers in a vase with a yellow background . Visual inspections
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Figure 3.3. Relative conditional entropy values between the red, green, and blue
coordinates of all pixels of (A) the London version, the Tokyo version, and (C)
the Amsterdam version of the Sunflowers in a vase with yellow background ; values
range from 0 to 1 where 0 indicates dependence and 1 independence between the
two coordinates.

show differences between the London version and the Tokyo and Amsterdam versions, respectively,

especially when it comes to their colors. We see that the green color of the stems is similar to the

expected green for stems of real sunflowers. On the other hand, the yellow flowers are darker than

the expected vibrant yellow of the petals of a real sunflower, especially in the London version (see

Figure 3.1). There are many possible reasons for this darker color of the flowers. First, it could

have been Van Gogh’s intent. It is known that Van Gogh painted his series of paintings on sun-

flowers using real sunflowers are models. He painted the London version in late August 1888, when

sunflowers usually start to fade [8]. Second, van Gogh used the yellow chrome pigment to color the

sunflowers and it is known that this pigment darkened as it ages [9,82,84]. Finally, we analyze

the colors of the paintings using digital images of those paintings. The images are influenced by

the lighting that was used at the time that they were taken, which may influence our perception

of their colors (see discussion above on the importance of resolution, as well as reference [62]). It

is therefore difficult to isolate a specific origin, especially as those mentioned above are ultimately

non-exclusive. We propose a data-driven approach based on the analysis of the color space of the

three paintings to provide some quantitative elements that describe the differences between the

three paintings, and their differences with real-life sunflowers.

The Sunflowers in a vase with a yellow background paintings include 15 sunflowers with their

stem in a vase standing on a table, with a yellowish background. For each painting, we identify

three regions of interest, or ROI. A ROI is defined according to its position in the image as well

as from its color consistency. The first two ROIs relate to the flower crowns of the sunflowers
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(mainly yellow, yf-ROI) and the stems of the sunflowers (green, g-ROI), while the third ROI refers

to the background (bg-ROI), which includes the table, vase, and the region behind the sunflowers.

In parallel, we analyzed two recents photographs of sunflowers (see Figure 3.4), from which we

extracted the corresponding flower ROIs and stem ROIs. Extractions of the ROI was performed as

described in the Material and Methods section. Each ROI is defined as a set of pixels, characterized

by their locations and colors, with the latter given in the RGB space with three discrete coordinates

with values in the range [0, 255].

Figure 3.4. Two images of natural live sunflowers (see text for details): (A) SF1;
(B) SF2.

The yellow flowers of the Sunflowers in a vase with a yellow background . We com-

pared first the ROIs associated with the yellow parts of the sunflowers of the three paintings.

Figure 3.5 shows the distribution of colors of the pixels associated with those ROIs in the red-

green, red-blue, and green-blue planes. In the red-green plane, most pixels are found to follow the

first diagonal, consistent with the general yellow color of those ROIs. Interestingly, the original,

namely the London version, and the Amsterdam repetition are found to be very similar. Both dif-

fer from the Tokyo repetition. The differences with the Tokyo version are striking in the red-blue

and blue-green planes, as blue appears with a wide range of values in the London and Amsterdam

versions, from 0 to 120, while it is always present in the Tokyo version, appearing in a much smaller

range centered around 60.

While there are differences between the three paintings in the diversity of color of their yellow

sunflowers, there are even bigger differences when we compare those sunflowers with real sunflowers,
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(C) Amsterdam version (F458): flower (yellow) 
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Figure 3.5. The RGB space occupied by the pixels of the yellow flower ROIs of
the original Sunflowers in a vase with yellow background, the London version (top
row), compared with the two duplicates the Tokyo version (middle row), and the
Amsterdam version (bottom row). (A) red vs green; each dot represents one pixel;
its color (grayscale) suggests the intensity of its blue coordinate, ranging from low
(white) to high (black); (B) red vs blue; (C) green vs blue

as observed by comparing Figure 3.5 with Figure 3.6. Those differences can be summarized as

follows:

i) The yellow of real sunflowers contain a minimal amount of blue, as illustrated in the blue-

red and blue-green planes for the two photographs SF1 and SF2. In contrast, as indicated

above, the yellow observed in the sunflowers of the paintings contains a significant amount

of blue.

ii) The yellow of the flowers of real sunflowers contains a wide range of green covering nearly

the whole spectrum of possible values from 0 to 250. In contrast, the green in the yellow

of the flowers in the paintings is limited to the range [50, 250] in all three paintings.
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iii) Similarly, the yellow of the flowers of real sunflowers contains a wide range of red with

values between 20 and 255. In contrast, the red in the yellow of the flowers in the paintings

is limited to the range [100, 250] in all three paintings.
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Figure 3.6. The RGB space occupied by the pixels of the yellow flower ROIs of
the photographs SF1 (top row) and SF2 (bottom row) of real sunflowers. (A) red
vs green; each dot represents one pixel; its color (grayscale) suggests the intensity of
its blue coordinate, ranging from low (white) to high (black); (B) red vs blue; (C)
green vs blue

The stems of the Sunflowers in a vase with a yellow background . We repeated the

analysis described above on the ROIs corresponding to the green stems of the sunflowers, both for

the 3 paintings of sunflowers and for the two photographs of real sunflowers. Results are shown

in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8, respectively. Comparisons of those two figures lead to the following

observations:

i) Among the two copies, namely the Tokyo version and the Amsterdam version, the latter

is the closest to the original (the London version). This result is the same as what was

observed for the yellow parts of the petals and crowns of the sunflowers. Differences

associated to the Tokyo version again come from a smaller range of blue coordinates for

the pixels representing the stems.

ii) On average, the pixels in the green ROI of the Tokyo version contain more blue than the

corresponding pixels in the London version and the Amsterdam version. This is visible in
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the paintings themselves, as the stems in the Tokyo version appear with darker green (a

consequence of the addition of blue) than those of the London and Amstradam versions.

iii) There is a stronger linear relationship between red and green coordinates for the stems of

the real sunflowers, compared to the stems in the three paintings.

iv) Besides the stronger relationship indicated above, the colors of the stems of the painted

sunflowers qualitatively resemble the colors of the stems of real sunflowers, as captured by

photographs.
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(A) London version (F454): stem (green) 
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(C) Amsterdam version (F458): stem (green) 
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Figure 3.7. The RGB space occupied by the pixels in the green stem ROIs of the
original Sunflowers in a vase with a yellow background, the London version (top
row), compared with the two duplicates, the Tokyo version (middle row), and the
Amsterdam version (bottom row). (A) red vs green; each dot represents one pixel;
its color (grayscale) suggests the intensity of its blue coordinate, ranging from low
(white) to high (black); (B) red vs blue; (C) green vs blue

The backgrounds of the Sunflowers in a vase with a yellow background . Finally, we

compared the backgrounds of the three paintings in Figure 3.9. The background ROIs are expected

to be the most diverse as they include multiple parts of the paintings. In addition, visual inspections

of those paintings clearly indicate significant differences (see Figure 3.1): the background of the
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Figure 3.8. The RGB space occupied by the pixels of the green stem ROIs of the
photographs SF1 (top row) and SF2 (bottom row) of real sunflowers. (A) red vs
green; each dot represents one pixel; its color (grayscale) suggests the intensity of
its blue coordinate, ranging from low (white) to high (black); (B) red vs blue; (C)
green vs blue

London version is globally pale yellow, while those of the Tokyo and Amsterdam versions are

more green-yellow and solid yellow, respectively. Those differences are reflected in the differences

between the RGB space occupied by the pixels of the background, as illustrated in Figure 3.9.

The background ROI within the London version shows a large number of pixels with large R, G,

and B coordinates; those pixels will show as close to white. In contrast, a significant number of

pixels in the background of the Tokyo version have large G coordinates, consistent with a green

coloration. Finally, the background of the Amsterdam version includes many pixels with high R

and G coordinates, and low B coordinate, consistent with a solid yellow.

Why those differences between the paintings, and between the painted Sunflowers

and real sunflowers? As mentioned in the introduction of this section, there are possibly three

main reasons for differences between the Sunflowers paintings themselves, and between the paint-

ings and real sunflowers. Those reasons are associated to the painter’s intent, to the aging of the

paintings, and to artifacts associated with the digital images we consider. We exclude the latter as

we believe that such artifacts are minor compared to elements of the two other reasons [62]. The

analyses we have presented above provide elements that highlight the importance of aging.
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(A) London version (F454): background 
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(C) Amsterdam version (F458): background 
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Figure 3.9. The RGB space occupied by the pixels in the background ROIs of
the original Sunflowers in a vase with a yellow background, the London version (top
row), compared with the two duplicates, the Tokyo version (middle row), and the
Amsterdam version (bottom row). Note that the background includes the table, the
vase, and the region behind the flowers. (A) red vs green; each dot represents one
pixel; its color (grayscale) suggests the intensity of its blue coordinate, ranging from
low (white) to high (black); (B) red vs blue; (C) green vs blue

The three Sunflower paintings currently in London, Tokyo, and Amsterdam are more than

130 year old and as such they have been aging. They have been subject to color degradation

and deterioration as the color pigments are constantly exposed to light, humidity, pollution, and

microbial contamination [64, 104]. It is known that Van Gogh used commercial oil paints for

his paintings. In a letter to Arnold Koning, dated January 1889 and believed to refer to the

London version of the Sunflowers , van Gogh described them as being ”painted with the three

chrome yellows, yellow ochre and Veronese green and nothing else” (letter 740 [7]). Recent X-

ray fluorescence spectrometry analyses of the London version [47] and of the Tokyo version [45]

revealed that indeed van Gogh was using chrome yellows to render yellow in those paintings; it

is very likely that he was using the same pigments for the Amsterdam version. The aging of

chrome yellow pigments used in paintings has been studied in details [9,82,83,84,104], including
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studies on van Gogh’s Sunflowers [80]. Those studies have highlighted that the lightest hues in

the chrome yellow family contain sulfate groups, which reduce the pigments’ stability under light:

bright yellow on canvases then turns to brownish green. Our comparisons of the yellow observed

for real sunflowers and the yellow visible in the sunflowers in the three paintings are consistent

with those observations. In particular, we observe an increase in the amount of blue for the yellow

pixels associated with the flowers in those paintings, leading to a less vibrant yellow that may even

look brown. In addition, we observe a shift to increased amount of green for those pixels (as none

of them have green coordinates below 50), while the distribution of green in the yellow of real

sunflowers covers the whole spectrum. This increase in blue and green is consistent with the yellow

colors appearing more brownish green.

While the differences in the yellow hues of the painted Sunflowers compared to the yellow hues

in real sunflowers are explicit for all three paintings, highlighting aging of those paintings, we have

also observed significant differences between the Tokyo version of the repetition and the two other

paintings, the London version (the original), and the Amsterdam version (the second repetition).

This is most likely the intent of van Gogh, as proposed by Bakker and Ripoelle [8]. Indeed, van

Gogh painted the Tokyo version not based on real sunflowers but based on another work of art, the

London version (van Gogh painted the Tokyo version in January when there were no sunflowers

available). In a letter to his brother Theo (letter 736, [7]), van Gogh mentioned that this repetition

was meant to be “equivalent and identical”, although it was clear that this referred to the subject

(the vase and sunflowers), and not to details and colors. Van Gogh pushed chromatic intensity

even further, with the aim of achieving a radical light-on-light effect, such that the green stalks of

the flowers contrast even more strikingly with the various yellows than in the original, the London

version. Those differences remain despite the aging of the paintings. In contrast, our analyses show

that the Amsterdam version appears closer to the original, the London version, than the other

repetition, the Tokyo version.

3.2.3. Can we remediate aging of colors in paintings digitally? Paintings age and

consequently do not look today as they were originally designed by the artists. This is not evident

at the level of the colors that undergo fading and sometimes changes in hue, such as yellow turning

into brown. While this aging is inevitable, there is great interest among curators to recreate the
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artists’ original colors to enhance the experience of museum visitors. Paintings, however, cannot be

physically restored to their original colors and only reconstructions offer the possibility of recreating

their appearance as intended by the artist. Over the past few years, digital reconstructions of

several paintings by van Gogh and other post-impressionist artists have been published, including

investigation of van Gogh’s series of The Bedroom [33], The Starry Night [108], Undergrowth with

Two Figures [32], Irises [12], Roses [12], and Fields with Irises near Arles [62]. Some of those

reconstructions rely on identifications of regions within the paintings that contain pigments that

may have aged, using X-ray fluorescence, followed by digital reconstruction using software that

can manipulate images (see for example the digital reconstruction of van Gogh’s “Undergrowth

with two figures” [32], or applications of software for optimizing the display of images on mobile

devices [63]. The analyses of the RGB space occupied by the pixels of the paintings Sunflowers in a

vase with a yellow background provided above suggest two other methods for digital reconstruction,

namely color correction and color transfer, which we illustrate below.

Restoring colors in van Gogh’s Sunflowers using color transfer. One approach to

correcting aging in a painting is to transfer color from a recent representation of an object onto

the region representing that object in the painting. For example, we can transfer the yellow color

from live sunflowers observed in photographs to the regions representing sunflowers in one of the

paintings. We illustrate this process in Figure 3.10 for the London version, namely the original

Sunflowers in a vase with a yellow background. We start with the ROI corresponding to the

yellow flowers of the London version as well as the corresponding ROI of the yellow flowers in the

photograph SF1. We apply hierarchical clustering on the pixels of each of those ROIs, using the

Euclidean distance between their RGB coordinates as a metric, and complete linkage (see Methods).

The hierarchical clustering generates a tree; we represent the leaves of that tree with vertical bars

whose colors are the colors of the corresponding pixels. Figure 3.10 A and Figure 3.10 B illustrates

the corresponding complete color bars for the yellow flower ROI of the London version, and for

the yellow flower ROI of SF1, respectively. In the color bar associated to the London version, we

identify the cluster with the darkest hues of yellow and label the corresponding pixels as F454 A.

The positions of those pixels within the London version are highlighted in red in Figure 3.10 C.

Similarly, we isolate the region with the brightest hues of yellow in SF1 and label corresponding
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pixels as SF1 A. Finally we transfer the color associated with SF1 A onto F454 A using the transfer

algorithm described in the Method section. Result of the transfer is shown in Figure 3.10 E, to

be compared with the original, the London version, shown in Figure 3.10 D. As expected, the

sunflowers in the modified London version are much brighter.

(A) Distribution of colors in the yellow flower ROI of the London version (F454)

(B) Distribution of colors in the yellow flower ROI of SF1
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Figure 3.10. Color transfer from a real sunflower to the sunflowers in the London
version (A) The color bar representing all hues of yellow in the ROI corresponding
to the flowers in the London version. This color corresponds to the leaves of the HC
tree computed from the colors of all pixels in this ROI. We select the region (cluster)
454 yE in this color bar which contains some of the darkest yellow pixels. The pixels
associated to this region are referred to as F454 A. (B) The color bar representing
all hues of yellow in the flower ROI of SF1. We identify the cluster SF1 yG in this
color bar that contains some of the brightest yellow. The pixels associated to this
region are referred to as SF1 A (C) Pixels in the London version that belong to
F454 A are highlighted in red (D) London version: before color transfer (E) London
version: after color transfer.

The color transfer strategy presented above can be expanded to play with color contrasts

within the painting. We illustrate this concept by modifying the background of the flowers in the

London version, as illustrated in Figure 3.11. van Gogh painted many variations of the sunflowers,
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with background varying from pale to deep blue and yellow as he explored chromatic effects in

the juxtaposition of those backgrounds with the yellow flowers of the sunflowers [8]. We decided

to modify at least part of this background to see how it visually impacts our perception of the

paintings, using the London version as a support. We first identified pixels in the background

of the London version that are located mostly behind the sunflowers and have light yellow hues.

Those pixels are referred to as F454 B (see Figure 3.11 C). We then selected pixels in the real

sunflowers depicted in the photograph SF1, which correspond to the dark yellow part of the flower

crown. Those pixels are referred to as SF1 B. Finally we transfer the color associated with SF1 B

onto F454 B using the transfer algorithm described in the Method section. Result of the transfer

is shown in Figure 3.11 E, to be compared with the original, namely the London version shown in

Figure 3.11 D. As expected, the sunflowers in the modified London version appear darker than in

the original, as they are now put in a context of a darker background.

Restoring colors in van Gogh’s Sunflowers using color correction. Possibly the most

striking difference we observed when comparing the hues of yellow in the flower depiction of the

three versions of Sunflowers in a vase with a yellow background with the hues of yellow in real

sunflowers observed in modern photographs is an increase in the amount of blue coordinates in

those yellow hues in the paintings, leading to a less vibrant and brownish yellow, in agreement with

chemical analyses of the aging of chrome yellow [9,82,83,84,104]. This observation hints at an

opportunity to restore algorithmically the original colors of the Sunflowers: reducing the amount of

blue for all pixels in the images of the paintings. We implemented two versions of such an algorithm

as follows. We first note that the images of the paintings have been divided into three ROIs, namely

the flowers, yf-ROI, the stems of the flowers, g-ROI, and the background, bg-ROI. The first two

ROIs are relatively homogeneous in color, yellow and green, respectively, while the latter includes

a more diverse spectrum of colors, as it includes the table, vase, and flower background. Each ROI

is then processed independently. All pixels within a ROI are clustered first, using the differences in

their color as a metric, and hierarchical clustering (see methods). The leaves of the corresponding

tree are represented as vertical color lines, where the color of the line is the color of the leaf. Those

color lines are organized as a color bar, which is then segmented into clusters. Figures 3.10 A and

3.11 A provide illustrations of such a color bar with its clusters for the yf-ROI and bg-ROI of the
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(A) Distribution of colors in the background ROI of the London version (F454)

(B) Distribution of colors in the yellow flower ROI of SF1
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Figure 3.11. Color transfer from a real sunflower to the yellow part of the back-
ground in the London version (A) The color bar representing all hues of colors in the
ROI corresponding to the background in the London version. This color corresponds
to the leaves of the HC tree computed from the colors of all pixels in this ROI. We
select the region (cluster) 454 bG in this color bar which contains some of the pixels
that are directly located behind the sunflowers in the vase. The pixels associated
to this region are referred to as F454 B. (B) The color bar representing all hues of
yellow in the flower ROI of SF1. We identify the cluster SF1 yK in this color bar
that contains some of the darkestt yellow. The pixels associated to this region are
referred to as SF1 B (C) Pixels in the London version that belong to F454 B are
highlighted in red (D) London version: before color transfer (E) London version:
after color transfer.

London version, respectively. Each cluster regroups pixels with similar color within an ROI. Those

clusters are then processed separately. For a given cluster k within an ROI, we compute first the

minimal blue coordinate, mk, over all pixels in the cluster. Let i be one such pixel, and let bi be

its blue coordinate. We correct this blue coordinate using one of the two following pseudo color

restoration (PCR) schemes:

PCR-1: b′i = bi −mk

PCR-2: b′i = bi −min(mk, 60)
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PCR-1 was designed to remove as much blue as possible from the color coordinates of the pixels

in the images of the paintings. This correction is based on the observation that the yellow colors

of real sunflowers contain nearly no blue, as seen in Figure 3.6. It is expected to work well for all

yellow hues that have been tarnished. PCR-2 is a more gentle correction as it limits the amount

of blue that can be deducted. The upper limit of 60 for this deduction comes from the observation

that the blue shift detected in the flower regions of the three paintings is close to this value (this is

especially clear for the Tokyo version, see Figure 3.5 B).

In Figure 3.12 we show the results of applying the two strategies PCR-1 and PCR-2 described

above. There are a few observations associated with those reconstructions. First, visually the

differences between PCR-1 and PCR-2 are small. This is expected as those two schemes are

expected to act similarly on yellow hues, and yellow dominates in the three paintings. Second,

there is a clear difference between the restored images and the original images as the colors appear

much brighter in the reconstructed images, especially the yellow in the background (see for example

the effects on the London version). While we need to be cautious as to ascertaining that the

reconstructions represent the paintings as originally intended by van Gogh, we can safely say that

they are most likely closer to his intent, as van Gogh was playing with the contrasts between the

sunflowers and the background (as he was experimenting with different colors and intensities for

those backgrounds) and that darker colors reduce this contrast (see Figures3.11 D and E). Finally,

the reconstructed models of the paintings highlight differences in the contrast between flowers and

background between the original, namely the London version, and the two repetitions, the Tokyo

and Amsterdam versions, with the original based on a brighter background. This observation

reemphasize the importance given by van Gogh to the capture of light, colors, and contrast for the

Sunflowers in a vase.

3.3. Conclusion

Vincent van Gogh was by no means a chemist by his own admission (letter 889 to his brother

Theo [7]). However, he was well aware that colors in paintings evolve due to changes in the chemical

nature of their pigments: “...paintings fade like flowers” (letter 765 to Theo, [7]). In the case of

the Sunflowers in a vase with a yellow background, namely an original, the London version, and
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Figure 3.12. Color restoration of the Sunflowers in a vase with a yellow background
For the original sunflower in a vase with yellow background, the London version (top
row), and the two repetitions, the Tokyo version and the Amsterdam, bottom row,
we show a picture of the current painting (left column), as well as two possible models
of the painting intended by van Gogh, using the color reconstruction methods PCR-
1 (middle column) and PCR-2 (right column). See text for details.

two replicates, the Tokyo and Amsterdam versions that van Gogh painted using the original as a

model, this sentiment came true, as the background and flower rendition in those paintings have

faded and turned brown, making them less vibrant than van Gogh had most likely aimed at. His
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intents with those paintings were to “push chromatic intensity ... with the aim of achieving a radical

light-on-light effect” [8]. We have attempted to restore van Gogh’s intent using a computational

approach based on data science. After identifications of regions of interest (ROI) within the three

paintings that capture the flowers, stems of the flowers, and background, respectively, we studied

the geometry of the color space (in RGB representation) occupied by those ROIs. By comparing

those color spaces with those occupied by similar ROIs in photographs of real sunflowers, we

identified shifts in all three color coordinates, R, G, and B, with the shift in the blue coordinate

being the more salient. This shift in blue that leads to hues of yellow that are faded and even

brownish are consistent with the fading of the chrome yellow, the pigments used by van Gogh for

representing yellow in Sunflowers, observed by chemical spectroscopic methods [9,82,83,84,104].

We have proposed two algorithms, PCR-1 and PCR-2, for correcting that shift in blue and generate

representations of the paintings that aim to restore their original conditions (see Figure 3.12). While

we acknowledge that these are models, the reduction of the blue component in the yellow hues has

lead to more vibrant and less brownish digital rendition of the three Sunflowers in a vase with a

yellow background.

While we believe that the models we have generated for the Sunflowers take the viewers closer

to the paintings created by van Gogh, we acknowledge that the current state-of-the-art techniques

for digital reconstructions, including our own, are still limited in number and far from actually

restoring the original version of the painter. Progress will ultimately come from combinations of

techniques. We did not have access to spectroscopic fluorescence data on the Sunflowers; we believe

that such data would have helped us delineate the regions of interest in the paintings, in particular

those regions where chrome yellow dominates as those regions are more susceptible to fading due

to aging of the chrome yellow pigments. In return, the computational methods proposed here

for analyzing the RGB space occupied by those regions should help identify the impact in color

space of aging, as well as methods for reversing those effects. In addition, those methods enable

manipulations of the images of the paintings of interest and therefore the assessment of hypotheses

on how the painter was experimenting with color juxtapositions within a painting. Based on our

preliminary studies of the Sunflowers, it is our intent to develop a general computational framework
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for digital restoration and manipulation of paintings and make this framework available as a tool

for enhancing painting viewing experience.

3.4. Materials and methods

3.4.1. Material: the digital images used in this study. F454 is the fourth version of

the Sunflowers painted by van Gogh while he was living in Arles, with the specificity of hav-

ing a yellow background in contrast with the turquoise (F453), royal-blue (F459), and blue-green

(F456) for the other versions. It is currently owned by the National Gallery in London, UK,

and stored under the inventory number NG3863. The National Gallery only provides a low res-

olution image of this painting on its website; we found a high resolution version on Wikimedia

commons, from the URL https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/46/Vincent_

Willem_van_Gogh_127.jpg. This high resolution image is provided in jpeg format, with a resolu-

tion of 3, 349× 4, 226 pixels.

F458 is one of the two repetitions of F454 painted by van Gogh, owned by and displayed at

the Van Gogh Museum, Amsterdam. The van Gogh museum only provides a low resolution image

of this painting on its web site (https://www.vangoghmuseum.nl/en/collection/s0031V1962).

However, just like for the London version, we found a high resolution version on Wikimedia com-

mons, from the URL https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/9d/Vincent_van_

Gogh_-_Sunflowers_-_VGM_F458.jpg. This high resolution image is provided in Jpeg format,

with a resolution of 3, 224× 4, 226 pixels.

The high resolution image of F457 was generously provided by the Seiji Togo memorial Sompo

Japan Museum of Art, Tokyo, Japan. It was also provided in jpeg format, with a resolution of

3626× 4829 pixels.

In addition to the three high resolution images of the three paintings F454, F457, and F458,

dubbed the London, Tokyo, and Amsterdam versions, respectively, we used two recent digital

images of sunflowers in a field, to capture actual colors of sunflowers. There two pictures, which

we label as SF1 and SF2, were obtained from:

SF1) A picture of sunflowers in Provence (Shuttersandsunflowers.com), downloaded with per-

mission of the author.
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SF2) A picture of sunflowers in a field, by Leo Adamchuk, available within Adobe Stock and

downloaded as part of their free trial.

3.4.2. Color statistics in digital images. A digital image is an image composed of picture

elements, or pixels. Each pixel is characterized by spatial coordinates, (x, y), that define its positions

along the x-axis and y-axis within the image, as well as by color components, (r, g, b), that define the

amount of red (R), green (G), and blue (B) which, when combined, describe the color at the pixel.

Note that we rely here on the additive RGB color model; this model is not universally accepted

and other models such as CMYK (a substractive model) or Lab are possible. We have used RGB

as it is the color model that was available with the images we recovered. In this RGB model, each

color component r, g, or b is an integer in the range [0, 255]. Namely, each fundamental color R, G,

or B is described by a discrete variable that can take 256 distinct values, while a composite color is

described by its 3 coordinates along those fundamental colors, and therefore belongs to a discrete

space (in this case a cube) with [0, 255]3 possible values.

Let us define a digital image I as the set S(I) of its pixels. Let N be the cardinality of that set,

namely the total number of pixels in the image. Let C be one of the fundamental colors, namely

C can be R, G, or B. As we have seen above, C can take 256 possible discrete values, each in the

range [0, 255]. We can compute the distributions of these values over a given image as follows. Let

S(c) be the set of pixels such that its color coordinate for the color C is c:

S(c) = {p ∈ P (I) | C(p) = c}

The probability of observing color C with intensity c within the image is then given by:

P (C = c) =
|S(c)|
N

(3.1)

where |S(c)| stands for the number of elements of set S(c), i.e., its number of elements. The entropy

of the color C within the image is then given by:

H(C) = −
255∑
c=0

P (C = c) log(P (C = c))
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The entropy measures the amount of “information” associated with the color C in the image. If

the color C is always represented with the same value over each pixel, the entropy is zero, while if

the possible values for the color are evenly distributed, the entropy is at its maximum with a value

of log(256).

We can also measure the association of fundamental colors within the image. Let C and D be

two of the three fundamental colors. Let P (C = c,D = d) be the joint probability of those colors

C and D taking the values c and d, respectively. If we define the set S(c, d) as

S(c, d) = {p ∈ P (I) | C(p) = c & D(p) = d}

then

P (C = c,D = d) =
|S(c, d)|
N

(3.2)

From this joint probability, we can compute the conditional probability that C = c, knowing that

D = d, as

P (C = c | D = d) =
P (C = c,D = d)

P (d)

.

Let us define now H(C | D = d) as the entropy of the color C conditioned on the color D

taking the value d. This entropy is computed as:

H(C | D = d) = −
255∑
c=0

P (C = c | D = d) log(P (C = c | D = d))

= −
255∑
c=0

P (C = c,D = d)

P (D = d)
log

P (C = c,D = d)

P (D = d)

where the sums extend over all 256 possible values for the coordinates associated to the color C.

The entropy of the color C conditioned on the color D is then computed as the average of those
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numbers over all possible values for d:

H(C | D) =

255∑
d=0

P (D = d)H(C | D = d)

= −
255∑
d=0

P (D = d)
255∑
c=0

P (C = c,D = d)

P (D = d)
log

P (C = c,D = d)

P (D = d)

= −
255∑
d=0

255∑
c=0

P (C = c,D = d) log
P (C = c,D = d)

P (D = d)

where the probabilities P (D = d) and P (C = c,D = d) are computed using Equations 3.1 and 3.2,

respectively. Finally, we compute the relative conditional entropy as

HR(C | D) =
H(C | D)

H(C)

HR(C | D) takes values between 0 and 1. HR(C | D) = 0 if and only if the values of C are

completely determined by the values of D. Conversely, HR(C | D) = 1 if and only if the values of

C and D are independent of each other.

3.4.3. Hierarchical Clustering Analysis (HCA). Clustering is the task of regrouping ob-

jects such that those that belong to the same group, called a cluster, are more similar to each other

than to those in other groups. In our analyses, the objects are pixels within an image. A pixel P (i)

is characterized by its color, c(i), given as a combination of its composents along the fundamental

colors R, G, and B, i.e. c(i) = (r(i), g(i), b(i)). As described above, c(i) belongs to the 3D discrete

space [0, 255]3. The similarity between two pixels P (i) and P (j) is set to be the Euclidean distance

between their colors:

d(P (i), P (j)) =
√
(r(i)− r(j))2 + (g(i)− g(j))2 + (b(i)− b(j))2(3.3)

The clustering of the pixels is then performed using the agglomerative hierarchical clustering anal-

ysis, or HCA. The is a bottom-up approach in which each pixel starts in its own cluster, and pairs

of clusters are merged iteratively until all pixels belong to the same cluster. The whole procedure

defines a hierarchy of clusters, also referred as as a clustering tree. A key element to this procedure

is to define the distance between two clusters, also referred to as the linkage criterion. When the
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two clusters contain a single element, this distance is simply the distance between those elements,

as defined in equation 3.3. When the two clusters A and B are sets of elements, the distance is

then defined as a function of the pairwise distances between those elements. Two common choices

are the single linkage:

d(A,B) = min{d(a, b), a ∈ A, b ∈ B}

and the complete linkage:

d(A,B) = max{d(a, b), a ∈ A, b ∈ B}

We have used the complete linkage in all our analyses.

3.4.4. Identifying regions of interest in the paintings Sunflowers in a vase with a

yellow background . A region of interest (ROI) is defined according to its position in the image as

well as on its color consistency. In the Sunflowers in a vase with a yellow background, we identify

three such ROIs, namely the flower crowns of the sunflowers (yellow), yf-ROI, the stems of the

sunflowers (green), g-ROI, and the background, bg-ROI. Automated segmentation is one approach

for selecting the pixels that belong to each ROI. We have used instead a combination of manual

and automated processing, using the algorithm described below.

This algorithm is based on the fact that the yf-ROI and g-ROI are chosen based on color

consistency. We first divide the whole discrete RGB space [0, 255]×[0, 255]×[0, 255] into a collection

of 5 × 5 × 5 color cubes. All pixels of an image are then attached to those cubes based on their

colors. Cubes that are occupied are then assigned a representative, whose color is identified as the

center of the cube. All those representatives are then clustered using the HC technique described

above, using the Euclidean distance between their colors as a similarity measure, and complete

linkage. At the bottom of the HC tree, we draw a color bar with each leave of the tree represented

with a vertical line whose color corresponds to the cube associated with that leave. The HC tree

is then cut to form 70 clusters; we chose 70 somewhat arbitrarily, such that we would have enough

cluster. Most of those clusters have consistent colors along the color bar described above. Two

groups of clusters are selected visually, those that are predominantly yellow, with a yellow that
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resembles the yellow of the flower in the paintings, and those that are predominantly green. Each

of this group is then processed separately.

Let G be the group of clusters of green colors identified above. Collect all the pixels in G, and

repeat the procedure described above, but with the RGB space divided into a collection of 4×4×4

cubes. Again, identify all cubes that are not empty, cluster their representatives, and select only

those clusters that contain pixels whose colors are consistently green. The remaining pixels are

processed one last time, with the RGB space divided into a collection of 3 × 3 × 3 cubes. All the

corresponding occupied cubes are ordered with respect to the number of pixels they contain. Cubes

are retained by going down on the ordered list, starting with the most populated cube, until 90%

of the remaining pixels are selected. Finally, those pixels are identified in the paintings, and those

that do not correspond to a flower stem are discarded. The remaining pixels form the green ROI ,

g-ROI, associated with the stems of the sunflowers.

Let Y be the group of clusters of yellow colors identified in the first step of the algorithm. This

group of clusters is processed in the same way as G was processed, leading to a group of pixels

that are mostly yellow and that belong to the crowns of the sunflowers. This group of pixels forms

divided the yf-ROI, associated with the crowns of the sunflowers.

Finally, all pixels that do not belong to the g-ROI and yf-ROI are deemed to belong to the

background (this includes the table in the front, the vase, and the background behind the flowers.

Those pixels form the bg-ROI.

3.4.5. Region specific Color transfer between two images. Assume that we have iden-

tified a set of pixels A in one picture and that those pixels have similar (also not necessarily equal)

colors. Similarly, we have identified a set of pixels B in another picture, with similar colors. A and

B may be of different size and may contain different colors. Our goal is to transfer the colors from

A to B. Let A = {a1, . . . ,ai, . . . ,aN} and B = {b1, . . . ,bj , . . . ,bM} where the as and bs are 3D

vectors containing the R, G, and B coordinates of the colors of the pixels in A and B, respectively.

We apply the following algorithm:

i) Compute the centers of mass of A and B: ā and b̄;

ii) TranslateB toB∗ so thatA andB′ have the same center of mass: B∗ = {b∗
1, . . . ,b

∗
j , . . . ,b

∗
M}

with b∗
j = bj − b̄+ ā;
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iii) Build a HC-tree on the union of A and B∗, using the Euclidean distance as a metric and

complete linkage, and cut at a tree level to define clusters. If a cluster only contains

elements originally from B∗, merge it with its closest cluster (in terms of tree distance)

that contains elements of A. At the end of this procedure, we have a set of clusters, with

each cluster containing either elements of A and B∗, or elements of A only. The latter are

discarded.

iv) Let C be one of the clusters from step iii), and let AC = {a1, . . . ,ai, . . . ,aNC} and

BC = {b∗
1, . . . ,b

∗
j , . . . ,b

∗
MC} be the subsets of A and B∗ that belong C, where NC and

MC are their sizes, respectively. For each j in [1,MC], replace b∗
j with a color picked

randomly in AC. Repeat over all clusters C.

At the end of this procedure, each element j of B has been assigned a new color b∗j that is

inherited from A. The pixels in the second picture are then assigned those new colors.
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CHAPTER 4

Unraveling heterogeneity of ADNI’s time-to-event data using

conditional entropy Part-I: Cross-sectional study

4.1. Introduction

Besides the pressing global climate issues, our humanity is facing another pressing issue: human

aging. On October 1st, 2022 World Health Organization (WHO) released news regarding popula-

tions of elderly in the world quoted as:

“ By 2030, 1 in 6 people in the world will be aged 60 years or over. At this time the share of

the population aged 60 years and over will increase from 1 billion in 2020 to 1.4 billion. By 2050,

the world’s population of people aged 60 years and older will double (2.1 billion). The number of

persons aged 80 years or older is expected to triple between 2020 and 2050 to reach 426 million.”

To be more specific, a mentioned example in the news release is:“Japan 30% of the population is

already over 60 years old.” That is, any common health issue related to aging would be one on a

global scale.

In particular, as population aging is coming fast, so is human brain aging [21,92]. Here, brain

aging primarily means changes in cognitive functions [40]. When such changes go toward the dad

directions, such as Alzheimer’s disease as the focus of this study among many other diseases, the

pressing health issue of human aging zooms really big.

As quoted from the home page of the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI)

website: (https://adni.loni.usc.edu),

“Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is an irreversible neurodegenerative disease that results in a loss of

mental function caused by the deterioration of brain tissue. It is the most common cause of

dementia among people over the age of 65, affecting an estimated 5.5 million Americans, yet no

prevention methods or cures have been discovered. For more information about Alzheimer’s disease,

visit the Alzheimer’s Association.”
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The Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) is a longitudinal multicenter study

designed to develop clinical, imaging, genetic, and biochemical biomarkers for the early detection

and tracking of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Since its launch more than a decade ago, the landmark

public-private partnership has made major contributions to AD research, enabling the sharing of

data between researchers around the world.

The goal of this study is in particular aligning with ADNI’s first overarching goal: To detect AD

at the earliest possible stage (pre-dementia) and identify ways to track the disease’s progression with

biomarkers. See the detailed Goals and Study design of the ADNI website at (http://www.adni-

info.org.).

So far studies using ADNI cross-sectional and longitudinal data from multiple modalities have

reported two particularly relevant pieces of information: 1) AD pathology is already present in

people with no outward sign of memory loss and these cognitively normal people may already have

subtle brain atrophy; 2) Both the Cognitively Normal (CN) and Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI)

groups are pathologically heterogeneous. Some people show no signs of AD, some show signs of

progressing to AD quickly, and others show signs of progressing to dementias other than AD.

Many cross-sectional studies on tracking progressions of AD with biomarkers using data col-

lected from the ADNI database have reported applying the well-known Cox Proportional Hazard

Regression model for the time-to-event data: from CN to MCI or from MCI to AD, and its well-

studied partial likelihood approach as studies’ chief inferential apparatus for selecting so-called

significant biomarkers. However, this popular methodology of Survival analysis in Statistics has

to face a series of fundamental questions when dealing with real-world data. When analyzing

data from the ADNI database, not surprisingly, these essential questions, as listed below, are left

unanswered in all studies found in literature [61,66,69,86]:

Q1:: Does the Cox PH modeling assumptions on non-informative censoring mechanism vi-

olate the pattern-information embedded within data?

Q2:: Does the data support the linearity-based additive effects of covariate features assumed

by the Cox PH modeling structure?

Q3:: Given that heterogeneity among subjects is intrinsic in ADNI data, could Cox PH

provide reliable results, in particular when facing heavy censoring rates on the global
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and local scales and potentially complex interacting relations and effects among covariate

features?

Q4:: Is the partial likelihood based inferential approach valid?

Q5:: If both the Cox PH model and the partial likelihood approach fail fundamentally, what

are potential resolutions to achieve the overreaching goal of ADNI in this complex disease

AD?

Q6:: After all, how do we compute and identify pertinent perspectives of heterogeneity in

cross-sectional ADNI data?

Q7:: With the computed presence of heterogeneity, how to display the information contained

in full?

We address Q1 through Q5 to a great extent, but only partially touch on Q6 and Q7 in this paper.

Detailed and full discussions of the last two questions are deferred to Part-II. Here, we briefly

explain why this series of questions is critical from a scientific perspective.

Testing whether the censoring scheme is non-informative or not in Q1 is the starter of data

analysis applying methodologies in Survival Analysis, such as Cox PH modeling. However, this

testing has not been carried out in the ADNI-associated literature. The reason might be that there

is no simple testing statistic available in the Survival Analysis literature. As for Q2, the linearity-

based additivity of covariate effects obviously doesn’t work for categorical covariate variables, which

is a common data type, such as sex and education. Even for quantitative variables, the sum of

measurements of very distinct metric units is rather hard to explain literately and convincingly.

With the presence of heterogeneity among subjects, Cox PH becomes rather limited with respect to

fronts: censoring rates and unknown functional forms of interaction. The overall censoring rate is

already high. It is more than 60% in this cross-sectional study. The censoring rates can reach more

than 90% in some sub-collections of subjects defined by the potential perspective of heterogeneity.

On the other front, as multiple reports depicting interacting effects in AD literature [4,5,25], such

real-world interacting relations among covariate variables might be known prior, but their effects

are hardly known functionally. Thus, any functional forms of interacting effects among covariate

variables deem unrealistic and dangerous to subject matter science because of misinformation.
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For Q4: the partial likelihood approach is strictly based on the correlation for evaluating

associative relations between the time-to-event response variable and covariate features. This fact

can be easily seen from the score equations derived from the partial likelihood, which involves

T(i) minus its conditional expectation within the risk set. This format of partial likelihood score

equations points to one strict and fundamental associative concept: correlation. It is known that

the correlation concept is strictly designed for one quantitative variable against another quantitative

variable, not for categorical ones. It is not valid for evaluating 1-to-2 or 2-to-k associative relations.

This limit is consequential for the following reason. When facing an informative censoring scheme,

the response and censoring variables are dependent. Then, the proper response variable must be

2D bivariate (Ti, Ci). Under such a setting, the partial likelihood approach would not work. This

fact again points to the critical role of Q1.

For Q5 and partially for Q6 and Q7, this paper proposes the Categorical Exploratory Data

Analysis (CEDA) paradigm to resolve all issues raised from Q1 through Q4. In CEDA, we apply

Shannon conditional entropy to evaluate associative relation, and mutual information to select so-

called major factors underlying the dynamics of the response variable in relation to all covariate

feature variables. When using two key Theoretical Information measurements, the CEDA naturally

adopts the contingency table as its basic computational platform. Consequently, CEDA not only

works for all data types, including the categorical one but also is capable of evaluating k − to− k′

associative relations for all integers k and k′. Since k categorized or categorical variable can be

fused into one categorical variable via their contingency k-dim hypercubes. When facing censored

data disregarding the censoring rate, we apply the re-distribution-to-the-right algorithm [26] to

build all sorts of contingency tables. For this simple reason, CEDA is capable of handling even

100% censoring rates in any locality. We also can build the contingency table for categorized Ti

and Ci to resolve the Q1 formally. This is a new resolution. And because CEDA is able to identify

major factors of varying orders, the task of identifying pertinent perspectives of heterogeneity in

Q6 is resolved to a great extent. We also develop a display called conditional-entropy-expansion to

unravel the effects of all chosen perspectives of heterogeneity.

The organization of this paper is given as follows. In Section 4.2, we describe the cross-sectional

ADNI data by providing brief descriptions for all variables: response, censoring, and 16 covariate
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features. In Section 4.3, we first review Theoretical Information measurements and rationales for

major factor selection under independent and dependent covariate settings and illustrate how the

Redistribution-to-the-right algorithm precisely works. In Section 4.4, we conduct three simulated

experiments with varying censoring rates to showcase information relevant to Q1-Q5. The ADNI

data is thoroughly analyzed in the lengthy Section 4.5 with two perspectives of heterogeneity being

studied and presented. In the last section of the Conclusion, we discuss the contributions of this

Part-I paper, and briefly lay out computational tasks in Part-II. We hope this paper would help

scientists to advance their research on Alzheimer’s Disease and we are thankful to ADNI for making

such an important database available to us.

4.2. ADNI Data Description

Data used in the preparation of this article were obtained from the Alzheimer’s Disease Neu-

roimaging Initiative (ADNI) database (https://adni.loni.usc.edu). The ADNI was launched in 2003

as a public-private partnership, led by Principal Investigator Michael W. Weiner, MD. The primary

goal of ADNI has been to test whether serial magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron emission

tomography (PET), other biological markers, and clinical and neuropsychological assessment can

be combined to measure the progression of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and early Alzheimer’s

disease (AD).

We accessed the data file on June 9, 2022. It included 15,941 records from 1,094 participants.

By removing any subjects with missing data, we ended up with the records of 903 subjects with

a baseline diagnosis of Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) and at least one follow-up diagnosis.

There are 346 subjects (211 males; 135 females) whose diagnosis progressed to Dementia (AD) and

their time-to-even Ti’s observed. During the follow-up, 557 individuals (328 males; 229 females)

remained MCI, and their last scheduled exam times are observed as censoring time Cis. Therefore,

we observe Yi = (Ti ∧ Ci), the minimum of Ti and Ci, and the censoring status δi = 1[Ti≤Ci] for

each of these 903 subjects.

Data feature descriptions are given as follows. The 16 covariate features used here are coming

from three categories: 4 demographic features (V 1 − V 4), 1 MRI-related feature (V 5), and 11
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clinical features (V 6 − V 16). The features’ abbreviation and definition are provided in Table 4.1

followed by detailed descriptions of 11 clinical features.

Index features Definition
V 1 age Age at baseline
V 2 gender Gender
V 3 Education Education Level
V 4 APOE ϵ4 Apolipoprotein E ϵ4 allele
V 5 FLDSTRENG-bl MRI Scanner’s Field Strength (1.5T or 3 T) used at baseline
V 6 CDR-SB-bl Clinical Dementia Rating at baseline (the sum of boxes)
V 7 FAQ Functional Activities Questionnaire
V 8 ADAS13-bl 13-item AD Assessment Scale-Cognitive Subscale at baseline
V 9 MEM-mean Mean of the Composite Cognitive Score for Memory
V 10 MEM-std “std” of the Composite Cognitive Score for Memory
V 11 EXF-mean Mean of the Composite Cognitive Score for Executive Functioning
V 12 EXF-std “std” of the Composite Cognitive Score for Executive Functioning
V 13 LAN-mean Mean of the Composite Cognitive Score for Language
V 14 LAN-std “std” of the Composite Cognitive Score for Language
V 15 VSP-mean Mean of the Composite Cognitive Score for Visuospatial Functioning
V 16 VSP-std “std” of the Composite Cognitive Score for Visuospatial Functioning

Table 4.1. Covariate features as biomarkers in the ADNI data analysis. “std”: the
standard deviation.

Some further pieces of information regarding three clinical features: CDR-SB (V6) [85] indicates

the sum of scores for the following six domains of functioning: memory, orientation, judgment and

problem solving, community affairs, home, and hobbies, and personal care. The CDR-SB ranges

from 0 (no impairment) to 18 (severe impairment in all six domains); FAQ (V7) measures activities

of daily living and ranges from 0 to 30 with higher scores reflecting greater cognitive impairment

[89]; The modified ADAS-Cog 13-item scale (ADAS13(V8)) [79] is a modified evaluation by adding

a number cancellation task and a delayed free recall task to the 11-item ADAS-Cog (ADAS11).

The higher scores suggest greater impairment.

In addition to the clinical features aforementioned, we consider four composite cognitive scores

of 4 domains, including memory, executive functioning, language, and visuospatial functioning [87].

The scores are developed and calibrated by using the ADNI Neuropsychological batteries. During

each available follow-up, the four composite cognitive scores are updated accordingly and thus they

are time-varying. To extract information and characteristics for consideration, we make use of the

mean and standard deviation of the composite cognitive score for each category until the event (i.e.,
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AD or the last time point if censored) as two new features to describe the overall characteristics of

each score. Therefore, we have eight total new features to represent the four composite cognitive

scores which are shown in Table 4.1 (V 9 − V 16). With such construction of time-varying scores

of these 4 domains, we expect each subject has the mean and standard deviation of the composite

cognitive scores at every exam time. Missing values of the composite cognitive scores at partial

exam time points are found due to the intrinsic incomplete data (e.g., participant refusal to complete

the study or the item was not administered due to the time limit) and this can be fixed by taking

the average of available scores correspondingly. We remove subjects with no scores available across

all exam time points as there is not enough useful information provided.

4.3. CEDA Methodologies

In this section, we first briefly review computational developments for CEDA’s major factor

selection protocol. This protocol is entirely based on Theoretical Information Measurements: mar-

ginal and conditional entropies and mutual information. Since we work only with categorical or

categorized variables in CEDA. Therefore, the only version of entropy used here is Shannon entropy.

Secondly, we illustrate the “Redistribution-to-the right” algorithm for building a contingency table

with the presence of the right censored data. Since all CEDA computing is performed upon the

contingency table platform. Thus, this algorithm indeed plays a critical role in this paper.

4.3.1. CEDA’s major factor selection protocol. In this subsection, we briefly review the

concept and computing of conditional entropy and mutual information as two key Theoretical

Information Measurements used throughout this paper. Detailed derivations of related formulas

of these two measurements are referred to previous works in [14, 15, 17, 36]. We employ these

two entropy-based measurements to evaluate potentially nonlinear directional association from a

generic covariate feature variable denoted as X to a generic response variable denoted as Y, and

the nondirectional association between two covariate feature variables, say X1 and X2.

Since we exclusively work on categorical or categorized variables in this paper. That is, any

variable of continuous or discrete measurements is categorized with respect to a chosen version of

the variable’s histogram. For instance, the time-to-event T , the mean and standard deviation of

test scores, and age are to be categorized. Further, any set of multiple categorical variables can be
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fused into a new categorical variable by redefining each distinct multiple-dimensional categorical

vector as a category of the newly defined categorical variable. For instance, a bivariate vector

(X1, X2) would be taken and treated as a categorical variable. That is, the categorical variable,

such as gender (V2), and the categorized variable, such as MEM-mean (V9), can be fused into a

new categorical variable. Therefore, any set of covariate feature categorical or categorized variables,

say A, is also taken as a categorical variable with the same name A. So A’s directional association

to Y is evaluated in the same way as evaluating the directional association of any member of A to

a categorical response variable Y.

Consider A or B as two different categorical covariate variables standing for two sets of covariate

features. We evaluate the directional association of A to Y upon their contingency table C[A −

vs − Y] with categories of A and Y being arranged along the row- and column-axes, respectively,

as a conventional format used throughout this paper. Along the row-axis, each row of cell counts

in C[Y − vs − A] is taken to define a conditional multinomial random variable, which is specified

by its row-sum and the row-vector of proportions. For instance, a conditional (Shannon) entropy

(CE) of Y at the a-th row of C[A− vs− Y] is calculated and denoted as:

H[Y|A = a] = (−1)
∑

y∈{y1,..,yr}

p̂[Y = y|A = a] log p̂[Y = y|A = a],

with (p̂[Y = y1|A = a], .., p̂[Y = yr|A = a]) as the a-th row’s vector of proportions. This quantity

of H[Y|A = a] indicates the amount of uncertainty about Y given the information of A = a being

known.

In contrast, the overall amount of uncertainty about Y given the information of A with a ∈

{a1, .., ah} is evaluated as the weighted average and denoted as:

H[Y|A] =
∑

a∈{a1,..,ah}

na
n
H[Y|A = a],

with na being a-th row sum and the total sample size n =
∑

a∈{a1,..,ah} na. Further, the entropies

of marginal column-wise vector of proportions (
ny1
n , ...,

nyr
n ) and row-wise vector of proportions

(
na1
n , ...,

nah
n ) are denoted as H[Y] and H[A], respectively.
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It is known that the conditional entropy (CE)H[Y|A] conveys the expected amount of remaining

uncertainty in Y after knowing A. Likewise, H[A|Y] conveys the expected amount of remaining

uncertainty in A after seeing Y. The two conditional entropy drops, i.e. differences H[Y ]−H[Y|A]

and H[A]−H[A|Y], indicate the shared amount information between A and Y:

H[Y]−H[Y|A] = H[A]−H[A|Y]

= H[A] +H[Y ]−H[A,Y]

= I[Y;A].

where I[Y;A] denotes the mutual information between Y and A.

Further, the conditional mutual information between the bivariate variable (A,B) given Y is

evaluated as:

I[A;B|Y] = H[A|Y] +H[B|Y]−H[(A,B)|Y].

Therefore, the mutual information I[Y; (A,B)] can be estimated and decomposed as follows:

H[Y]−H[Y|(A,B)] = H[(A,B)]−H[(A,B)|Y];

= H[A] +H[B]− I[A;B]− {H[A|Y] +H[B|Y]− I[A;B|Y]};

= {H[Y]−H[Y|A] +H[Y]−H[Y|B]}+ {I[A;B|Y]− I[A;B]},

where the first two terms are individual CE-drops attributed to A and B and the third term is the

difference of conditional and marginal mutual information of A and B. In particular, we term A and

B achieve their ecological effect if this term: {I[A;B|Y] − I[A;B]}, is positive. This positiveness

indicates the potential for A and B being concurrently present within the dynamics underlying Y.

The essence of achieving the ecological effect is that A and B have the potential of being conditional

dependent under Y disregarding whether they are marginal dependent or not.

However, the above decomposition precisely conveys the interpretable meaning of conditional

mutual information when I[A;B] = 0 as the two involving feature sets A and B are marginally

independent. Thus, if I[A;B|Y] is significantly larger than min{H[Y]−H[Y|A], H[Y]−H[Y|B]},

then we are certain that A and B achieve a significant interacting effect in reducing the uncertainty
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of Y. Therefore, we particularly evaluate the so-called successive conditional entropy (SCE) drop

as:

H[Y]−H[Y|(A,B)]−max{H[Y]−H[Y|A], H[Y]−H[Y|B]}.

The task of identifying any realistic interacting effect is always essential in any real-world data

analysis because such effects could provide a critical understanding of the system under study.

Thus, this SCE-drop would be reported in all tables. Its merit also includes checking whether A

and B achieve their ecological effect, which is required before considering whether they have an

interacting effect or not.

On the other hand, if A and B are indeed highly associated in the marginal sense via certain

unknown dependency, then I[A;B] > 0. That is, the term {I[A;B|Y]−I[A;B]}, could be negative.

Hence, when A and B are associated, we face two chief difficulties. The first difficulty is that it is

hard to determine whether the minimum CE-drop: min{H[Y] −H[Y|A], H[Y] −H[Y|B]}, due to

either A or B is indeed significant or not. That is since their ecological effect is failed to be seen, we

can not be sure whether A and B are concurrently present within the dynamics underlying Y. The

second difficulty is that, even {I[A;B|Y]− I[A;B]} is positive with a moderate, not large enough

size, then it becomes difficult to assess whether the A and B have a significant interacting effect or

not.

In order to resolve these two difficulties, a de-associating procedure is proposed in [36] by simply

subdividing the entire data set with respect to a target covariate variable’s categories. For instance,

A is the target covariate variable, and the entire data set is divided into h sub-collections with

respect to {a1, .., ah}. That is, A is a constant within each sub-collection. Hence, the association

between B and A within each of these h sub-collection disappears. Overall speaking, all covariate

variables are less associated within each sub-collection. The merit of the de-associating procedure

is evidently seen in Section 4.5 of ADNI data analysis. In fact, the most critical merit of this

de-associating procedure indeed rests on the fact that A’s perspective of heterogeneity embedded

within the dynamics underlying Y can be much more easily discovered. As such we can discover

two versions of heterogeneity from the perspectives of A and B and compare these two versions of

heterogeneity. By doing so, we discover authentic heterogeneity-based pattern information hidden
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in data. Ideally, if we could identify all relevant perspectives of heterogeneity, then collectively we

can have the data’s full information content. This is termed the ideal scenario in data analysis.

By summarizing all aforementioned developments in this subsection, we arrive at the CEDA’s

Major Factor Selection (MFS) protocol under two settings. The first setting is developed in [14]

to deal with independent or slightly dependent covariate feature variables only, while the second

set is developed in [36] to deal with the heavily dependent covariate setting. Nonetheless, by

adopting the de-associating procedure within any heavily dependent setting, the MFS protocol

originally built under an independent setting is indeed applied within the sub-collection levels, at

which all heavily dependent covariate feature indeed become much less dependent. As such, we

discover which covariate features or feature-sets can indeed provide extra amounts of information

beyond which targeted covariate features or feature-sets. This computational capability is essential

in any real data analysis. Since the goal of data analysis is aimed at the ideal scenario: data’s full

information content.

It is worth reiterating that, with the potential presence of heterogeneity, the goal of MFS

protocol is not set to create one ultimate collection of major factors of various orders that can

collectively and concurrently reduce the uncertainty of Y to the lowest level. The goal of the MFS

protocol is to precisely explore and extract pattern information pertaining to perspective-specific

heterogeneity. By exploring many perspectives of heterogeneity, we hope we can get much closer

to the data’s full information content.

4.3.2. Redistribution-to-the-right. Evaluations of association between two categorical or

categorized variables are performed on the contingency table platform. Without involving censored

data points, the construction of a contingency table is straightforward by counting the number of

data points falling into each cell defined by one category from each of the two variables. Nonetheless,

when censoring is involved with one variable such as the response survival time variable T , then

constructing a contingency table of any covariate variable X against T is not a straightforward

computing task. We illustrate how to achieve such a task in this subsection.

Denote the contingency table to be built as C[X − vs − T ] with T being censored by C. In

this subsection, we first consider the variables T and C being measured at their original time scale

before being categorized. Recall that the possibly right-censored survival time data set is denoted
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as {(Yi, δi,Xi|i = 1, .., n} with Yi = (Ti ∧ Ci) as the minimum of Ti and Ci and δi = 1[Ti≤Ci]

indicating the binary censoring status: 0 for being censored and 1 for being uncensored. Let

nc = n−
∑n

i=1 δi = n− nu denote the number of censored data points and nc/n the censoring rate

of this data set. For simplicity, we assume all {Yi} are distinct and its order statistics is denoted as

{Y(i)}. The K-dim covariate vector Xi = (X1i, X2i, .., XKi) records the measurements of K feature

variables {Xk|k = 1, ..,K}.

The Kaplan-Meier estimation [57] of survival function S(t) = Pr[Ti > t] of Ti based only on

{(Yi, δi)|i = 1, .., n}, as if without knowledge of {Xi|i = 1, .., n}, is built as [77]:

Ŝ(t) =
∏

i:Y(i)≤t

(1− 1

n− i+ 1
)δ(i) .

It is evident that this empirical distribution Ŝ(t) has all its jumps at uncensored time points

{(Yi, δi)|δi = 1} with possibly unequal jump-sizes. This phenomenon is characterized as so-called

“redistribution-to-the-right” in [26], that is, the empirical weight 1
n of any censored data point is

equally redistributed to all data points: uncensored as well as censored, found on its right-hand

side. A weight received by any censored data point is likewise re-distributed to all data points on

its right. In Table 4.2, we specifically illustrate this redistributing algorithm for the 3rd ordered

survival time Y(3), which is censored (δ(3) = 0) among 10(= n) data points with the 6th and

8th being censored as well. For expositional simplicity, we denote and mark these three ordered

censored time points as Y c
(3), Y

c
(6), and Y

c
(8).

It is noted that not only Y c
(3) is subject to the such redistribution-the-right algorithm in con-

structing the empirical survival distribution Ŝ(t), but also all covariate measurements {Xk(3)|k =

1, ..,K} are subject to the same redistribution when we construct contingency table C[Xk−vs−T ].

It is because that we only observe (Xk(3), Y
c
(3)), not the unobserved (Xk(3), T

c
(3)). And the unob-

served T c
(3) is indeed larger than Y c

(3). Since there are two more censored survival time points

beyond Y c
(3). The entire redistribution algorithm takes three steps to finish. In Table 4.3, we show

the results of the redistribution of empirical weights pertaining to the three censored data points.

Upon the entire data set {(Yi, δi,Xi|i = 1, .., n}, a n × n weight-redistribution matrix is

constructed and fixed according to the layout of n order statistics’ {(Y(i), δ(i))} censoring sta-

tuses. Denote this weight-redistribution matrix as W as shown in Table 4.3. It is noted that
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X/Y Y(1) Y(2) Y c
(3) Y(4) Y(5) Y c

(6) Y(7) Y c
(8) Y(9) Y(10)

Xk3 0.0 0.0 0.0 1
7

1
7

1
7

1
7

1
7

1
7

1
7

Xk3 0.0 0.0 0.0 1
7

1
7 0.0 1

7 + 1
28

1
7 + 1

28
1
7 + 1

28
1
7 + 1

28
Xk3 0.0 0.0 0.0 1

7
1
7 0.0 1

7 + 1
28 0.0 1

7 + 1
28 + 5

56
1
7 + 1

28 + 5
56

Table 4.2. A censored data point’s (X3) step-by-step redistribution-to-the-right at
three ordered censored time points Y c

(3), Y
c
(6) and Y

c
(8) along the axis. All row-sums

of weights are equal to 1.

X/Y Y(1) Y(2) Y c
(3) Y(4) Y(5) Y c

(6) Y(7) Y c
(8) Y(9) Y(10)

Xk(1) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Xk(2) 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Xk(3) 0 0 0 1
7

1
7 0 5

28 0 15
56

15
56

Xk(4) 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Xk(5) 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

Xk(6) 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
4 0 3

8
3
8

Xk(7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

Xk(8) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
2

1
2

Xk(9) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Xk(10) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Table 4.3. Redistribution-to-the-right of three censored data data points among 7
uncensored ones along the ordered survival time axis. All row-sums of weights are
equal to 1.

all columns according to all censored survival times {Y(i)|δ(i) = 0} are n-dim zero-vectors in

W. Thus, when the uncensored survival times are categorized by a specific way of grouping on

{T(i′)|δ(i′) = 1, i′ = 1, .., nu}, then W will be subject to the same grouping along its column axis.

Consequently, the weights contributed to each bin by any k-th covariate measurement of i-th in-

dividual is specified. In this fashion, we are able to construct contingency tables C[Xk − vs − T ]

for evaluating associations between Xk and T . We can likewise construct a contingency table

C[(Xk1 , .., Xkl)− vs− T ] for a feature-set {Xk1 , .., Xkl} and T .

4.4. Computer experiments with increasing right censoring rates.

In this section, we report a simple computational study by applying methodologies proposed

in the previous section on three simulated right-censored survival time data sets. These three data

sets are generated by the same functional structures but have distinct censoring rates: 10%, 20%,
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and 30%. We hope to demonstrate the stably evolving conditional entropy evaluations and at the

same time to show correct selections of major factors across these three different censoring rates.

We employ an integral equation, which has been proposed and studied in [35], to generate

survival time T as the time of using up the unobserved reserve value U with respect to an exhausting

rate specified by e{V 1+sin(2π(V 2+V 3))+V 72}λ0(t). The term λ0(t) is taken as the baseline hazard rate.

The integral equation is given as follows:

U =

∫ T

0
e{V 1+sin(2π(V 2+V 3))+V 72}λ0(t)dt.

Here the term sin(2π(V 2+V 3)) in the exponent of the integrand is designed to have an interacting

relational effect of variables V2 and V3 through a sine function. This simple functional form signals

the nonlinearity, on one hand, and the departure from the classic product format of interacting

effect, on the other.

Denote the hazard rates of U and T as λU (·) = Λ′
U (·) and λT (·) = Λ′

T (·), respectively. Their

relationships are characterized as follows, see more details in [35]:

e−ΛT (t) = Pr[T > t]

= Pr[

∫ T

0
e{V 1+sin(2π(V 2+V 3))+V 72}λ0(s)dts >

∫ t

0
e{V 1+sin(2π(V 2+V 3))+V 72}λ0(s)ds]

= Pr[U >

∫ t

0
e{V 1+sin(2π(V 2+V 3))+V 72}λ0(s)ds];

= e−ΛU (
∫ t
0 e{V 1+sin(2π(V 2+V 3))+V 72}λ0(s)ds).

Therefore, we have the cumulative hazard rate and hazard rate of T being specified as follows:

ΛT (t) = ΛU (

∫ t

0
e{V 1+sin(2π(V 2+V 3))+V 72}λ0(s)ds);

λT (t) = λU (

∫ t

0
e{V 1+sin(2π(V 2+V 3))+V 72}λ0(s)ds)

· e{V 1+sin(2π(V 2+V 3))+V 72}λ0(t).

That is, if λU (·) is a constant function, that is, U Exp(.), then we have:

λT (t) = e{V 1+sin(2π(V 2+V 3))+V 72}λ0(t),
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which is in a format of Cox’s proportional hazard setting.

To simulate three experimental data sets, for simplicity, we use the Weibull baseline hazard

function λ0(t) = ktk−1 with k = 1.5 and Exponential distributed reserve function, U ∼ Exp(1.5).

There are 10 mutually independent covariate variables {V 1, .., V 10}. They are all randomly sam-

pled from Uniform[0, 1] distribution. The three right censoring variables are also Exponentially

distributed with three different chosen rates to create preset censoring rates. For CEs calculation,

all covariates are categorized into 10 uniformed bins, and the response variable T is also categorized

into 10 bins as well based on their Kaplan-Meier estimates. Each simulated data set is 10,000 (= n)

in size.

[Experiment-: 10% censoring rate]We report our CE evaluations in Table 4.4. The row-wise

CEs are ranked from the top-to-bottom in the three feature settings, respectively. In the 1-feature

setting, we see only V1 and V7 having significant SCE-drops. So they are individual order-1 major

factor candidates. The CEs of V2 and V3 are even as low as that of those random noise features.

The interacting effect of V2 and V3 are visible in the 2-feature setting by having a SCE-drop

being many times of CEs of either V2 or V3. That is, feature-pair (V2, V3) is an order-2 major

factor candidate. The SCE-drop of the feature-pair (V1, V7) is larger than V7’s SCE-drop. This

ecological effect indicates that V1 and V7 are currently present in the dynamics of response. So

they are likely to be the order-1 major factors together. It is noted that CEs and SCE-drops of

all the feature pairs of random noise provide the baseline of comparison. In the 3-feature setting,

the feature triplets (V1, V2, V3) and (V2, V3, V7) achieve the lowest CEs and their SCE-drops

indicate the ecological effects being achieved. That is, these three major factors: (V2, V3), V1,

and V7, are concurrently present within the dynamics of T . Despite increasing uncertainty along

with increasing censoring rates, exactly the same conclusions of major factors can be drawn from

Table 4.5 and Table 4.6 based on the two simulated data sets with 20% and 30% censoring rates,

respectively.

As for the Cox PH results, V1 and V7 are significant across the three experiments, while in

contrast the two features: V2 and V3, are never seen as simultaneously significant in the three

experiments. We only observe that V3 is somehow significant in experiment-1, V2 in experiment-2.

But both features are insignificant in experiment-3. These experimental results converge to the fact
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that any interacting effect with non-product format is likely ignored by Cox PH results, especially

when the censoring is high.

1-feature CE SCE-dp p-value(PH) 2-feature CE SCE-dp 3-feature CE SCE-dp
V7 1.0103 0.0158 <2e-16 V2 V3 0.9292 0.0955 V1 V2 V3 0.8114 0.1178
V1 1.0156 0.0105 <2e-16 V1 V7 0.9898 0.0205 V2 V3 V7 0.812 0.1172
V9 1.0246 0.0014 0.7942 V2 V7 0.9973 0.013 V2 V3 V10 0.8217 0.1075
V3 1.0247 0.0013 0.0515 V7 V8 0.9982 0.0121 V2 V3 V5 0.8221 0.1072
V2 1.0247 0.0013 0.3575 V3 V7 0.9984 0.0118 V2 V3 V4 0.8238 0.1054
V4 1.0248 0.0013 0.5773 V7 V9 0.9993 0.011 V2 V3 V8 0.8267 0.1026
V10 1.0248 0.0012 0.7622 V5 V7 0.9994 0.0108 V2 V3 V9 0.8274 0.1018
V6 1.0249 0.0012 0.654 V6 V7 0.9996 0.0106 V2 V3 V6 0.8282 0.101
V8 1.0251 0.001 0.9028 V7 V10 0.9999 0.0104 V1 V7 V8 0.8728 0.117
V5 1.0251 0.001 0.4253 V4 V7 1.0004 0.0099 V1 V2 V7 0.8743 0.1155

Table 4.4. Experiment-1 (censoring rate is 10%): Ranked conditional entropies
(CE) and successive CE-drop for selected feature-sets; “SCE-dp” short for “SCE-
drop”; “p-value(PH)” for the fitted Cox PH model.

1-feature CE SCE-dp p-value(PH) 2-feature CE SCE-dp 3-feature CE SCE-dp
V7 1.0759 0.0116 <2e-16 V2 V3 1.0034 0.0827 V2 V3 V7 0.8997 0.1037
V1 1.0773 0.0102 <2e-16 V1 V7 1.0563 0.0196 V1 V2 V3 0.9032 0.1002
V10 1.0861 0.0014 0.5769 V1 V10 1.0649 0.0124 V2 V3 V6 0.9056 0.0978
V3 1.0862 0.0013 0.4753 V1 V9 1.0652 0.0121 V2 V3 V10 0.9058 0.0977
V8 1.0866 9e-04 0.7523 V7 V8 1.0652 0.0107 V2 V3 V8 0.9108 0.0927
V2 1.0866 8e-04 0.0866 V3 V7 1.0652 0.0107 V2 V3 V4 0.9122 0.0913
V6 1.0867 8e-04 0.9617 V7 V10 1.0657 0.0102 V2 V3 V5 0.9136 0.0898
V9 1.0868 7e-04 0.5642 V4 V7 1.0658 0.0101 V2 V3 V9 0.9174 0.0861
V4 1.0868 7e-04 0.7306 V6 V7 1.0658 0.0101 V1 V7 V10 0.9545 0.1017
V5 1.0869 6e-04 0.986 V1 V5 1.0665 0.0108 V1 V7 V9 0.9553 0.101

Table 4.5. Experiment-2 (censoring rate is 20%): Ranked conditional entropies
(CE) and successive CE-drop for selected feature-sets; “SCE-dp” short for “SCE-
drop”; “p-value(PH)” for the fitted Cox PH model.

4.5. ADNI data analysis

For the CEDA paradigm, the scheme of data categorization for all quantitative variables is

given as follows. Measurements of each quantitative covariate feature are grouped into 4 equal-

spaced bins. As we only have 903 subjects in total, 4 bins would be an appropriate choice to

conduct the CEDA analysis to avoid the effect of the curse of dimensionality. There are 2 binary

categorical features, GENDER (V 2) and FLDSTRENG-bl (V 5). As for the Ti and Ci which have

their ranges within [6, 162] (month). It is noted that the maximum observed Ti is 138 and the
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1-feature CE SCE-dp p-value(PH) 2-feature CE SCE-dp 3-feature CE SCE-dp
V1 1.0996 0.0096 <2e-16 V2 V3 1.0466 0.0616 V1 V2 V3 0.9561 0.0906
V7 1.1007 0.0085 <2e-16 V1 V7 1.0851 0.0146 V2 V3 V7 0.9609 0.0858
V9 1.1078 0.0014 0.697 V1 V8 1.0894 0.0102 V2 V3 V8 0.9647 0.0819
V6 1.1081 0.0011 0.436 V1 V2 1.0899 0.0097 V2 V3 V6 0.965 0.0816
V10 1.1082 0.001 0.871 V1 V9 1.0904 0.0093 V2 V3 V5 0.9667 0.08
V2 1.1083 0.001 0.988 V1 V4 1.0906 0.009 V2 V3 V10 0.9676 0.079
V8 1.1084 8e-04 0.562 V7 V9 1.0908 0.0099 V2 V3 V4 0.9679 0.0788
V5 1.1084 8e-04 0.877 V1 V10 1.0908 0.0088 V2 V3 V9 0.9683 0.0784
V4 1.1087 6e-04 0.808 V1 V5 1.0912 0.0084 V1 V3 V7 0.9981 0.0869
V3 1.1089 3e-04 0.323 V6 V7 1.0912 0.0095 V1 V7 V8 0.9996 0.0854

Table 4.6. Experiment-3 (censoring rate is 30%): Ranked conditional entropies
(CE) and successive CE-drop for selected feature-sets; “SCE-dp” short for “SCE-
drop”; “p-value(PH)” for the fitted Cox PH model.

observed Ci is 162. We opt to obtain time bins by the following scheme: dividing [6, 162] into 4

bins: [6, 46), [46, 85), [85, 139), [139, 163) so that all observed Ti are included in the first three bins.

In this way, we are able to clearly learn the structure and characteristics between the observed time

(Ti) and censoring time (Ci).

Denote the right censoring ADNI data set as {(Yi,Vi, δi)|i = 1, .., n} with Yi = (Ti ∧ Ci), Vi =

{V 1i, .., V 16i}, δi the censoring status and sample size n = 903. If the ith subject is uncensored,

δi = 1, then Yi = Ti(< Ci) is its observed survival time, while if the ith subject is censored, δi = 0,

then Yi = Ci(< Ti) is the censoring time defined as the exam date of first no-show. The total

number of uncensored data points is no =
∑903

i=1 δi = 346, while the total number of censored data

points is nc = n− no = 557. So, this data set’s censoring rate is over 61%.

Consider the two ensembles of observed censoring and survival times: {Ci|δi = 0, i = 1, .., 557}

and {Ti|δi = 1, i = 1, .., 346}. It is noted the largest Ci among the censored data point is

max{Ci|δi = 0, i = 1, ..., 557} = 162, while the largest Ti among the uncensored data point is

max{Ti|δi = 0, i = 1, ..., 346} = 138. Therefore, we have to take the convention that the largest

censored data is taken as an uncensored one as usually done within many computational opera-

tions in Survival Analysis, for instance, in constructing Kaplan-Meier estimation of the survival

function [57]. We make use of this convention because the redistribution-to-the-right algorithm

developed by B. Efron in [26] is heavily applied in this paper. With respect to these two ensem-

bles, we report their histograms with respect to four bins: [6, 46), [46, 85), [85, 139), [139, 163), in

Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1. Histograms of 557 Ci (censoring time) (in dark blue color bars) and
346 observed Ti (in light-blue bars).

Since each individual subject’s potential Ti and Ci are to be realized and observed at a common

setting: a scheduled examination date, it becomes not at all obvious whether the Ti is indeed

stochastically independent of Ci. Needed rigorous testing is constructed and conducted in the next

subsection. The efforts invested in confirming this answer are essential because either positive or

negative answers to this required fundamental assumption are expected to have significant impacts

on the validity of any applications of the Cox Proportional Hazard model, which would be briefly

reviewed below.

The Cox Proportional Hazard model, which was proposed by D.R. Cox in his 1972 landmark

paper [20], is the most fundamental and the most popular modeling structure employed in the

statistical topic of Survival Analysis. It is also widely used in analyzing data derived from ADNI

as well. The classic version of the Cox proportional hazard (PH) model on the right censored

data set is described as follows. Given {(Yi,Vi, δi)|i = 1, .., n} and assuming Ti being stochastically

independent of Ci, the hazard rate function λT̃i
(t) of T̃i is specified as:

λTi(t) = λ0(t)e
∑16

k=1 βkV ki ,

for all i = 1, .., n. The assumed structural linearity and additivity are designed to accommodate all

effects of the 16 covariate variables. The exponent of λTi(t) certainly can involve interacting effects
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among the 16 covariate features effects. Nevertheless, given no prior knowledge of which forms of

interacting effects pertain to which pairs or triplets of features, the inclusion of interacting effects

would result in an unrealistic and complex model.

Under the PH model structures and non-informative censoring assumption, the partial likeli-

hood approach proposed in [20] is still the most widely used inference methodology in Survival

Analysis. Nevertheless, it is worth reiterating that the global structure embraced by this PH model

indeed is built upon an assumed homogeneity across the entire population contained in ADNI.

From a rigorous standpoint, this homogeneous assumption is neither natural nor scientific. Though

it might be practical, it is just parsimonious at best. Since this data set from ADNI is subject

to two characteristics that could significantly impact results derived from Cox proportional hazard

model structure. These two characteristics are: 1) the presence of heavy censoring; 2) the hidden

heterogeneity among subjects. Both characteristics likely violate the validity regarding the global

structures. In the last three subsections of this section, the partial likelihood results of the Cox

proportional hazard model are compared with results derived based on our major factor selections

on two scales: global and local.

4.5.1. Redistribute-to-the-right weight matrix. In this data analysis, all computations

are primarily performed on the platform of the contingency table. This platform explicitly and

correctly facilitates all calculations of measurements of conditional entropy, as such, we evaluate

directed or indirect associations between the survival time Ti and any other covariate variables.

When building a contingency table for such association involving variable Ti, we need to adopt

a convention in Survival Analysis: the censored subject having its censoring time being equal to

max{Cj |δj = 0, j = 1, ..., 557} = 162 is converted into an uncensored subject because this censoring

time is beyond max{Ti|δi = 1, i = 1, ..., 346} = 138. With this convention, we illustrate how to

build a 903 × 347 weight-matrix by applying the [Redistribution-to-the-right] algorithm discussed

in Section 4.3 in this subsection. This weight matrix would the basis for building a contingency

table pertaining to any covariate features or feature-sets against variable Ti.

For illustrative purposes, we build a 903× 347 matrix lattice for distributed weights pertaining

to the variable {Yi} against the variable {Ti}. By breaking all ties, we make all values of {Yi|i =
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1, .., 903} distinct, and then ordered and arranged them from bottom-to-top along this matrix’s row-

axis, while all observed {Ti′ |δi′ = 1, i′ = 1, .., 347} are made distinct, ordered and arranged from

left-to-right along this matrix’s column-axis. It is noted again here that the largest uncensored

T(347) = 162, which is originally censored.

Upon this 903× 347 matrix lattice, each of its rows is constructed in the following fashion:

[δ(i) = 1: :] If the i-th ranked Y(i) is uncensored (δ(i) = 1), then the weight 1 goes to the i′-th

column of T(i′) = Y(i), which is color-marked as a red-dot in Figure 4.2;

[δ(i) = 0: :] If the i-th ranked Y(i) is censored (δ(i) = 0), then the weight 1 would be re-

distributed to all columns of T(i′) > Y(i) according to the [Redistribution-to-the right]

algorithm, are represented by in changing-color-segment in Figure 4.2.

Let this matrix of distributed weights be denoted by W[Y, T ], which is displayed in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2. Matrix of distributed weights of individual 903 ranked Yi against 347
(=346+1) observed survival time Ti; two color bars indicate the corresponding 4
divided time bins.

This weight matrix W[Y, T ] would play a very fundamental role in all our applications of major

factor selection protocol throughout this data analysis from here on. Since we can replace this

feature of time variable Yi with any one of the 16 features or feature-sets. That is, each row of

W[Y, T ] is identified via the subject’s ID and its censoring status δi. As such, a weight matrix
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W[V k, T ] is obtained by permuting the rows according to the increasing orders with respect to

ordered values of V k.

For any k = 1, .., 16, on the column-axis of W[V k, T ], the values {T(i′)|δ(i′) = 1, i′ = 1, .., 347}

are grouped into four bins: [6, 46), [46, 85), [85, 139), [139, 163). It is noted that the bin [139, 163]

contains only censored data points. Likewise, upon the row-axis of W[V k, T ], the values {Vk(i) |i =

1, .., 903} are also grouped into the four bins, which can be determined with respect to a histogram

of V k.

4.5.2. Testing non-informative censoring assumption. For testing the non-informative

censoring assumption, we need to explore the associative relation between survival time (Ti) and

censoring time (Ci). However, we only observed Yi == (Ti ∧ Ci) as the minimum Ti and Ci. That

is, when δi = 0, Ti is censored by Ci. But when δi = 1, Ci is censored by Ti. The dual roles of Ti

and Ci make this missing-data mechanism symmetric. Therefore, when δi = 0 and observed Ci, we

figure out where the missing bivariate(Ci, Ti) could potentially located by using the [Redistribution-

to-the-right] algorithm. The 557 × 347 matrix of distributed weights, denoted as W[C, T ]δi=0, is

reported in panel (a) of Figure 4.3. This weight matrix is indeed obtained simply by deleting the

346 rows of W[Y, T ] corresponding to δi = 1.

In contrast, when δi = 1 and observed Ti, we again figure out where the missing bivariate(Ci, Ti)

could potentially be located by using the [Redistribution-to-the-right] algorithm. The 346 × 557

matrix of distributed weights, denoted as W[T,C|]δi=1, is reported in panel (b) of Figure 4.3.

By applying the binning-scheme with respect to the four interval regions: [6, 46), [46, 85),

[85, 139), [139, 163), on both axes of W[C, T ]δi=0 and transposed matrix WT [T,C|]δi=1, we obtain

two 4 × 4 contingency tables, as reported in 4x4tableCT. The contingency table C[C, T ] denotes

the sum of these two 4× 4 contingency tables.

This contingency table C[C, T ] reported in Table 4.7 indeed manifests the multiple aspects

of associative relations between the censoring time Ci and survival time Ti. From the row- and

column-wise aspects, we calculate the row-wise and column-wise Shannon conditional entropies

and re-scale them by Shannon entropies of vectors of proportions of column-sums and row-sums,

accordingly. Hypothetically, if a row-wise re-scaled CE is close to 1, then we know the information
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Figure 4.3. (a) Matrix of distributed weights of individual 557 ranked Ci against
347 (=346+1) observed survival time Ti and (b) matrix of distributed weights of
individual 346 ranked Ti against 557 observed censored time Ci; color bars indicate
the corresponding 4 divided time bins.

bin-C
bin-T

1 2 3 4

1 46.70 60.58 54.15 139.56
2 0.00 17.33 42.12 108.55
3 0.00 0.00 28.79 61.21
4 0.00 0.00 0.00 13.00
1 58.88 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 122.22 22.53 0.00 0.00
3 72.09 31.65 7.60 0.00
4 17.81 7.82 7.40 0.00

Table 4.7. Contingency table C[C, T ]: the sum of the 4 × 4 contingency table
derived from 557× 347 weight matrix W[C, T ]δi=0 (upper half) and the 4× 4 con-
tingency table derived from 346× 557 weight matrix WT [T,C|]δi=1 (lower half).

about Ci not helping us in predicting Ti, while a column-wise re-scaled CE is away from 1 and

smaller than 1, then we know the information of Ti indeed helping us in predicting Ci.

Our testing results from row-aspect are displayed in Figure 4.4 and testing results from column-

aspect are displayed in Figure 4.5. Based on the Multinomial random mechanism, we simulate four

row-wise alternative distributions against the null distribution based on the vector of column-sums

as displayed in Figure 4.4. All five distributions heavily overlap. Therefore, the sum of Type-I

and Type-II errors is large. Likewise, as displayed in Figure 4.5, similar results are found through

the four column-wise alternative distributions against the null distribution based on the vector of
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row-sums. Thus, we conclude that associative relations between the censoring time Ci and survival

time Ti are not evident. The non-informative censoring assumption stands.

Figure 4.4. Four row-wise simulated alternative distributions marked with ver-
tical lines at observed re-scaled CEs {1.0109, 0.9778, 0.9883, 1.0167} against one
simulated null distribution marked with one vertical line at 1.00. The entropy of
vector of column-sum proportions is 1.2979.

The critical implication derived from the confirmation of the noninformative censoring scheme

is regarding which response variables, either Ti or (Ti, Ci), are legitimate and should be used in

Survival analysis. Since Ti is stochastically independent of Ci, we are not required to use (Ti, Ci) as

the legitimate 2D response variable, or to use the categorical variable defined by the 16 categories

in Table 4.7. That, we only need to use the categorized variable of Ti defined by the 4D vector

of column-sums in Table 4.7 throughout the categorical exploratory data analysis (CEDA) carried

out in this paper.

4.5.3. Using δi as a response variable. After confirming the fundamental assumption of

non-informative censoring, we first look into the issue of whether the observed data of censoring
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Figure 4.5. Four column-wise simulated alternative distributions marked with ver-
tical lines at observed re-scaled CEs {1.0184, 1.0053, 0.9894, 0.9693} against one
simulated null distribution marked with one vertical line at 1.00. The entropy of
vector of row-sum proportions is 1.2111.

status {δi|i = 1, .., n} could indeed shed light on the dynamics of Ti. The rationale is that δi =

1[Ti≤Ci] = 1− 1[Ti>Ci] is categorical transformation of Ti. Since Ti is stochastically independent of

Ci, this transformed data logically should still carry relevant information. So, as the first step of

our categorical exploratory data analysis (CEDA), we seek for any covariate variables {V 1, .., V 16}

that is highly associated with δi. We perform our CE computations by employing δi as a binary

response variable and all covariate variables are categorized to have 4 bins based on their individual

histograms. The relevant CEs are reported in Table 4.8.

From Table 4.8, we see that δi is apparently associated with V9 (MEM-mean) and V8 (ADAS13.bl),

both of which achieve about 23% and 13% reductions of δi’s uncertainty, respectively. This result

implies that the directed association from Ti to the 16 covariate features surely would be much

stronger than the results reported strongly.
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1-feature Feature name CE SCE-drop
V9 MEM-mean 0.5137 0.1518
V8 ADAS13.bl 0.5731 0.0924
V7 FAQ 0.6154 0.0501
V6 CDRSB.bl 0.6156 0.0500
V13 LAN-mean 0.6200 0.0455
V11 EXF-mean 0.6207 0.0448
V4 APOE4 0.6420 0.0236
V16 VSP-std 0.6530 0.0125
V15 VSP-mean 0.6560 0.0095
V5 FLDSTRENG.bl 0.6571 0.0084
V1 AGE 0.6575 0.0080
V12 EXF-std 0.6595 0.0060
V10 MEM-std 0.6600 0.0055
V14 LAN-std 0.6650 0.0006
V3 PTEDUCAT 0.6650 0.0005
V2 PTGENDER 0.6653 0.0002

Table 4.8. Conditional entropies (CE) of 16 features with censoring status δi as a
response variable.

4.5.4. Computing major factors. Before exploring the directed association of all 16 co-

variate variables {V 1, .., V 16} to response variable Ti, we display mutual association among these

16 covariate features via a 16 × 16 heatmap and a network of 16 nodes in the two panels of Fig-

ure 4.6. From panel (a), we see two highly associated feature-pairs: {V9, V8} and {V15, V16},

two moderately associated feature-pairs:{V6, V7}, {V11, V13}, and moderately associated feature-

triplet:{V10, V12, V14}. These feature-sets are also mutually associated with varying degrees. In

contrast, panel (b) reveals a global picture of the association among these 16 features with respect

to a chosen threshold.

It is worth reiterating that, as mentioned in Section 4.4 and detailed in [36], any highly associa-

tive relationships among features would require extra computational efforts for explicitly clarifying

and evaluating their joint conditional dependency or interacting effects much harder. We demon-

strate why such required efforts are needed in this subsection by implementing our major factor

selection protocol facilitated by contingency-table-based CE computations within this ADNI data

set. Nonetheless, as would be discussed in the two subsections after this one, such efforts are indeed

needed anyway for exploring heterogeneity within data.
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Figure 4.6. Heatmap (a) and network (b) of 16 covariate features in terms of
Mutual Conditional Entropy (MCE). The threshold of the linkage is 0.97.

The first step of the major factor selection protocol is performed by calculating the conditional

entropies (CEs) of all possible feature-sets of the collection of 16 covariate features from the 1-

feature setting up to the 3-feature setting. Our CEs computations end at the 3-feature setting is

a necessary choice for reflecting the uncensored sample size 346. All CEs of the 1-feature setting

is reported in Table 4.9 coupled with results derived from Cox PH models on an individual feature

basis. Specifically, we also report p-values of partial likelihood estimates of {β1, .., β16} parameters.

As for CEs of 2-feature and 3-feature settings, we only select and report 12 primary top-ranked

pairs and triplets in Table 4.10 due to the large numbers of feature-pairs and feature-triplets.

Before comparing CEs and Cox’s PH results, it is necessary to keep in mind that each CE

is pertaining to one individual feature, while a p-value of covariate feature is evaluated under a

global PH modeling structure. Therefore, these 16 parameter estimates are correlated, so are their

p-values. From Table 4.9, we observe that feature: MEM-mean (V9), achieves the lowest CE,

while ADAS13.bl (V8) is ranked 2nd. Both are potential order-1 major factor candidates, though

they are not likely concurrently present when interpreting reduction of marginal uncertainty of

Ti. That is, they could potentially join together in reducing uncertainty of Ti under conditional

settings, as would be seen in the last two subsections regarding heterogeneity from both V9 and
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1-feature Feature name CE SCE-drop p-value(PH)
V9 MEM-mean 1.1581 0.1397 <2e-16
V8 ADAS13.bl 1.1954 0.1023 0.5007
V11 EXF-mean 1.2354 0.0624 0.0007
V7 FAQ 1.2419 0.0559 <2e-4
V6 CDRSB.bl 1.2492 0.0486 <2e-4
V13 LAN-mean 1.2526 0.0452 0.5007
V4 APOE4 1.2697 0.0281 0.0013
V5 FLDSTRENG.bl 1.2849 0.0129 0.2386
V15 VSP-mean 1.2859 0.0118 0.2343
V14 LAN-std 1.2863 0.0115 0.0002
V12 EXF-std 1.2872 0.0106 0.0100
V10 MEM-std 1.2879 0.0099 0.7764
V1 AGE 1.2896 0.0082 0.6314
V16 VSP-std 1.2900 0.0078 0.0739
V3 PTEDUCAT 1.2952 0.0026 0.0025
V2 PTGENDER 1.2973 0.0005 0.1110

Table 4.9. Conditional entropies (CE) of 16 features with T as response variable,
along with p-values of features via Cox Partial likelihood approach.

V8 perspectives. This possibility is in sharp contrast with PH results, which indicate V9 is more

essential by having a p-value nearly zero than V8 with a p-value 0.5007. In other words, the act

of dismissing the importance of V8 could come with a cost of ignoring important information of

heterogeneity via V8 perspective, as would be seen in the last subsection of this section.

The EXF-mean(V11), FAQ (V7), CDRSB.bl (V6), LAN-mean (V13) and APOE4 (V4) are

ranked from the 3rd to the 7th. Though these four features’ individual CE-drops are significantly

less than the CE-drops of the top two, their CE-drops are still significantly larger than CE-drops

of the rest of the 10 features. Therefore, it is still possible for the individual features of { V6, V7,

V11, V13, V4 } to be a candidate of stand-alone order-1 major factors. We also know the fact that

{V6, V7} and {V11, V13} are moderately associated, while V4 is less associative with members of

these two pairs. Thus, it is less likely that both V6 and V7 are concurrently present as two separate

order-1 major factors, as are V11 and V13. On one hand, according to the PH results, V11 has a

near zero p-value, but V13 has a p-value larger than 0.50. From the aspect of feature-pair {V11,

V13}, the CEDA and PH results are coherent. On the other hand, both V6 and V7 have p-values

near zeros. This PH result is not coherent with entropy-based CEDA results regarding the presence
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of order-1 major factors. The feature V4 has a p-value 0.0013 from the PH results. This computed

PH result is not strongly incoherent from the CEDA perspective.

Behind these top 7 ranked features, the CE-drops of the rest of the 9 features are more or less

falling into 2 tiers: {MEM-std (V10), VSP-mean (V15), FLDSTRENG.bl (V5), VSP-std (V16),

EXF-std (V12), LAN-std (V14), AGE (V1)} for tier-1; {PTEDUCAT (V3), PTGENDER (V2)} for

tier-2. From the CEDA perspective, feature members of these two tiers are increasingly less likely to

be stand-alone order-1 major factors. But each one of them can couple with other features to become

a potential candidate of order-2 major factor. In contrast, from the PH perspective, V14, V12, and

V3 are highly significant by having p-values being equal to or less than 0.01. In Table 4.9, from

the CEDA perspective, these features only achieve 0.9%, 0.8% and 0.2% of uncertainty reduction

on Ti. Thus, the degrees of incoherence between PH and CEDA results are somehow evident.

Next, we turn the comparison to CEDA results of 2-feature or 3-feature settings in Table 4.10

with a focus on interacting effects among feature-pairs and feature-triplets. Some of the above

conflicting results between CEDA-based major factor selection and Cox PH could be reconciled,

but not all.

Before specifically discussing potential interacting effects in the 2-feature and 3-feature settings

in Table 4.10, it is worth reiterating that an interacting effect of two or three features is referred to

the confirmed presence of their conditional dependency given the response variable Y . Based on a

relatively loose criterion in terms of SCE-drops, we identify and see how much extra uncertainty of

response variable Ti is reduced by including a less potential feature variable relative to 3 or more

times this feature’s individual CE-drop, see details in [14,36]. A more strict criterion will be based

on a criterion constructed based on the dominant feature. This strict version of the interacting

effect is not used here. Further, the explicit form of interacting effect is left unknown when applying

this criterion, it is somehow visible through the contingency table against the response variable T .

In comparison, the task of confirming any conditional dependency of multiple orders is not at all

simple under an assumed global structural model, such as Cox’s PH model. In this paper, we

explicitly demonstrate how to resolve this task.

Though the feature-set {V7, V9} achieves the lowest CE under the 2-feature setting, this pair’s

SCE-drop (0.0294) is less than the CE-drop (0.0559) of V7. This fact indicates that the conditional
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mutual information I[V 7, V 9|T ] is less than the marginal mutual information I[V 7, V 9]. That is,

we can’t confirm whether the feature-set {V7, V9} gives rise to a significant interacting effect or not.

To confirm or dispute this fact. we either explicitly evaluate the mutual information I[V 7, V 9], or

evaluate how much extra information can V7 provide going beyond V9. We take the latter approach

in the next subsection. Since we face the same issue for feature-sets {V6, V9}, {V9, V11}, {V8,

V9} and {V4, V9}, which are the top-ranked 5 feature-pairs.

As for feature-set {V9, V10}, we know that V9 and V10 are marginally independent, so their

marginal mutual information I[V 9, V 10] = 0. And the SCE-drop (0.0148) of V10 is larger than

its CE-drop (0.0099) under the 1-feature setting. Therefore, their conditional mutual information

I[V 9, V 10|Y ] ≈ 0.0049 is barely positive. Thus, according to the above criterion for confirming

the interacting effect, the feature-set {V9, V10} has a very slight chance of being conditionally

dependent given Y . However, the V10 could still play the role of assisting the order-1 major factor

V9 in facilitating the information content of this ADNI data set or any predictive decision-making

locally, as discussed in the next subsection.

In contrast, the three feature-sets: {V2, V9}, {V2, V8} and {V3, V8} have their SCE-drops

being almost three times of V2 and V3’s individual CE-drops or more. All involving CE-drops

are confirmed to pass the reliability check. Therefore, we confirm the interacting effects of V2

and V3 with V8 at least. In fact, V1, V2 and V3 apparently have interacting effects with many

features: V6, V7, V10, V11, V12, V15 and V16 as well. It is worth mentioning that some of the

aforementioned interacting effects are indeed clinically confirmed and reported in [4,5,25].

In the 3-feature setting, we see that V9 is present in all the top-ranked feature-triplets. Its most

often companion feature is either V7 or V11. There is a range of features for the third member

of the triplet. Because of the marginal dependency of V9 on other features, the reliable pattern

information becomes harder to be confirmed or disputed.

This phenomenon would be resolved to a great extent by subdividing the entire data collection

with respect to categories of V9, which is called “de-associating” in [36]. As reported in the four

tables given in the next subsection in the next subsection, by applying this simple computational

procedure, we can take away or significantly reduce all covariate features’ associations with V9.

Overall, the rest of the 15 covariate features become less associative within each sub-collection of
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2-feature CE SCE-drop 3-feature CE SCE-drop
V7 V9 (1) 1.1287 0.0294 V7 V9 V11 (1) 1.1002 0.0285
V6 V9 (2) 1.1346 0.0234 V6 V9 V11 (2) 1.1035 0.0311
V9 V11 (3) 1.1385 0.0196 V4 V7 V9 (3) 1.1039 0.0247
V8 V9(4) 1.1405 0.0175 V7 V8 V9 (4) 1.1076 0.0210
V4 V9 (5) 1.1418 0.0162 V7 V9 V12 (5) 1.1078 0.0209
V9 V10 (6) 1.1432 0.0148 V6 V7 V9 (6) 1.1089 0.0197
V1 V9(11) 1.1519 0.0061 V6 V9 V10 (7) 1.1090 0.0255
V3 V9(14) 1.1533 0.0047 V7 V9 V10 (8) 1.1095 0.0191
V2 V9(15) 1.1558 0.0022 V9 V11 V12 (9) 1.1099 0.0286
V8 V16(22) 1.1832 0.0121 V4 V9 V11 (10) 1.1108 0.0239
V3 V8(26) 1.1847 0.0106 V3 V7 V9 (16) 1.1129 0.0158
V2 V8(30) 1.1925 0.0029 V1 V6 V9 (20) 1.1144 0.0202

Table 4.10. Ranked conditional entropies (CE) and successive CE-drop for selected
feature-sets.

study subjects defined by the 4 categories of V9, respectively. Another functional merit of de-

associating is that this computing procedure allows us to figure out which feature variables can

provide extra information beyond V9 while holding V9 constant. Therefore, this procedure is an

effective way of discovering heterogeneity from the perspective of V9. We do the same heterogeneity

exploration from the V8 perspective, as well as in the last subsection.

4.5.5. Heterogeneity w.r.t V9 (MEM-mean). {V9=1}:199(no)−vs−67(nc). Upon the

sub-collection: {V9=1}, of 266 subjects having the lowest ordinal category of MEM-mean (V9=1),

we see the drastic ranking changes among the 14 covariate features in Table 4.11. The highest-

ranked feature is V7, which is ranked 4th on the overall CE-drop in Table 4.9. The 2nd ranked

one is V6, which is ranked 4th in Table 4.9, while the originally ranked 11th V16 is now ranked

4th. The V8 is ranked 3rd here, while it was ranked 2nd in Table 4.9. However, significant ranking

drops are seen on features: V13, V4, and V5, which were previously ranked 6th to 8th. Now they

are ranked 10th, 13th, and 15th here.

For reliability check on CE calculations, we generate a random U [0, 1] noise feature, denoted

as V0, repeat this 200 times and calculate CEs: H[Y |V 0]. The simulated null distribution for the

1-feature setting is given in the left of Figure 4.7. The top 6 ranked 1-features all have very small

p-values. That is, their CEs are significant and real. The V1 has the p-value on the borderline.

As for the 2-feature setting, as shown in the right of Figure 4.7, we found that only the top 3
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feature-pairs have only borderline p-values. Nonetheless, we still carry out the task of identifying

potential interacting effects as follows.

The most significant result observed from CEs of 1-feature and 2-feature is that majority of

feature-pairs achieve the ecological effect, except the feature-pair {V6, V7}. This is a strong

indication that all involving features are much less associated due to the de-associating procedure.

Further, as listed below, we see many feature-pairs just like these three pairs: {V7, V15}, {V7,

V13}, {V7, V3} and {V12, V14}, achieve SCE-drops that are at least three times of V15, V13,

and V3’s individual CE-drops. These results collectively suggest the following collection of 16

candidates of order-2 major factors:

{{V 7, V 3}, {V 7, V 4}, {V 7, V 13}, {V 7, V 15}, {V 8, V 3},

{V 8, V 4}, {V 11, V 4}, {V 16, V 2}, {V 14, V 12}{V 1, V 4},

{V 10, V 4}, {V 12, V 3}, {V 12, V 4}, {V 12, V 13}, {V 2, V 4}, {V 13, V 3}}.

Such results strongly indicate that not only members of {V7, V8, V11, V16, V1, V10} are

concurrent candidates of order-1 major factor, but also they are coupled with members of {V4,

V3, V2, V13, V15} to be candidates of order-2 major factors. That is, these feature-pairs indeed

provide extra information beyond what V9 can provide at least in this sub-collection. This fact is

the strongest evidence of heterogeneity that goes far beyond 2-feature setting of Table 4.11.

Next, it is also worth mentioning one sharp contrasting result: the feature-pair {V7, V8}

achieves the ecological effect. So, V8 indeed can be concurrently present with V7 in reducing the

uncertainty of Ti under the sub-collection {V9=1}. This result is indeed rather significant because

V8 is an important feature in AD literature. It is also interesting that the feature V16 (VSP-std),

which doesn’t demonstrate a significant role in the overall setting at all in Table 4.9 and Table 4.10,

surprisingly joins V7 and V8 in reducing the uncertainty of the response variable Y within this

sub-collection of {V9=1}. This is the second piece of evidence of heterogeneity embedded within

ADNI data.

The third piece of evidence of heterogeneity is collectively provided by the ranking changes

pertaining to the originally lowest-ranked three features in Table 4.9: V1(Age), V3(PTEDUCAT),
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and V2(PTGENDER). They are now ranked 6th, 11th, and 12th, while V4’s ranking changed from

7th to 10th.

When comparing CEDA and PH results, we clearly notice a few conflicting results observed

from PH results reported in the 3rd column of Table 4.11. Given that feature-pair {V7, V6} doesn’t

achieve the ecological effect, their concurrent presence is not confirmed in CEDA analysis. However,

PH results strongly indicate both features are significant simultaneously. While {V7, V8} achieves

the ecological effect in CEDA analysis, on the contrary, the PH results indicate V8 is insignificant

by having a p-value 0.1209. Further, results based on the PH model indicate features: {V11, V16,

V1}, have p-values less than 0.05 and V14 has a p-value between 0.05 and 0.1, while the rest of the

features are not significant. That is, PH results have completely missed all potential interacting

effects like the 16 feature-pairs identified by our major factor selection protocol. This is a chief

difference between CEDA and PH results.

1-feature CE SCE-drop p-value(PH) 2-feature CE SCE-drop
V7 0.6112 0.0432 0.0001 V7 V11 0.5877 0.0235
V6 0.6307 0.0238 0.0461 V7 V16 0.5879 0.0233
V8 0.6347 0.0198 0.1209 V7 V8 0.5886 0.0226
V11 0.6364 0.0182 0.0205 V1 V7 0.5906 0.0206
V16 0.6375 0.0170 0.0004 V4 V7 0.5919 0.0193
V14 0.6390 0.0156 0.0714 V7 V14 0.5925 0.0187
V1 0.6442 0.0104 0.0002 V6 V7 0.5930 0.0182
V10 0.6461 0.0084 0.6311 V3 V7 0.5952 0.0160
V12 0.6502 0.0043 0.3741 V7 V10 0.5967 0.0145
V4 0.6503 0.0042 0.5398 V7 V15 0.5971 0.0141
V3 0.6506 0.0039 0.0334 V7 V12 0.5984 0.0128
V2 0.6506 0.0039 0.1480 V2 V7 0.5994 0.0118
V13 0.6511 0.0034 0.3634 V11 V14 0.6005 0.0358
V15 0.6534 0.0011 0.3666 V7 V13 0.6008 0.0104
V5 0.6542 0.0003 0.9179 V12 V14 (18) 0.6056 0.0333

Table 4.11. {V9=1}:Top 15 ranked conditional entropies (CE) and successive CE-
drop under 1-feature and 2-feature settings. n = 266 with 199 uncensored data
points.

What are the potential consequences that could be derived from the identified collection of

16 candidates of order-2 major factors? How these consequences of many faced heterogeneity

embedded within data would impact our understanding of the dynamics of progression from MCI

to AD? The full discussions of these two essential questions would be deferred to the ongoing
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Figure 4.7. Null distributions for reliability checks for 1-feature and 2-feature set-
tings: Left: simulated CEs of H[T |V 0]; Right: simulated CEs of H[T |(V 0, V 7)] in
sub-collection {V9=1} based on 200 simulated U [0, 1] based features.

Part-II of this study. Here, we only briefly mention some clues leading toward the to-be-proposed

resolutions.

Figure 4.8. Contingency table of C[V 7− vs− T ] within sub-collection V 9 = 1.

Consider the contingency table C[V 7−vs−T |V 9 = 1] shown in Figure 4.8 as a way of precisely

revealing the first layer of heterogeneity with respect to V7 within the sub-collection {V9=1}. We

see relatively distinct 4 rows. In particular on the 2nd, 3rd and 4th rows, we intuitively predict

Ti falling the category-1 of T if V7 is in categories {2, 3, 4}. This predictive decision-making is
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correct with varying correct rates and surely subject to some varying error rates across these three

categories. In contrast, when V7 is seen in category {1}, then the correct rate goes down and the

error rate goes up. Would the interacting effect of {V7, V3} help?

Figure 4.9. Contingency table of C[(V 3, V 7) − vs − T ] within the sub-collection
V 9 = 1.

The contingency table C[(V 3, V 7) − vs − T |V 9 = 1] is shown in Figure 4.9. Each category of

V7 is divided into 3 or 4 bivariate-categories with respect to the four categories of V3. To precisely

see which rows of V7 are being improved by bivariate-categories, we present the re-scaled CEs with

respect to marginal CE of T within sub-collection {V9=1} in Figure 4.11: re-scaled CEs pertaining

to categories of V7 (in blue dots), re-scaled CEs pertaining to categories of (V3,V7) (in orange

dots). It is noted that there are overlapping dots at zeros in bivariate-categories: (2, 3), (4, 3), (2,

4), and (4,4). We propose to encode those subjects falling into these bivariate categories as, for

example, V9-1-V7-3-V3-2-T1, V9-1-V7-3-V3-4-T1, V9-1-V7-4-V3-2-T1, and V9-1-V7-4-V3-4-T1.

Such new code-ID indicates when a subject can be identified without the uncertainty of categories

of T . If we relax the coding criterion just slightly to allow a small positive CE, such as 0.05, then

we will also include subjects falling into bivariate-categories (3,3). The 12 subjects will be encoded

with code-ID: V9-1-V7-3-V3-3-T1.

Further, even though feature-pair {V7, V6} doesn’t achieve the ecological effects and just ranked

above feature-pair {V7, V3}, we still can see many of their bivariate-categories achieving rather
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low or even zero CEs in Figure 4.10. Subjects falling into those bivariate-categories are qualified for

short code-IDs. See also Figure 4.11, where are many overlapping dots at or very near zero CEs.

Figure 4.10. Contingency table of C[(V 6, V 7)− vs− T ] within the sub-collection
V 9 = 1.

Figure 4.11. Heterogeneity of CE-expansions (V 9 = 1): V7-vs-T (blue dots); (V7,
V6)-vs-T (red dots); (V7, V3)-vs-T (orange dots); (V7, V11)-vs-T (green dots). The
CE of T in sub-collection {V9=1} is equal to 0.6545. There are overlapping dots at
and near zero.
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{V9=2}:141(no)− vs− 332(nc). The sub-collection {V9=2} involves a heavy censoring rate.

It is more than 2
3 . Our CE computations reported in Table 4.12 reveal very distinct ranking among

1-feature and 2-feature settings from that found on the sub-collection: {V9=1}. This distinction

is an indication of a large-scale heterogeneity.

In the 1-feature setting, the lowest CE is surprisingly achieved by the feature: V4, and the 2nd

and 3rd-ranked CEs are achieved by V6 and V7, respectively. Unlike in {V9=1}, V10 (MEM-std)

rises to the 4th, which is ranked ahead of V11 and V8. V8 is ranked 3rd in in {V9=1}. We also had

significant ranking drops for V16 and V1: 5th to 9th for V16; 7th to 14th for V1. These ranking

drops would significantly impact the CEs of feature-pairs as seen in the 2-feature setting.

Also, for reliability check on CE calculations, we simulate a random U [0, 1] noise feature,

denoted as V0, repeat this 200 times and calculate CEs: H[Y |V 0] as shown in the left of Figure 4.12.

We see that, due to having more uncensored data points in this sub-collection {V9=2}, many

more single features have very small p-values. As for the 2-feature setting, the middle and right

of Figure 4.12 show the null distributions of simulated CEs of H[T |(V 0, V 4)] and H[T |(V 0, V 6)],

respectively. Via panel (a), even the 14th ranked feature-pair (V4, V8) has a relatively smaller

p-value, while via panel (b), the 15 ranked feature-pair (V7, V10) has a very small p-value. Again,

we accordingly carry out the task of identifying potential interacting effects as follows.

For the 2-feature setting, the most striking pattern is that all
(
5
2

)
(= 10) feature-pairs of the

top 5 ranked features: V4, V6, V7, V10, and V11, appear in the top 15 list and achieve the

ecological effects. This computational fact indicates that the two members of each pair can be

concurrently present as order-1 major factors. Such a phenomenon is made possible by the de-

associating procedure, which makes the features less associated or even independent by taking

off their association with V9. Further, the 17th ranked pair: {V3, V11}, demonstrates a strong

interacting effect by having the SCE-drop of adding V3 being more than 5 times V3’s CE-drop.

Similar interacting effects with less strength are also seen, such as {V1, V6}, {V7, V13}, just to

list a few.

These aforementioned order-1 features and order-2 feature-pairs are potential candidates for

building their contingency tables against T in order to map out the heterogeneity within this sub-

collection {V9=2}. However, this mapping out would not yield very decisive or precise predictions
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1-feature CE SCE-drop p-value(PH) 2-feature CE SCE-drop
V4 1.2897 0.0287 0.0000 V6 V11 1.2582 0.0348
V6 1.2931 0.0253 0.0002 V4 V7 1.2589 0.0308
V7 1.2948 0.0236 0.0000 V4 V12 1.2591 0.0306
V11 1.2981 0.0203 0.0842 V4 V6 1.2595 0.0302
V10 1.2986 0.0198 0.4121 V7 V11 1.2609 0.0339
V8 1.2998 0.0186 0.0102 V6 V10 1.2621 0.0309
V12 1.3058 0.0126 0.0885 V4 V11 1.2635 0.0262
V15 1.3086 0.0099 0.0298 V4 V10 1.2671 0.0226
V16 1.3128 0.0056 0.1459 V10 V11 1.2672 0.0310
V5 1.3129 0.0056 0.8022 V7 V12 1.2676 0.0272
V14 1.3129 0.0056 0.0713 V6 V15 1.2700 0.0230
V3 1.3144 0.0040 0.0014 V11 V12 1.2704 0.0277
V13 1.3146 0.0039 0.5264 V4 V8 1.2712 0.0185
V1 1.3163 0.0022 0.4214 V7 V10 1.2729 0.0219
V2 1.3117 0.0013 0.9507 V3 V11 (17) 1.2765 0.0216

Table 4.12. {V9=2}:Top 15 ranked conditional entropies (CE) and successive CE-
drop under 1-feature and 2-feature settings. n = 473 with 141 uncensored data
points.

Figure 4.12. Null distributions for reliability checks at 2-feature settings: Left:
simulated CEs of H[T |(V 0, V 4)] ; Middle: simulated CEs of H[T |(V 0, V 6)]; Right:
simulated CEs of H[T |(V 0, V 6)], in sub-collection {V9=2} based 200 simulated
U [0, 1] based features.

because these features and feature-sets can’t achieve significant uncertainty reductions. For in-

stance, even the top-ranked feature-pair {V6, V11} can only achieve less than 5% reduction of

uncertainty of T , which is calculated as 0.0348+0.0253
0.0348+0.0253+1.2582 . Details of this overall conclusion in

this sub-collection {V9=2} can be seen through three figures: Figure 4.13 for contingency table

C[(V 6, V 11)−vs−T ]; Figure 4.14 for contingency table of C[(V 4, V 12)−vs−T ] and Figure 4.15 for
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CE-expansion plots pertaining to contingency tables C[(V 6, V 11)−vs−T ] and C[(V 4, V 12)−vs−T ].

Based on these three figures, we see only a few bivariate-categories can receive short code-IDs. We

can make the same conclusion through the plots of CE-expansions pertaining to feature-pairs {V6,

V11} and {V4, V12} presented in Figure 4.15.

Figure 4.13. Contingency table of C[(V 6, V 11)−vs−T ] within the sub-collection
V 9 = 2.

Figure 4.14. Contingency table of C[(V 4, V 12)−vs−T ] within the sub-collection
V 9 = 2.
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Figure 4.15. Heterogeneity of CE-expansion (V 9 = 2) of V6-vs-T (blue dots) and
V4-vs-T (green dots) and and (V6, V11)-vs-T (red dots) and (V4, V12)-vs-T (orange
dots). The CE of T in sub-collection {V9=2} is equal to 1.3183.

Therefore, we can conclude that subjects in this sub-collection {V9=2} need different perspec-

tives to look through them and analyze their data. For instance, we need to use different features

or feature-sets to define sub-collections. We perform a different set of sub-collections defined by V8

in the next subsection.

For comparing the above CEDA results with the PH results, which are reported in the third

column of Table 4.12, we see incoherent results from the aspects of {V10, V12, V15, V14, V3}. V10

is ranked 5th in CEDA results, but it is insignificant in PH results. While features: {V12, V15, V14,

V3} are ranked 7th, 8th, 11th, and 12th, respectively, they are all significant in PH results. Further,

PH results indicate that the 4th ranked V11 has a p-value much larger than the 12th ranked V3’s,

even though feature-pair {V3, V11} seems to have an interacting effect according to CEDA results.

Nonetheless, the uncertainty reduction achieved by {V3, V11} is rather low. By summarizing these

incoherent comparisons between CEDA and PH results, we suspect that PH results could be rather

unreliable because of the presence of heavy censoring in this sub-collection {V9=2}. We further

see its unreliability turning into incapability in the next sub-collections: {V9=3} and {V9=4}.
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{V9=3}: 4(no) − vs − 147(nc). In the sub-collection {V9=3}, there are only 4 uncensored

and 147 censored data points. The PH hazard regression model becomes completely incapable of

extracting any reliable information from data pertaining to this sub-collection. In sharp contrast,

our contingency-table-based CEDA computations are not affected. Based on Table 4.13, the CE of

T is about one-third of CE of T in sub-collection {V9=2} and one-half of CE of T in sub-collection

{V9=1}. Further, some of the rest of the 15 features still offer reasonable amounts of information

beyond the information of {V9=3}. This is one striking aspect of heterogeneity with respect to V9

and CEDA computations.

Based on Table 4.13, the top two ranked features are V7 and V6, respectively. So, the presences

of V7 and V6 are among the top three ranked features across sub-collections: from {V9=1} to

{V9=3}. This result strongly indicates that either V7 or V6 could provide extra information

beyond V9 at least within these three sub-collections. The evidence of V7 is seen in Figure 4.16

having two rows with relatively low CEs: the 3rd and 4th. Furthermore, based on results of 1-

feature setting in Table 4.13, the fact that V10 is ranked 4th is unseen in the sub-collections:{V9=1}

and {V9=2}.

1-feature CE SCE-drop p-value(PH) 2-feature CE SCE-drop
V7 0.4951 0.0429 0.0000 V7 V11 0.4699 0.0252
V6 0.5081 0.0299 0.0000 V6 V10 0.4734 0.0347
V11 0.5155 0.0225 0.0000 V7 V10 0.4743 0.0208
V10 0.5191 0.0188 0.0000 V7 V15 0.4781 0.0170
V4 0.5196 0.0183 0.9980 V1 V7 0.4801 0.0150
V8 0.5228 0.0152 0.0000 V6 V7 0.4829 0.0122
V1 0.5241 0.0139 0.0000 V4 V7 0.4841 0.0110
V3 0.5260 0.0120 0.0000 V3 V7 0.4856 0.0095
V15 0.5293 0.0087 0.0000 V6 V11 0.4864 0.0216
V5 0.5308 0.0072 0.0000 V7 V8 0.4865 0.0086
V13 0.5324 0.0056 0.0000 V7 V12 0.4871 0.0080
V14 0.5339 0.0041 0.8120 V10 V11 0.4874 0.0280
V16 0.5358 0.0022 0.0000 V2 V7 0.4875 0.0076
V12 0.5370 0.0010 0.0000 V7 V13 0.4887 0.0064
V2 0.5378 0.0002 0.0000 V4 V6 (17) 0.4898 0.0182

Table 4.13. {V9=3}:Top 15 ranked conditional entropies (CE) and successive CE-
drop under 1-feature and 2-feature settings. n = 147 with 5 uncensored data points.

For the reliability check on CE calculations, we use the same simulation plan and calculate CEs:

H[Y |V 0] as shown in the left of Figure 4.17. In sharp contrast, due to having a very little number
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Figure 4.16. Contingency table of C[V 7− vs− T ] within sub-collection V 9 = 3.

Figure 4.17. Null distributions for reliability checks for 1-feature and 2-feature
settings: Left: simulated CEs of H[T |V 0]; Right: simulated CEs of H[T |(V 0, V 7)]
in sub-collection {V9=3} based on 200 simulated U [0, 1] based features.

of uncensored data points in this sub-collection {V9=3}, we see only V7 and V6 have very small

p-values. As for the 2-feature setting, we see that no feature-pairs have small p-values according to

the right of Figure 4.17 of the null distributions of simulated CEs of H[T |(V 0, V 7)]. However, we

still accordingly carry out the task of identifying potential interacting effects for the continuum of

our discussion across all sub-collection as follows.
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Figure 4.18. Contingency table of C[(V 7, V 11)−vs−T ] within the sub-collection
V 9 = 3.

As for results of 2-feature setting, feature-pairs: {V6, V10}, {V7, V11}, {V10, V11}, achieve

ecological effects, but not {V6, V7}. Another interesting observation is that there are no evident

interacting effects present in this sub-collection. Therefore, we can conclude a reasonable collection

of order-1 major factors: {V7, V11}. The effect of coupling V11 with V7 is seen through the

contingency table in Figure 4.18. Their CE-expansion together with CE-expansions with respect

to feature-pairs: {V6, V10}, {V7, V11} and {V7, V10}, are reported in Figure 4.19. The degrees

of expansions offered by V10 and V11 are relatively small.

{V9=4}: 1(no)−vs−16(nc) In the sub-collection {V9=4}, there is only one data point out of

17 uncensored. From Table 4.14, the CE of T is the smallest among the four sub-collection. Based

on CEs of 1-feature and 2-feature settings reported in the table, the rest of the 15 features still

offer some extra information beyond the information of {V9=4}. This is another striking aspect

of heterogeneity with respect to V9. In sharp contrast, the PH regression model simply doesn’t

provide any meaningful result.

Based on the results of 1-feature in Table 4.14, the two facts: 1) the top two ranked features

are {V12, V14}; 2) V7 is ranked at the bottom, are totally new by being totally different from the

previous three sub-collections. From Figure 4.20, the contingency table C[V 12− vs−T ] shows the

2nd row with relatively low CEs.
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Figure 4.19. Heterogeneity of CE-expansion (V 9 = 3): V7-vs-T (blown dots), V6-
vs-T (blue dots), (V6, V10)-vs-T (orange dots), (V7, V10)-vs-T (red dots) and (V7,
V11)-vs-T (green dots). The CE of T in sub-collection {V9=3} is equal to 0.5380.

Nonetheless, for the reliability check on CE calculations, we use the same simulation plan and

calculate CEs: H[Y |V 0] as shown in the right of Figure 4.21. Due to having only one uncensored

data point out of 17 in this sub-collection {V9=4}, we see that only V12 has a p-value at the

borderline of being significant. As for the 2-feature setting, all feature-pairs have rather big p-values

according to the left of Figure 4.21 of the null distributions of simulated CEs of H[T |(V 0, V 12)].

For the continuum of our discussion on interacting effects, we still briefly interpret 2-feature results

as follows.

As for the 2-feature results, the feature-pair {V12, V14} achieves the ecological effect, so they

can be concurrently present as order-1 major factors. To see the result of such concurrent presence

of features V12 and V14, based on Figure 4.22, their contingency table of C[(V 12, V 14)− vs− T ]

show 4 rows having relatively low CEs out of 6 non-zero rows. More detailed CEs results are

presented in the CE-expansion plots shown in Figure 4.23. Based on these results, we see several

univariate- and bivariate categories are qualified for short code-IDs.

Further, we also see feature-pairs: {V11, V12} and {V11, V14}, achieve interacting effects.

Thus, if we are to choose a collection of major factors within this sub-collection, the collection of
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2-order major factors {{V11, V12}, {V11, V14}} is one reasonable choice. This collection is rather

distinct from the three collections chosen in the previous three sub-collection.

1-feature CE SCE-drop p-value(PH) 2-feature CE SCE-drop
V12 0.3380 0.0387 1.0000 V12 V14 0.3104 0.0276
V14 0.3582 0.0185 1.0000 V6 V14 0.3131 0.0451
V6 0.3596 0.0171 1.0000 V1 V14 0.3135 0.0446
V1 0.3600 0.0167 1.0000 V12 V13 0.3254 0.0125
V3 0.3660 0.0107 1.0000 V6 V12 0.3261 0.0119
V5 0.3677 0.0090 1.0000 V11 V12 0.3261 0.0119
V10 0.3704 0.0063 1.0000 V11 V14 0.3301 0.0280
V2 0.3715 0.0052 1.0000 V3 V6 0.3323 0.0273
V13 0.3725 0.0042 1.0000 V3 V12 0.3326 0.0053
V4 0.3749 0.0018 1.0000 V1 V12 0.3326 0.0053
V11 0.3753 0.0014 1.0000 V2 V12 0.3333 0.0047
V7 0.3767 0.0000 NA V3 V13 0.3354 0.0305
V8 0.3767 0.0000 NA V10 V14 0.3357 0.0225
V15 0.3767 0.0000 NA V10 V12 0.3361 0.0018
V16 0.3767 0.0000 1.0000 V12 V15 0.3362 0.0017

Table 4.14. {V9=4}:Top 15 ranked conditional entropies (CE) and successive CE-
drop under 1-feature and 2-feature settings. n = 17 with 1 uncensored data point.

Figure 4.20. Contingency table of C[V 12− vs− T ] within sub-collection V 9 = 4.

Overall results of ADNI data analysis from V9 perspective. Among the sub-collections:

from {V9=1} to {V9=4}, we see their global distinctions as indicated from the CEDA results
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Figure 4.21. Null distributions for reliability checks for 1-feature and 2-feature
settings: Left: simulated CEs of H[T |V 0]; Right: simulated CEs of H[T |(V 0, V 12)]
in sub-collection {V9=4} based on 200 simulated U [0, 1] based features.

Figure 4.22. Contingency table of C[(V 12, V 14) − vs − T ] within sub-collection
V 9 = 4.

derived from using the censoring status as a response variable in Section 4.5. The feature V9 is

shown to achieve the highest CE-drop as having the largest mutual information with the response

variable δi. With V9 as one of the natural perspectives for exploring heterogeneity in ADNI data,

the first evident heterogeneous pattern is seen from the significant variations of four conditional

entropies of T : {0.6545, 1.3183, 0.5380, 0.3767} across the four sub-collections. This evidence
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Figure 4.23. Heterogeneity of CE-expansions (V 9 = 4): V12-vs-T (green dots);
V14-vs-T (blue dots); (V12, V14)-vs-T (orange dots); (V6, V14)-vs-T (red dots).
The CE of T in sub-collection {V9=4} is equal to 0.3767.

reveal structural distinctions among the four compositions of subjects belonging to the four sub-

collections. That is, the V9 indeed provides significant amounts of information in sub-collections

{V9=1}, {V9=3} and {V9=4}, but not in sub-collection {V9=2}. Such varying results further

point to further needed investigations of finding which features or feature-sets can assist V9 to

further reduce the uncertainty of T .

The second global heterogeneous pattern is the varying compositions of the top 5 ranked in-

dividual features and the four sets of feature-pairs having interacting effects. In particular, the

1st ranked individual features across the four sub-collections are all different. Features V7 and V6

respectively appear as individual 1st ranked features in {V9=1} and {V9=3}. Both features also

appear in the top three ranked features across {V9=1} to {V9=3}. That is, V7 or V6 indeed can

individually provide some essential amounts of extra information beyond V9, but not both together

because this feature-pair doesn’t achieve the ecological effect. V4 is ranked 1st in {V9=2}, while

V12 is ranked 1st in {V9=4}. In contrast, both features are ranked rather low in {V9=1} and

{V9=3}.
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It is interesting to note also that the V11 plays a different role across the four sub-collections.

It plays the role of candidate of order-1 major factor in {V9=1} and {V9=2}, while uniquely

plays the supporting role of having an interacting effect with order-1 major factors in {V9=3} and

{V9=4}. To a great extent, V10 also plays more or less the same roles as V11 across these four

sub-collections. It is worth mentioning that V3 and V7 reveal their interacting effect in {V9=1},

not in the rest of the three sub-collections.

As for V8, it is a known important feature variable in AD. However, one significant and con-

sistent pattern coming out of our CEDA results is: “V8 is never an obvious order-1 major factor”.

This observation seemingly means that V8 indeed doesn’t provide essential amounts of information

about T beyond V9. Is this implication solid? We would see some clues in the next subsection.

Such heterogeneous patterns of global and sub-collection scales are evidently authentic because

no man-made assumptions or structures are involved. After recognizing the fact that heterogeneity

is inherent in this data set, its implied consequence is also recognized as collected manifestations,

each of which rests on all those categories receiving very short code-IDs via one specific perspective.

Therefore, the ideal scenario is that all subjects receive a spectrum of short code-IDs derived from

many distinct perspectives. This scenario is the topic studied in the Part-II of this paper.

At the end of this section, we conclude that no homogeneous modeling structures could be suit-

able for this ADNI data set. Its inadequacy demonstrated through the Cox’s PH hazard regression

model on two scales: overall and the four sub-collections is clear and intuitive. Such intuition is

surely not new. It is understood that human aging-related diseases are too complex to be captured

by any homogeneity-based modeling structures. Here we further extend our intuition to express

that complexity embraced into individual person’s disease dynamics can be revealed and presented

via the above heterogeneity’s manifestation to a great extent as depicted in our ideal scenario.

4.5.6. Heterogeneity w.r.t V8 (ADAS13-bl). We choose to look into heterogeneity through

the V9 perspective in the previous section. It is natural to look through V8 as well because V8

ranked 2nd in reducing the uncertainty of δi in Section 4.5.3. On the other hand, the associative

relation between V8 and V9 is indeed complicated from their contingency table C[V 9 − vs − V 8]

as shown in Figure 4.24. All cells under the diagonal of 4 × 4 matrix lattice are zeros, while all

entry counts on the diagonal are much smaller than entry counts right above the diagonal, which
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decreases sharply along the other diagonal direction. Such patterns signal multiple non-linear con-

straints embraced in this contingency table going beyond the simple observation: V9’s ordinal

categories are arranged in the reverse order of V8’s ordinal categories. So it becomes curious to ask

whether V8 generates heterogeneity that mirrors heterogeneity pertaining to V9 in the previous

subsection.

Figure 4.24. Contingency table of V9-vs-V8.

The heterogeneity pertaining to V8 would be explored in this subsection with respect to four

sub-collections:{V8=1}, {V8=2}, {V8=3} and {V8=4}. It is striking to note that the sub-collection

{V8=4} consists of subjects whose survival time from MCI to AD all fall in the category of T = 1.

This fact is consistent with the fact that higher scores of V8(ADAS13.bl) strongly indicate the

likelihood of progressing into a more severe disease [66]. Hence, the CE of T is zero, and so are all

conditional CEs with respect to all covariate features. This is one striking aspect of heterogeneity

that we haven’t seen within V9’s sub-collections. Therefore, it is worthwhile exploring further the

rest of the three sub-collections.

{V8=1}: According to the computed CEs reported in Table 4.15 for the 1-feature setting of

sub-collection {V8=1}, V9 is the most dominant covariate feature by achieving a CE-drop that is

twice of the CE-drop of the 2nd ranked feature V11. And it is unusual to see V15 ranked 7th,

which is lowly ranked across the four sub-collections with respect to V9.
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As for the 2-feature setting, feature-pair {V9, V10} is ranked 1st. We know that V9 and V10

are marginally independent. They indeed become conditional dependent given T by achieving the

ecological effect. In fact, all 10 feature-pairs of the top 5 ranked features are on the top 15 list and

they all achieve ecological effects. Thus, they are natural candidates for order-1 major factors. We

also observe the feature-pair: {V3, V6}, achieving the interacting effect.

Hence, if we are to choose a potential collection of major factors, then this collection should be

{V7, V9, V10, V11, V4, {V3, V6}}, within this sub-collection {V8=1}.

1-feature CE SCE-drop 2-feature CE SCE-drop
V9 0.9456 0.0414 V9 V10 0.9126 0.0329
V11 0.9662 0.0207 V6 V9 0.9222 0.0234
V7 0.9669 0.0201 V4 V9 0.9231 0.0224
V4 0.9677 0.0192 V9 V11 0.9244 0.0211
V6 0.9689 0.0181 V11 V15 0.9255 0.0406
V10 0.9706 0.0164 V7 V11 0.9277 0.0384
V15 0.9715 0.0155 V7 V9 0.9282 0.0174
V1 0.9733 0.0137 V1 V11 0.9290 0.0372
V16 0.9772 0.0097 V1 V9 0.9313 0.0142
V13 0.9783 0.0087 V4 V11 0.9314 0.0348
V12 0.9786 0.0083 V9 V12 0.9315 0.0141
V14 0.9811 0.0059 V6 V10 0.9317 0.0372
V3 0.9815 0.0054 V3 V6 0.9318 0.0371
V2 0.9841 0.0029 V9 V15 0.9337 0.0118
V5 0.9848 0.0021 V3 V9 0.9344 0.0112

Table 4.15. {V8=1}:Top 15 ranked conditional entropies (CE) and successive CE-
drop under 1-feature and 2-feature settings.

{V8=2}: Within the sub-collection {V8=2}, the entropy of T here is much higher than the

entropy of T in sub-collection {V8=1}. Based on CEs of 1-feature setting in Table 4.16, the feature

V9 is still a dominant factor by having a CE-drop almost twice as large as the CE-drop of the

2nd ranked V7. Even though all involving features are less associated than they are marginal, the

number of feature-pairs achieving the ecological effect is much smaller than that in sub-collection

{V8=1}. We only find feature-pairs {V9, V10}, {V4, V9} and {V4, V10} achieve the ecological

effects. Thus, if we need to conclude with a potential collection of major factors, then this collection

is {V9, V4, V10}.

{V8=3}: Based on Table 4.17 for the sub-collection {V8=3}, V11 is ranked the 1st. That

is, the 2nd-ranked V9 is no longer a dominant feature in terms of CE-drop. The most striking
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1-feature CE SCE-drop 2-feature CE SCE-drop
V9 1.1884 0.0702 V7 V9 1.1537 0.0346
V7 1.2171 0.0415 V4 V9 1.1592 0.0291
V6 1.2260 0.0327 V6 V9 1.1606 0.0278
V4 1.2364 0.0223 V9 V10 1.0681 0.0202
V11 1.2373 0.0213 V9 V11 1.1715 0.0168
V5 1.2428 0.0158 V9 V15 1.1725 0.0159
V10 1.2451 0.0135 V9 V12 1.1744 0.0139
V12 1.2470 0.0117 V9 V14 1.1746 0.0137
V13 1.2472 0.0114 V9 V16 1.1765 0.0118
V14 1.2506 0.0080 V1 V9 1.1781 0.0103
V16 1.2514 0.0072 V9 V13 1.1804 0.0080
V1 1.2517 0.0069 V3 V9 1.1841. 0.0042
V15 1.2527 0.0059 V2 V9 1.1845 0.0039
V3 1.2553 0.0033 V7 V11 1.1851 0.0320
V2 1.2581 0.0005 V4 V7 1.1903 0.0267

Table 4.16. {V8=2}:Top 15 ranked conditional entropies (CE) and successive CE-
drop under 1-feature and 2-feature settings.

observation is that 14 out of the top 15 feature-pairs are having ecological effects, except {V9,

V11}. This phenomenal pattern is almost entirely opposite of that of the top 15 feature-pairs

observed in the sub-collection {V8=2}. On top of this specific observation, there is only one out of

the 15 pairs having interacting effects:{V1, V11}. We conclude that if we are to choose a collection

of major factors, this collection is: {{V1, V11}, V7, V6, V4, V14, V3}, which is very distinct to

the selected collection in the sub-collections {V8=1} and {V8=2}. This is an evident perspective

of heterogeneity contained in this data set.

Overall results of ADNI data analysis from V8 perspective. Across the four sub-

collections, the four CEs of T vary significantly: {0.9869, 1.2586, 0.8355, 0.0000}. This is the

first evidence of heterogeneity. The feature V9 is the top-ranked in sub-collections: {V8=1} and

{V8=2}, but ranked 2nd in {V8=3}. This is the second piece of evidence. The three collections

of feature-pairs that achieve the ecological effect or interacting effect in the sense of becoming

conditional dependents are very distinct. This is the third piece of evidence. Thus, we conclude

that V8 is also a legitimate perspective for heterogeneity in this ADNI data set.

These pieces of evidence of heterogeneity echo the suggestion provided in the review paper [66]:

the original ADAS-Cog is not an optimal outcome measure for pre-dementia studies. It needed

modification. It went on to suggest that the most beneficial modification of ADAS-Cog is tests of
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1-feature CE SCE-drop 2-feature CE SCE-drop
V11 0.7895 0.0461 V7 V11 0.7363 0.0531
V9 0.7926 0.0429 V9 V11 0.7482 0.0412
V7 0.7931 0.0424 V7 V9 0.7483 0.0442
V6 0.8041 0.0315 V6 V11 0.7505 0.0389
V16 0.8099 0.0256 V4 V11 0.7508 0.0386
V4 0.8192 0.0163 V1 V11 0.7519 0.0375
V14 0.8202 0.0153 V7 V16 0.7542 0.0389
V3 0.8226 0.0129 V11 V14 0.7545 0.0349
V15 0.8229 0.0126 V1 V7 0.7553 0.0378
V1 0.8249 0.0106 V11 V12 0.7554 0.0339
V10 0.8251 0.0104 V7 V14 0.7560 0.0371
V2 0.8256 0.0099 V4 V7 0.7562 0.0369
V13 0.8297 0.0058 V3 V11 0.7573 0.0332
V12 0.8324 0.0031 V6 V7 0.7588 0.0342
V5 0.8331 0.0024 V3 V7 0.7599 0.0332

Table 4.17. {V8=3}:Top 15 ranked conditional entropies (CE) and successive CE-
drop under 1-feature and 2-feature settings.

memory. As it turns out to be V9 in this study. Since, across the first three sub-collections, V9

consistently reveals to offer extra information beyond V8.

Here we reiterate that the particular valuable piece of information offered by V8 is the zero

CE in {V8=4}. That is, the 22 subjects’ status of being in {V8=4} can precisely point to one and

only one category #1 of T . From the same perspective of having very low CEs, the two pieces

of information of being {V9=3} and {V9=4}, respectively, are also critical for the 147 and 17

subjects in the two sub-collections. In sharp contrast, this is not the case for the 189 subjects

in sub-collection {V8=3}. These pieces of information are parts of the collective heterogeneity

embedded within the information content of this ADNI data.

In summary, information pieces are indeed scattered among various perspectives of hetero-

geneity. This is the reality at least in this ADNI data set. These valuable fragmenting pieces of

information need to be collected and systemized. Therefore, no matter whether the data analyz-

ing goal is focused on an understanding of the complex system under study or just for predictive

decision-making, such systemizing information pieces is a critical task. For instance, the critical

issue facing the 189 subjects in sub-collection {V8=3} is how to more precisely describe these
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subjects by incorporating which feature variables? That is the chief purpose of suggesting a col-

lection of major factors within sub-collections, with which improvements in describing subjects’

characteristics can be potentially derived.

4.6. Conclusions and discussions

In the previous two subsections, we have demonstrated two perspectives of heterogeneity em-

bedded within this data set. There are many other perspectives to be explored to build the data’s

information content more fully. A version of the data’s full information content can be described in

the ideal scenario as mentioned in the conclusion of the subsection devoted to heterogeneity from

the V9 perspective. In this ideal scenario, each subject is attached to a spectrum of code-IDs from

explored different perspectives of heterogeneity. These Code-IDs would tell what are relevant pieces

of information pertaining to this subject: some pieces say which features or feature-sets would shed

clear lights on which category of this subject’s T would fall into with short coding lengths and very

low uncertainty, while in contrast, some pieces say which features or feature-sets can only support

potential categories of T with high uncertainty. Both kinds of pieces of information and the spec-

trum of code-IDs would help facilitate a better understanding of AD as a complex disease. At this

stage, making such a manifestation of heterogeneity-based full information content is studied and

deferred to Part-II of this study.

In this paper as Part-I, when combining results of heterogeneity derived from the V9 and V8

perspectives, we clearly see that V9 provides extra information beyond V8, while V8 doesn’t provide

extra information beyond V9. However, the results of heterogeneity derived from the four sub-

collections via the V8 perspective surely offer to distinguish pieces of information beyond the results

of heterogeneity from the four sub-collections via the V9 perspective. Such a discrepancy between

information and entropy indeed points to a very important direction for extracting information from

data: all relevant perspectives of heterogeneity are worth exploring. Different relevant perspectives

of heterogeneity pertaining to different features or feature-sets mount to offer distinct pieces of

information with distinct implications. Therefore, the immediate and critical issue for building the

ideal scenario is how to exhaustively search for all potentially relevant perspectives of heterogeneity.

Explicit resolutions to this issue would need further computational developments, which are also
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referred to the Part-II. Further, another critical issue arises: after knowing what important pattern

information should be harvested from each perspective of heterogeneity, we need to address how to

effectively display and systemize valuable, but fragmented information pieces to build a scientific

understanding of the AD’s prognosis dynamics.

In this paper, we adopt the CEDA paradigm to analyze this ADNI data set of time needed

from MCI to an event of AD diagnosis. We first propose a formal testing protocol for checking

whether the censoring mechanism is independent of the targeted time-to-event. This contingency-

table-based approach is a rather straightforward application of the Re-distribution-to-the-right

algorithm. However, to our knowledge, this simple approach has not yet been reported in Survival

Analysis literature. After confirming the non-informative censoring mechanism, we compare CEDA

results with Cox’s PH results on two scales: global and sub-collection. Due to heavy censoring rates,

all PH results on both scales deem to be unreliable. Therefore, heterogeneity becomes an urgent

and critical issue in Survival analysis. And the immediate impact of the presence of heterogeneity

in time-to-event data is that any modeling construct with a global structure, such as the linearity-

based structural PH model, has slim chances of producing scientifically valid results.

Further, as we really acknowledge that a complex disease, such as AD, indeed retains very

little chance to be fitted well by any global model due to existential heterogeneity, the whole

disease progressing process doesn’t likely sustain man-made additive effects from different features

and feature-sets as typically assumed in statistical modeling. Furthermore, any interacting effects

due to any sets of conditional dependent features of various order can not be regressed into any

fixed formats preferred just for implementing mathematical or statistical operations. Thus, it is a

conservative, robust and realistic way of approaching data analysis by simply admitting that data

analysts have acquired no knowledge regarding complex formats of effects of features or feature-sets

on global as well as local scales. This way of data analysis is the philosophic basis of the CEDA

paradigm.
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CHAPTER 5

Analysis of variability of functionals of recombinant protein

production trajectories based on limited data

5.1. Introduction

Many biological experiments involve production of certain recombinant molecule over a period of

time under different experimental conditions. Thus, the data associated with such experiments are

inherently longitudinal. One long-standing problem is to compare these optimum trajectories across

different factors or experimental conditions (or treatments), which is a core topic of longitudinal

data analysis [38, 48, 65, 73]. In most of these studies, the object of interest is typically the

expected amount of the ingredient being measured, and one has multiple replicates to accommodate

a comprehensive ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) approach to deal with the problem of ascribing

effects of various factors.

Indeed, the traditional approach to such inferential questions has been through the application

of repeated measures designs [42,93,105]. However, in many real-life lab-based biological experi-

ments, one key constraint is the number of data points or replicates that can be obtained, due to

the time, costs and resources associated with completing each condition, particularly in scaling-up

experiments.

Furthermore, in many instances, as we discuss below, the key object of interest is not the level of

the target molecule itself but some, possibly nonlinear, functionals of the production trajectory. For

instance, this functional could be (a) the time it takes for the accumulation of the target molecule

to reach a prespecified value (to be referred to as the “optimal time-to-harvest”); (b) the maximum

production level (= the maximum of the production trajectory); or (c) the maximum productivity,

defined as the maximum of the amount divided by time over the duration of the experiment.

5.1.1. Scientific Context. As a good example, butyrylcholinesterase (BChE) circulating in

human blood plasma is a tetrameric hydrolase enzyme that can be potentially used as a prophylactic
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and/or therapeutic factor against organophosphorus nerve agent poisoning [74]. However, the use of

purified BChE from human blood plasma in clinical stages is limited by its cost, which is estimated

to be $20,000 per 400 mg dose [3]. Thus, recombinant human BChE (rBChE) has been developed

in several host expression systems, including transgenic rice cell suspension cultures, to be used as

an alternative source of BChE.

Our lab developed metabolically-regulated transgenic rice cell suspensions under the rice alpha

amylase 3D (RAmy3D) promoter to produce rice-made recombinant human BChE (rrBChE) [19,

76]. In nature, the RAmy3D promoter in rice cells derived from rice seed, is suppressed in a sugar-

rich environment but activated in a sugar-starved environment [49,50,99]. In other words, the

RAmy3D promoter-based transgenic rice cell suspensions are grown in a sugar-rich medium for

production and transferred into sugar-free medium for rrBChE production.

Biological experiments of the kind described above are both time-consuming and expensive.

A major challenge of growing plant cell suspension cultures is the slow growth rate of plant cells

compared to microbial and mammalian cells. For example, it takes 6–7 days for transgenic rice

cells to reach mid-to-late exponential growth phase, followed by the medium exchange to replace

spent growth medium with sugar-free medium, and another 4–5 days post-induction for rrBChE

expression [19, 76]. In other words, the cultivation time of transgenic rice cell suspensions in a

batch culture is 10–12 days.

When it comes to an experiment with several factors or conditions, the number of bioreactor

replicates is likely to be restricted due to time of cultivation and limited equipment. Therefore, there

might be difficulties when interpreting the data or choosing the optimal sets of conditions. Given

the cost, the information delivered by the data is crucial, and thus we would like to understand

the data in a more comprehensive way by developing statistical methods. For instance, it will be

interesting and meaningful to characterize the production curves over time, particularly when the

measurement time points are limited in practice.

We are able to predict production quantities at any experimental time points, in addition to

those at observed time points. Furthermore, statistical inference will be useful to measure and

indicate the factors’ impact on the difference among multiple experimental conditions in terms of

certain metrics. Thus, in the aforementioned rrBChE study, we would like to provide a robust and
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effective statistical approach as a validated way to interpret the data better and address experi-

mental questions through a statistical framework. For example, we can use inference procedures

to determine and compare varying metrics, such as the “optimal time-to-harvest” of each factor

based on certain levels of statistical significance, which will indicate the effect of factors behind the

limited data.

Therefore, in this study, we employ novel statistical approaches to tackle limited data to build

trajectory models using previously reported bioreactor data [76] to predict outcomes of interest,

such as the “optimal time-to-harvest”, maximum rrBChE production level and maximum produc-

tivity. In addition, estimating the trajectory of the production level is a part of Quality by Design

(QbD) [91] that is essential in biomanufacturing where a computationally feasible statistical method

is involved in modeling based on available data.

5.1.2. Statistical Challenges and Contributions. Analysis of the variability of functionals

of protein production trajectories across different experimental conditions presents several novel

statistical challenges. One key requirement is to ensure that the underlying production trajectories

are monotonic (i.e., either increasing or decreasing functions of time), without which some of the

quantities of interest are not even properly defined. At the same time, due to the limited number of

data points at which these trajectories are typically measured, it is imperative to borrow information

across trajectories in order to ensure that we have sufficient degrees of freedom left for comparing

the parameters across the factors.

Another challenge is that, due to both the limited number of data points and the restrictions

imposed by the monotonicity of production trajectories, any statistical inference procedure that

directly relies on large sample theory will have limited accuracy or may be misleading. Moreover,

since some of the parameters (functionals of the production trajectories) or process metrics of

interest are nonlinear, the standard ANOVA framework that relies on the linear model theory does

not apply.

In this paper, we primarily focus on comparing the equality of the parameters by means of

simultaneous pairwise comparisons, which can be formulated as a multiple hypothesis testing prob-

lem. Thus, the key statistical challenge is to develop a methodology that (a) ensures monotonicity
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of the fitted trajectories and (b) can handle simultaneous inference for arbitrary functionals of the

trajectories with a limited amount of data.

In order to address these challenges, we adopt the following three-pronged approach. First,

following the ideas in [58], we model the production trajectories by representing them in a B-spline

basis and incorporate the monotonicity constraint by imposing linear inequality constraints on the

B-spline coefficients.

We fit the trajectories by using a constrained least squares regression procedure that is im-

plemented through a quadratic programming approach. Next, for statistical inference on the pa-

rameters of interest, we use bootstrap, or resampling procedures. We compare the efficacies of

several different versions of bootstrap, namely, the residual bootstrap, parametric bootstrap and

nonparametric bootstrap.

Finally, since we conduct simultaneous inference involving many pairwise comparisons, we adopt

a method for imparting control on the false discovery rate (i.e., the fraction of false detections) while

constructing the simultaneous confidence intervals involving many parameters, using a technique

developed in [10]. In summary, we provide a comprehensive framework for simultaneous statistical

inference on several process metrics that are functionals of biochemical production (or growth)

trajectories, based on fairly limited amounts of data, with empirical validity.

5.1.3. Goals of the Study. For the biological experimental study, the goal is to develop an

effective and efficient system that is able to scale-up the production of rrBChE given the costs

and limited resources. From the statistical side, one of the goals of this study is to analyze the

variability of production trajectories for a limited data set of the recombinant protein production

by using rrBChE as a model study.

Another goal is to use statistical approaches to determine the optimal time to harvest a recom-

binant protein during a protein production process. A further goal is to compare across different

bootstrap procedures for their relative effectiveness in terms of statistical inference when the data

are limited. The last goal is achieved through an extensive numerical simulation study mimicking

the recombinant protein production experiments.
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5.2. Methods and Materials

5.2.1. Data Collection Method. A 5 L bioreactor (BioFlo 3000, formerly New Brunswick

Scientific, Eppendorf Inc., Hauppauge, NY, USA) was used to study the production of rrBChE

under eight different conditions as previously described [76] and summarized in Table 5.1. In brief,

the effects of dissolved oxygen (DO) were conducted in factors (runs) A–E using a two-stage batch

culture (the medium exchange was performed to replace spent sugar-rich medium with sugar-free

medium to induce the promoter).

Experiment # %DO during %DO during Media exchange
growth phase induction phase

A 40 10 Yes
B 40 20 Yes
C 40 30 Yes
D 40 40 Yes
E 40 Uncontrolled Yes
F 40 40 No
G Uncontrolled Uncontrolled No
H1 Uncontrolled Uncontrolled No

1 Initial sucrose concentration in the medium in run H was reduced to 15 g/L
instead of 30 g/L used in other runs. DO, dissolved oxygen.

Table 5.1. Conditions used in bioreactor runs A–H when agitation rate and tem-
perature were maintained at 75 rpm and 27o C, respectively, in all runs. The aer-
ation rate was maintained at 0.2 vvm (volume of sparged gas per working volume
per minute) in runs A–F but 0.2–0.4 vvm in runs G and H (reproduced from [76])

Factors F, G and H were operated in single-stage batch culture (no medium exchange; produc-

tion was simply induced by sugar depletion from cellular uptake) with or without controlling DO

and using 50% of the usual initial sucrose concentration during the growth phase. For each factor,

samples were taken every day during days 0–5 post induction (dpi) to quantify the rrBChE activity

in the cell extract and culture medium using a modified Ellman assay [30] and assuming a specific

activity of 260 U/mg crude rrBChE to convert the activity to the rrBChE production level (µ g/g

fresh weight of rice cells) [76].

5.2.2. Modeling Production Trajectories. There were I ≥ 2 factors (or treatments), and

each treatment was applied to several independently chosen experimental units (bioreactors). Fur-

ther, the response (e.g., the rrBChE concentration in the bioreactor) was measured at observation
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times 0 < ti1 < · · · < tiJ = T , say, for J ≥ 2 (this allows the observation times to be different for

different factors). Let us denote the mean response curve (at time t ≥ 0) corresponding to the

i-th factor as µi(·). We assumed that µi(·) is a monotonically increasing function of time, over the

observation time window [0, T ].

For simplicity as well as statistical efficiency, we assumed a balanced experimental design—that

is, the sample size at each observational time was the same for every treatment. The measurement

process is destructive, and thus, for any particular experimental unit, we only have one measure-

ment, at the time of sampling the bioreactor. Therefore, to obtain reasonably accurate measurement

for the whole trajectory, we required replicates (i.e., multiple experimental units) for each time tij

and each treatment i.

Let n denote the number of replicates assigned to each combination (i, j), which corresponds

to a balanced design. Note that we allow n = 1 since, in practice, only limited data are available

particularly in certain biological experiments. We denote the response from the k-th experimental

unit, in the i-th factor group, measured at time tij , to be Yijk.

(5.1) Yijk = µi(tij) + ϵijk, j = 1, . . . , J ; k = 1, . . . , n; i = 1, . . . , I.

where ϵijk are independent random variables with mean 0 and unknown, common variance σ2 > 0.

In practice, we may allow the number of time points J to depend on index i as well.

We used a basis representation approach for modeling the mean trajectories µi. In particular,

we used cubic B-spline basis functions [23] for representing the functions. For each i, assuming L

cubic B-spline basis functions are used to µi(t), we can write

µi(t) = ΣL
l=1αilBl(t), i = 1, . . . , I(5.2)

where {αil} are the basis coefficients. The number L of basis functions used to model the growth/production

trajectories is a user-specified positive integer that controls the degree of complexity of the trajec-

tories, with larger values allowing for more complex shapes. In practice, L may be determined

by utilizing data from pilot studies through a cross-validated linear regression procedure, which

involves setting aside a random subset of the data (referred to as “validation data”) and using it to
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compare the prediction errors of the fitted trajectories corresponding to different values of L based

on the “training data”.

A great advantage of the spline representation is that, since the function Bl(·) is non-negative,

the curve µi is nonnegative provided the coefficient αil is so . A more significant advantage, from the

point of view of modeling “production curves” of the type considered here, is that the condition

that µi(t) is non-decreasing in t can be imposed by simply requiring that

αi(l+1) ≥ αil for l = 1, . . . , L− 1(5.3)

for all i [58,68]. This is a reasonable assumption for batch production of a recombinant protein if

the protein is stable in the culture medium (e.g., there is no consumption and/or degradation of the

product but simply accumulation due to production). Note that this model is a simplified version

of a more general ANOVA framework that enables quantifying possible interactions between the

treatments and time. In Section 5.4, we discuss this possible extension to a two-factor ANOVA

with potential interactions, and the associated linear constraints.

If we ignore the inequality constraints (5.3), the linear model given by (5.1), (5.2) can be fitted

through an ordinary least squares procedure. The resulting estimate of µi(t) for any t will be

unbiased (i.e., the average of the estimates across all possible samples equals the true value of the

parameter) and will have an approximate Gaussian distribution for reasonably large values of n.

In this case, we can rely on the large sample theory for statistical inference on the parameters of

interest.

However, in the applications considered here, we need to consider the monotonicity con-

straints (5.3) for modeling the production/growth trajectories. The least squares approach to

fitting the model given by (5.1), (5.2), and (5.3) results in a quadratic programming problem.

Though such estimates guarantee the monotonicity of the mean response curve, the estimates of

µi(t) incurs small but non-negligible biases, particularly when the sample sizes are small. The

monotonicity constraints on the mean trajectories and limited number of replicates both limit the

application of classical large sample theory in dealing with the inference problem. Therefore, we

develop a resampling-based strategy for statistical inference.
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5.2.3. Key Parameters of Interest. We present the mathematical formulation of the infer-

ential questions associated with the parameters of interest mentioned earlier.

(1) Optimal time-to-harvest: θi = min{t : µi(t) = c} for i = 1, . . . , I, where c is the

prespecified cut-off level. The corresponding null hypothesis representing no factor effect

on the “optimal time-to-harvest” is:

θ1 = · · · = θI .(5.4)

With θi = µ−1
i (c) for some given cut-off level c, we are interested in testing the one-

sided null hypotheses of the form θ1 ≥ s1, . . . , θI ≥ sI (here, the times s1, . . . , sI need not

be equal). These hypotheses translate to the linear inequality constraints:

µi(si) ≤ c for all i = 1, . . . , I(5.5)

Notice that, θ1 = · · · = θI is not a linear constraint.

• However, the null hypothesis θ1 = · · · = θI = s0 can be translated to the equality con-

straints:

µ1(s0) = · · · = µI(s0) = c.(5.6)

• A composite null hypothesis of the form sL ≤ θi ≤ sU for all i can also be translated

into linear inequality constraints

µi(sL) ≤ c ≤ µi(sU )(5.7)

for all i.

(2) Maximum production: τi = max
t
µi(t) for i = 1, . . . , I. The regarding null hypothe-

ses are

τ1 = · · · = τI .(5.8)
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or equivalently

µ1(Tmax) = µ2(Tmax) = · · · = µI(Tmax).(5.9)

where Tmax is the largest time point during the experiment.

(3) Maximum “unweighted” productivity: ψi := max
t
hui (t), for i = 1, . . . , I, where

hui (t) = µi(t)

t+T
(c)
i

represents “unweighted” productivity of the i-th factor and T
(c)
i is the

number of days of cultivation before the induction. Here, “unweighted” means that we do

not consider the rice cell fresh or dry weight. The corresponding null hypotheses are

ψ1 = · · · = ψI(5.10)

or equivalently

max
t
h1(t) = · · · = max

t
hI(t).(5.11)

(4) Optimum stopping time: Suppose the decision to harvest is taken based on the relative

gradient of µi(t) (or, gradient of logµi(t) ). Let γi = min{t ≥ Tb : µ
′
i(t)/µi(t) ≤ c̃} where

Tb is some constant baseline time and c̃ is a gradient threshold. We may be interested

in testing hypotheses of the form γi > s0 for i = 1, . . . , I where time s0 is treated as the

same for all i for simplicity. Since µ′i(t)/µi(t) is not necessarily monotonic, this cannot be

easily reduced to a simple set of inequality constraints. However, we may discretize time

to a grid of the form Tb = T1 < · · · < Tm = s0 and then consider the slightly relaxed form

of the hypothesis

µ′i(Tj) > c̃µi(Tj) for j = 1, . . . ,m, for all i.(5.12)

In practice, m needs to be small for the feasibility of the optimization problem.

In a more general sense, if our interest is in testing for equality of Θi where Θi is a linear

functional of µi(t), then we can design a procedure that imposes a less restrictive null hypothesis.

This applies, for example, to the case when the maximum production level is the quantity of interest,

since, under the monotonicity of µi, this is simply the value at the maximum time point.
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Specifically, suppose Θi = A(µi) where A is a linear operator taking a scalar value, then Θi

can be expressed as
∑

l rlαil where rl are some known coefficients and αil represents the l-th spline

coefficient of µi(t) =
∑

l αilBl(t).

• Example 1: if Θi = µi(T ), then rl = Bl(T ).

• Example 2: if Θi =
∫
µi(t)dt, then rl =

∫
Bl(t)dt.

5.2.4. Statistical Inference Using Bootstrap. We mentioned earlier that the estimate

µ̂i(t) obtained by imposing constraints (5.3) or (5.16) is not unbiased. What matters more, however,

is that we have such a limited number of replicates that we cannot rely on large sample theory for

making inferences. In view of this, it is imperative to adopt an inferential framework that does not

depend too heavily either on the model assumptions, the methodology, or indeed the sample sizes.

Therefore, as a possible alternative, we propose to conduct hypothesis tests or construct confi-

dence intervals for treatment-specific parameters. to be generically denoted by Θi (for i-th treat-

ment), by making use of an appropriate resampling procedure. Below, we first describe the differ-

ent types of resampling strategies that can be employed, depending on the data available. This

is followed by specific choices for constructing confidence intervals or performing hypothesis tests

involving one or many parameters.

Resampling Strategies

Depending on the structure and amount of available data, we have several resampling or boot-

strap strategies for computing the confidence intervals and performing hypothesis tests for the

parameters of interest. The detailed procedures can be found in Section S.1 in the Supplemen-

tary Materials.

Nonparametric bootstrap with replicates: This variant of resampling can be used when

the number of replicates n is relatively but not extremely small, and thus we are able to construct

the confidence interval for one parameter (e.g., the difference between a fixed pair of treatments).

In some instances, specifically when the null hypotheses is formed by imposing linear equality con-

straints on the parameters, bootstrap sampling distribution of the test statistic (i.e., the histogram

of the statistic used for testing the hypothesis, computed from the resampled data), under the null

hypothesis can be calculated through a modified version of the nonparametric bootstrap procedure.
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This is done by replacing the original data with a set of “surrogate bootstrap data” that incorpo-

rates the constraints imposed by the null hypothesis. This enables an efficient computation of the

p-values for the hypothesis being tested.

Residual bootstrap with or without replicates: This can be implemented whether there

are replicates or not. The core idea here is to resample the residuals from fitting the model to the

data. Note, however, that residual bootstrap is not effective particularly when the number of factors

is small (say, if I = 3, then the residual bootstrap method is not a good option since resampling

does not capture the variability adequately as there are too few measurements to represent the true

scale of variability of the data). Therefore, in practice, one needs to make a choice of bootstrap

procedures based on the design of the experiment.

Parametric bootstrap: As an alternative to nonparametric or residual-based bootstrap, one

can use the parametric bootstrap method if the model assumptions either can be validated (say,

based on preliminary data) or if no significant departure from these is expected. As the variance

of the noise is unknown, sample variance is typically used as a surrogate. When the number of

replicates is small (e.g., n = 1), and there are only a small number of treatments, neither non-

parametric bootstrap nor residual bootstrap are feasible resampling strategies. In this challenging

setting, a parametric bootstrap approach can still be used only if there is prior information on

variability (see Section 5.3.2 for more details).

In the proposed parametric bootstrap procedure, the observational noise is assumed to follow

either a Gaussian distribution or a t distribution. For application to the rrBChE data, we use

a scaled t-distribution with relatively low degrees of freedom, which allows for extreme values,

thereby, reflecting the variability in the real data more effectively (Figure 5.1). By comparing the

confidence intervals, we can see that the results in this real data application are similar regardless

of the type of noise, thus, affirming a degree of robustness of the proposed method.

Inference for a Single Parameter

We discuss more details about constructing confidence intervals and p-value computation.

Construction of confidence intervals: We propose two methods to construct the bootstrap

confidence intervals:
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Figure 5.1. Observations, fitted curves and 500 bootstrap fitted curves for factor
H; left: assuming normal noise; and right: assuming t-distributed noise.

(1) Percentile bootstrap confidence intervals: We obtain percentile bootstrap confidence inter-

vals for Θi and Θi−Θj based on B bootstrap estimates of these parameters. The intervals

are constructed by using appropriate quantiles of the bootstrap estimates {Θ̂∗b
i }Bb=1 and

{Θ̂∗b
i − Θ̂∗b

j }Bb=1, respectively.

(2) Bias-corrected and accelerated bootstrap interval BCa: The percentile bootstrap confidence

interval is only first-order accurate. Additionally, it does not correct for skewness of the

sampling distribution. To address this, we use bias-corrected and accelerated bootstrap

intervals [27], denoted by BCa, which is not only second-order accurate but also corrects

for the skewness in the sampling distribution.

Computation of p-value associated with tests of hypothesis: We propose two methods

of obtaining approximate p-values using bootstrap. One is the percentile-t bootstrap, a general

procedure, while the other one is a special case where the probability distribution of the test

statistic under the null hypothesis can be calculated. For a general description of different types of

bootstrap procedures and their theoretical validity, one may refer to [22].

p-value computation by percentile-t bootstrap or percentile bootstrap: The key idea behind com-

putation of the p-values is to use the correspondence between hypothesis testing and confidence

intervals. Specifically, the p-value is equal to η∗ where η∗ is the largest value of η such that the
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100(1 − η)% confidence interval contains the value of the parameter specified under the null hy-

pothesis. We can make use of the percentile-t bootstrap procedure for constructing the confidence

intervals for the parameters of interest for any given confidence level η and then “invert” these,

as described above, to approximate the p-value. Alternatively, we may use the percentile bootstrap

procedure (arguably less accurate) instead of percentile-t bootstrap, to compute the p-values, which

incurs lower computational costs.

p-value computation under the null distribution: Instead of the indirect approach that relies on

construction of bootstrap confidence intervals, in some instances, we can use a modified form of

nonparametric bootstrap that enables generating samples under the distribution specified by the

null hypothesis. Step 5 in Section S.2 indicates the method of computing p-values under this setup.

The key to successful application of this strategy is the ability to generate surrogate bootstrap

data from the null distribution. This is feasible for example when the null hypotheses are specified

by linear equality constraints on the parameters. It is reassuring that, for the real data analysis,

where, due to the structure of the problem, we have two different ways of computing the p-values,

viz., by inverting the bootstrap confidence intervals or by surrogate bootstrap data generated under

the null hypothesis, the two versions of p-values are similar.

Simultaneous Inference and Adjusting p-Values

When we perform simultaneous tests for multiple hypotheses of the form H0 : Θi = Θi′ vs.

H1 : Θi ̸= Θi′ for several pairs of treatments 1 ≤ i < i′ ≤ I, in order to control the familywise type

I error rate (i.e., the probability of rejecting any of the null hypotheses incorrectly), it becomes

necessary to adjust the level of significance of each individual test. This can be achieved by making

use of the Bonferroni procedure or a False Discovery Rate (FDR) control procedure [28]. In the

present setting, this requires computation of the p-values for each individual test using any one of

the procedures described above, as appropriate.

Once we obtain the bootstrap p-values for the different tests, the Benjamini–Hochberg (BH)

procedure for FDR control is used to first determine the significance level for each pairwise test for a

given level of familywise significance. With this, we can adjust the confidence levels of the confidence

intervals (False Coverage-Statement Rate (FCR)-Adjusted BH-Selected CIs) for the parameters

accordingly [10]. We describe these procedures in the Section S.3 of the Supplementary Material.
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5.3. Results

5.3.1. Simulation Study. In this subsection, we present a simulation study illustrating the

effectiveness of the proposed bootstrap-based inference procedures and accuracy of the correspond-

ing confidence intervals. This numerical simulation also allows us to make a comparison among the

different bootstrap procedures.

Settings: We assume the number of factors I = 3, and the time interval is (0, 9] with number

of time points J = 9. All factors share the same time points {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}. We assume

there are L = 5 basis functions for cubic B-splines with equally spaced knots. For each time point,

we have n = 5 replicates. Suppose Yijk = µi(tij) + ϵijk, where the noise level is σ2j ∈ (1, 3.5). Our

main interest is the “optimal time-to-harvest” θi.

The simulated data and estimation by the standard least square procedure (without constraints)

and quadratic programming framework (with constraints) are shown in Figure 5.2. Though the

estimations using two methods are similar in our case, there is a difference. The estimated curve

by the least square procedure for factor 3 shows a decreasing pattern at the last time point, while

the one with constraints remains non-decreasing (Figure A.1) Since we are interested in estimating

the growth curve and “optimal time-to-harvest”, how we fit the data matters. In addition, using

the standard least square procedure may result in oscillations in estimation. The “optimal time-

to-harvest” parameter θi is of interest with a pre-specified level c = 10.3 (Figure 5.3), and we

use the residual (nonparametric) bootstrap method for inference. We compute both percentile

bootstrap confidence intervals and bias-corrected and accelerated bootstrap interval (BCa) since

the bootstrap sampling distributions involving θ2 are skewed (Table 5.2). Both types of intervals

suggest that θ1 and θ2 are significantly different from θ3; however, we can see that BCa is slightly

better than the general ones in terms of the length of intervals.

5.3.2. Analysis of rrBChE Data. The rrBChE data is available at Dryad [71]. We have

I = 8 factors labeled A to H and primarily focus on the protein production level (ug rrBChE/g

FW rice cells) after sugar induction. We have J = 6 time points (days post-induction, dpi).

Although one potential issue is that we only have one replicate (n = 1) at each time for each factor,
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Figure 5.2. Simulated data and estimation by the standard least square procedure
and quadratic programming framework for different factors; true data are denoted
by different types of points; the true curve µ(t) is marked in green; fitted curves
with linear constraints are in red, while the fitted curves by standard least square
procedure are in blue (a) Factor 1, (b) Factor 2 and (c) Factor 3.

Figure 5.3. Fitted curves estimated with constraints (factors 1–3 are in red, blue

and green, respectively); θ̂i given by a specified level (c = 10.3) is indicated by
vertical lines .

our framework is able to handle this and make appropriate inferences. The observed data and

estimations are shown in Figure 5.4.

“Optimal Time-to-Harvest” θi and “Optimum Stopping Time” γi

With the pre-specified level c = 40 (µg/g FW), we obtain the estimates θ̂i and make inferences

by using the parametric bootstrap method (Figure 5.5). For the “optimum stopping time” γi,

we set the level c̃ = 0.1 and repeat the procedures. We compute the corresponding confidence

intervals by using normal noise and t-distributed noise separately. We found that the results were
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CI Lower CI Upper CI Length True Mean sd

P
er
ce
n
ti
le

B
o
ot
st
ra
p

C
I

θ̂bs1 5.820 7.027 1.207 6.378 6.320 0.327

θ̂bs2 5.892 9.000 3.108 7.387 7.739 0.995

θ̂bs3 4.730 5.162 0.432 4.910 4.917 0.113

θ̂bs1 − θ̂bs2 −3.063 0.568 3.631 −1.009 −1.418 1.046

θ̂bs2 − θ̂bs3 0.937 4.198 3.261 2.477 2.822 1.002

θ̂bs3 − θ̂bs1 −2.171 −0.820 1.351 −1.468 −1.403 0.350

B
C
a

θ̂bs1 5.640 6.568 0.928

θ̂bs2 6.036 9.000 2.964

θ̂bs3 4.695 5.126 0.431

θ̂bs1 − θ̂bs2 −3.189 0.108 3.297

θ̂bs2 − θ̂bs3 1.117 4.252 3.135

θ̂bs3 − θ̂bs1 −1.766 −0.525 1.241

Table 5.2. The Percentile Bootstrap Confidence Interval (CI) and bias-corrected
and accelerated bootstrap interval (BCa) for c = 10.3. The significance against
H0 : θi = θj is in red. The true pairwise differences are in bold.

Figure 5.4. (a): The observed cell-associated rrBChE production levels in factors
A to H. (b): Fitted curves with monotonicity in factors A to H constraints.

not sensitive to the type of noise (normal or t-distributed) that we are used. More details about the

related confidence intervals can be found in Tables A.5 and A.6 in the Supplementary Materials.

Simultaneous Inference—Maximum Production Level τi

The hypotheses are:

H0 : τi = τi′ vs. Ha : τi ̸= τi′
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Figure 5.5. (a): Fitted curves with specified level (cut-off c = 40 (µg/g FW));
bootstrap confidence intervals of θi are also shown (using t-distributed noise). (b):
Fitted curves with specified level (c̃ = 0.1); bootstrap confidence intervals of γi are
also shown (using t-distributed noise).

where τi = max
t
µi(t) for i = 1, . . . , I. We use the Benjamini–Hochberg procedure for FDR con-

trol. Since the null hypothesis enables computation of estimates using the quadratic programming

framework, we use both the nonparametric (residual) bootstrap and parametric bootstrap (using

t-distributed noise) to compute two versions of p-values. We found that that the rankings of p-

values by the two different variants of bootstrap procedures were highly positively correlated, which

means our method is robust and not sensitive to the way we compute p-values.

All indicated significant pairs by the residual bootstrap and percentile bootstrap CI method

are shown in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. The results related to using the null bootstrap distribution to

compute p-values are shown in the Supplementary Materials (Tables A.1 and A.2). It is interesting

to see that two versions of p-values indicate similar results from residual bootstrap and parametric

bootstrap, respectively. However, the nonparametric (residual) bootstrap leads to a more conser-

vative conclusion (seven to eight significant pairs), compared to the parametric one (13 significant

pairs).

Simultaneous Inference—Maximum “Unweighted” Productivity ψi

We now demonstrate that a wider variety of applications can be tackled by the proposed frame-

work. For example, we can make inferences related to the maximum “unweighted” productivity.

We consider using the maximum “unweighted” productivity

ψi := max
t
hui (t)(5.13)
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p-value by CI lower CI upper CI length mean sd est
percentile bootstrap CI

τ̂ bsA − τ̂ bsH <10−5 −28.059 −10.204 17.856 −19.298 3.624 −19.186
τ̂ bsB − τ̂ bsH <10−5 −25.265 −8.512 16.753 −17.707 3.213 −18.115
τ̂ bsC − τ̂ bsH <10−5 −26.081 −9.485 16.596 −18.197 3.379 −18.347
τ̂ bsD − τ̂ bsF 0.008 0.659 17.297 16.638 8.125 3.348 7.544
τ̂ bsD − τ̂ bsH <10−5 −19.830 −3.745 16.086 −12.414 3.191 −12.679
τ̂ bsE − τ̂ bsH <10−5 −24.668 −7.003 17.665 −15.496 3.489 −15.233
τ̂ bsF − τ̂ bsH <10−5 −29.730 −11.710 18.020 −20.539 3.677 −20.223
τ̂ bsG − τ̂ bsH <10−5 −24.095 −7.635 16.460 −16.482 3.187 −16.687

Table 5.3. Using residual (nonparametric) bootstrap methods: False coverage-
statement rate (FCR)—Adjusted BH-Selected CIs for selected parameters indicated
by the percentile bootstrap CI; All confidence intervals above show significance
against H0 : τi = τj .

p-value by CI lower CI upper CI length mean sd est
percentile bootstrap CI

τ̂ bsA − τ̂ bsD 0.002 −10.778 −3.105 7.674 −6.578 1.545 −6.507
τ̂ bsA − τ̂ bsH <10−5 −23.481 −15.508 7.974 −19.277 1.731 −19.186
τ̂ bsB − τ̂ bsD 0.006 −9.552 −1.525 8.026 −5.301 1.525 −5.436
τ̂ bsB − τ̂ bsH <10−5 −22.067 −14.185 7.882 −17.999 1.653 −18.115
τ̂ bsC − τ̂ bsD 0.006 −10.075 −1.356 8.719 −5.662 1.644 −5.668
τ̂ bsC − τ̂ bsH <10−5 −22.761 −14.358 8.403 −18.361 1.709 −18.347
τ̂ bsD − τ̂ bsF 0.002 2.768 12.825 10.057 7.680 1.828 7.544
τ̂ bsD − τ̂ bsG 0.022 0.383 8.532 8.149 4.106 1.553 4.008
τ̂ bsD − τ̂ bsH 0.002 −16.687 −8.478 8.209 −12.698 1.765 −12.679
τ̂ bsE − τ̂ bsF 0.018 0.121 10.278 10.157 4.859 1.877 4.990
τ̂ bsE − τ̂ bsH <10−5 −20.403 −11.297 9.106 −15.519 1.925 −15.233
τ̂ bsF − τ̂ bsH <10−5 −25.471 −15.836 9.635 −20.378 1.872 −20.223
τ̂ bsG − τ̂ bsH <10−5 −20.893 −12.667 8.225 −16.804 1.648 −16.687

Table 5.4. Using parametric bootstrap: False coverage-statement rate (FCR)—
Adjusted BH-Selected CIs for selected parameters indicated by the percentile
bootstrap CI; All confidence intervals above show significance against H0 : τi = τj .

as the quantity of interest, where

hui (t) :=
µi(t)

(t+ T
(c)
i )

(5.14)

T
(c)
i is the days of cultivation before the induction.
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The estimated “unweighted” productivity curves are shown in Figure 5.6. In this case, since the

parameter is a nonlinear function of the trajectories, it is not possible to obtain the p-values using

the null bootstrap distribution option. Instead, we use the correspondence between hypothesis

testing and finding confidence intervals.

Figure 5.6. Estimated “unweighted” productivity curves based on observed data.
Note that T (c) = (6, 6, 6, 7, 6, 8, 14, 8).

We apply the same procedures that we used for the maximum production level to the maximum

“unweighted” productivity, using both the parametric bootstrap and residual bootstrap methods.

Tables A.3 and A.4 (in the Supplementary Material) show that residual bootstrap method leads

to more conservative results (14 significant pairs) compared to the parametric one (21 significant

pairs).

5.3.3. Summary of Findings. We summarize the findings from the real data analysis as

follows:

Comparison between Two Versions of p-Values

The results of the two bootstrap methods imply that the rankings of two versions of p-values

are highly positively correlated (≥0.96), which means that our method is robust and not sensitive

to the way in which we compute p-values.

Comparison of Residual Bootstrap and Parametric Bootstrap

Tables A.1 and A.2 may be compared for a performance of different bootstrap strategies. First,

within each table, we can see the p-values by using the null and duality of p-value and CI are
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consistent based on the rank and its correlation. Second, we can see that residual bootstrap is

more conservative (Table A.1 only has seven significant differences), and the p-values are larger.

We can see the main difference depends on the variability of data (the way we generate bootstrap

samples). Parametric bootstrap samples show higher variability (we make use of the distribution

assumption), while residual ones have lower variability. This means that the residual bootstrap is

more conservative, and the result is consistent with Figure 5.7.

Compared to the parametric bootstrap method, the residual bootstrap method is more con-

servative (see Tables A.1 and A.2). Comparing the parametric and residual bootstrap sampling

distributions for parameters (Figure 5.7), it is clear that the residual bootstrap method leads to

more widely spread sampling distributions, which yields larger p-values and fewer significant test-

ing results. Again, the residual bootstrap method is not particularly effective when the number of

factors is small. I = 8 might not be sufficient, and a choice needs to be made to make inferences.

Figure 5.7. Comparison: empirical parametric bootstrap sampling distribution
and empirical residual bootstrap sampling distribution of (a) τ̂ bsB − τ̂ bsD , which is
significant in the parametric bootstrap case but not in the residual bootstrap case.
(b) τ̂ bsG − τ̂ bsH , which is significant in both cases.

5.4. Discussion

Implications for scientific investigation: The analysis presented here shows the merit of

using advanced statistical techniques for answering critical questions about the comparative effec-

tiveness of different experimental constructs in complex and expensive biological experiments where

the data availability is limited. In particular, our study shows the capability of well-designed boot-

strap methods for obtaining accurate confidence intervals for parameters of interest. In addition,
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it shows that the shapes of the mean protein production trajectories have a direct influence on the

variability of the estimates of the “optimal time-to-harvest” and related parameters.

Moreover, the simulation study shows that the specialized resampling procedures provide a

good description of this variability and therefore help experimenters to formulate an appropriate

experimental design in terms of the number of time points and replicates for the experiment to

achieve a desired level of accuracy. These assertions are further validated by an application of the

methods to analyze the rrBChE data.

Furthermore, a salient feature of our framework is that the methodology works well even when

the data are limited, and thus the standard large sample theory for statistical inference is not

applicable, which is common in complicated biological experiments. In particular, the proposed

methodology can help to suggest and validate the strategy of designing lengthy and expensive

experiments where the number of replicates is limited. We also found that the two variants of

bootstrap methods work well even when the amounts of data are limited. Specifically, if one is more

confident in the model assumption, then parametric bootstrap is the preferred option. Otherwise,

the residual bootstrap is a better choice as it yields more conservative confidence intervals.

In addition, our model can be used to obtain the optimal set of conditions to maximize param-

eters of interest, such as the optimum harvest time. When conditions are considered discrete, our

resulting model framework has capabilities to provide statistical simultaneous inference to make

comparisons. When the conditions are continuous, and the rate of change in the optimum har-

vest time is to be measured, we can modify the model by treating the optimum harvest time as a

function of these conditions (treated as continuous covariates in the model).

Then, to optimize the optimum harvest time, we look to solve an equation setting the derivative

(with respect to the conditions) of the optimum harvest time to zero. In that case, we can still

apply an appropriately modified form of our bootstrap procedure to obtain confidence intervals

for the parameters of interest. This can be also validated experimentally if enough resources are

allowed in practice.

Finally, we discuss two possible directions in which the methodology presented here can be

further enhanced to deal with additional questions about data generated from similar biological ex-

periments.
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Extension 1: The preceding analysis makes it clear that our framework is highly effective par-

ticularly when multiple process metrics are of interest. In addition to the parameters we discussed,

our framework can be extended to other parameters, e.g., the average production and average “un-

weighted” productivity. The average production for the i-th factor is described as
∫ Tmax

T0
µi(t)dt

where T0 is the starting point.

The corresponding null hypothesis is
∫ Tmax

T0
µ1(t)dt = · · · =

∫ Tmax

T0
µI(t)dt. Similarly, the av-

erage “unweighted” productivity is given by
∫ Tmax

T0
µ1(t)/(t + T

(c)
i )dt for the i-th factor. The null

hypothesis is:
∫ Tmax

T0
µ1(t)/(t+T

(c)
i )dt = · · · =

∫ Tmax

T0
µI(t)/(t+T

(c)
i )dt. However, p-values cannot be

calculated based on the null bootstrap distribution for average “unweighted” productivity because

of nonlinearity. Instead, we may adopt the percentile bootstrap option to obtain p-values.

Extension 2: As we mentioned earlier, we used a simplified version of ANOVA framework.

This can be extended to a two-factor ANOVA framework by incorporating the effect of the experi-

mental condition, time and their interactions, with appropriate constraints. Such a modified model

is able to leverage the impact of different factors and interactions of both factor and time and how

different they are across factors. These are also key interests of experimental studies. In addition

to Equations (5.1)–(5.3), we incorporate the factor effects and factor–time interaction by modeling

αil as follows:

αil = β + ηi + ξl + δil, i = 1, . . . , I; l = 1, . . . , L(5.15)

To ensure identifiability of the parameters, we impose the following linear constraints:

I∑
i=1

ηi = 0,
L∑
l=1

ξlBl(t
∗) = 0

I∑
i=1

δil = 0 for each l,

L∑
l=1

δilBl(t
∗) = 0, for each i,

where t∗ is an arbitrary but appropriately chosen point in [0, T ]. Furthermore, the constraints (5.3)

are equivalent to

(5.16) ξl+1 − ξl + δi(l+1) − δil ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , I; l = 1, . . . , L− 1.
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The extended model given by (5.1), (5.2), (5.15) and (5.16) is a modified form of two-factor

ANOVA and can be solved by quadratic programming. Statistical inference can be conducted by

a natural extension of the resampling strategy proposed here.
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CHAPTER 6

Extension of Analysis of variability of functionals of recombinant

protein production trajectories based on limited data

6.1. Introduction

Biological experiments that involve the production of a certain recombinant molecule over a

period of time under different experimental conditions are common in research. Hence, the data

that results from such experiments are inherently longitudinal, meaning that they are recorded over

a period of time. One key challenge in analyzing such data is to compare the optimum trajectories

across different factors or experimental conditions or treatments, which is a fundamental topic of

longitudinal data analysis [38, 48, 65, 73]. Typically, the objective is to estimate the expected

amount of the ingredient being measured, and multiple replicates are necessary to accommodate

a comprehensive Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) approach to solve the problem to account for

the effects of various factors. Traditionally, repeated measures designs have been the common

approach to answer such inferential questions [42, 93, 105]. Nevertheless, in many real-life lab-

based biological experiments, there is often a limitation in the number of data points or replicates

that can be obtained. This constraint is due to the time, costs, and resources associated with

completing each condition or treatment, particularly in scaling-up experiments. Moreover, the

key object of interest can be either the target molecule itself but could also be functions of the

trajectories. As such, alternative approaches that allow for fewer data points or replicates while

still producing accurate results are needed. This is particularly important as researchers seek to

study and understand larger and more complex systems, where obtaining a large number of data

points or replicates is not always feasible.

The hydrolase enzyme known as butyrylcholinesterase (BChE) is present in human blood plasma

as a tetramer and has the potential to be used as a prophylactic or therapeutic measure against

organophosphorus nerve agent poisoning [74]. However, the use of purified BChE obtained from
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human blood plasma in clinical settings is restricted by its high cost, estimated to be $20,000 per 400

mg dose [3]. To overcome this limitation, researchers have developed recombinant human BChE

(rBChE) using various host expression systems, such as transgenic rice cell suspension cultures,

as an alternative source of BChE. A rice-made recombinant human BChE (rrBChE) has been

developed in the lab [19,76]. However, the experiments are expensive and time-consuming because

of the slow growth rate of plant cells in the lab environment. As a result, the number of replicates or

units is restricted and thus it can be challenging to interpret the data and integrate the information

in practice. To understand the data in a better way, it is crucial to develop a comprehensive

statistical framework to characterize the production curves over time, where the time points or

replicates are limited practically.

Hence, we develop a flexible simplified ANOVA framework that is effective for limited data

or replicates to model the mean trajectories as well as make inferences on parameters [72]. It

contributes effectively to employing statistical methods to address vital inquiries regarding the

relative efficacy of various experimental designs in elaborate and costly biological experiments,

which are often restricted by limited data availability. Specifically, the efficacy of well-crafted

bootstrap techniques in generating precise confidence intervals for the parameters of interest is

demonstrated. Moreover, this approach reveals that the forms of the average production trajectories

have a significant impact on the precision of the estimates of key parameters such as ”optimal time-

to-harvest” and others that are closely related. Furthermore, this model has the potential to be

utilized for determining the ideal experimental conditions that can optimize key parameters of

interest. In situations where the conditions are distinct and can be grouped, this simplified model

framework can provide statistical inference simultaneously to facilitate meaningful comparisons.

However, the aforementioned ANOVA framework is a simplified version. It fails to answer some

other questions that are also key studies of interest. For example, researchers may be interested in

quantifying the treatment and time effect. In addition, since the trajectory is affected by treatment

and time as two factors, one may naturally raise a question of the presence of interaction between

treatment and time effect. It is necessary to investigate how different treatment effects are. The

simplified version is not capable to answer these questions because the coefficients represent a

composite effect of treatment and time effect. Notably, it is crucial to consider the dependence in
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terms of time, while the current study so far only involves independent observations in the simplified

version. In practice, it is reasonable to consider the observations possibly correlated over time as

this is intrinsically longitudinal repeated-measurement data [29,59,60]. It is common to account for

the temporal time series over the experiments. In addition to the regular covariates, autocorrelation

also plays a role in determining the true shape of the trajectory and explaining the variation from

different sources. In such biological experimental settings, correlated longitudinal data usually

comes with the characteristics of decaying autocorrelation over time. A lot of correlation structures

have been proposed and applied to repeated-measure designs. Examples of common structures

of correlation are AR(1), damped exponential (DE) structure and other structures in Gaussian

repeated measure context [24,54,75,88,96]. All correlation structures have their own merits for

characterizing the variabilities. Although a specific correlation pattern may be suitable for certain

research questions or study designs, it may not be effective for others. We need to be cautious to

select one that closely connects to the scientific field and the context of our study design.

Therefore, a comprehensive framework is essential and necessary for answering the questions,

given the limited data for such biological experiments. Thanks to the flexibility of the simplified

structure, we are able to easily extend it to a more generalized statistical framework by incor-

porating the two-factor ANOVA framework [34,97], where the treatment effect, time effect and

their interaction are modeled. The observations can be either independent or correlated over time

by specifying the covariance matrix in the model, leading to a possibly weighted quadratic pro-

gramming problem with still linear constraints for shape requirements. We consider a family of

AR(1) covariance structures with 2 or 3 variations coefficients in that free structures may result

in over-parameterization issues with limited data. This family structure is known as most useful

in many longitudinal studies to quantify the variation. Besides, it allows for two types of various

sources that are practically present in biological experiments. Given this flexible structure, we

deploy a two-step estimation where an optimization algorithm is used for the maximum likelihood

(ML) estimation of covariance coefficients and a weighted quadratic programming algorithm is im-

plemented for regular coefficients. Under the limited data settings, the inference can be conducted

in similar ways as for the simplified version. A bootstrap-based F -test is constructed for testing

the presence of the interaction. However, it is imperative for the choice of distribution to assume
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in parametric bootstrap when it comes to correlated structures. A wide spread of the variance

is shown in our numerical study and thus using Gaussian context may fail to capture the whole

variability. We show that t-distribution is a better option for this case. To achieve this, we develop

a bagging-based strategy to select the optimal number of degrees of freedom, accordingly.

The rest of the content is organized as follows: we review the simplified ANOVA framework

and discuss the generalized two-factor ANOVA model and inference procedures in Section 6.2. In

Section 6.3, we illustrate the modeling and inference on the questions of interest through numerical

studies.

6.2. Statistical Methodology

We suppose that there are I ≥ 2 factors (or, treatments) and each treatment is applied to

several independently chosen experimental units (bioreactors). Further, the response (e.g. rrBChE

concentration in the bioreactor) is measured at observation times 0 < ti1 < · · · < tiJ = T , say, for

J ≥ 2 (this allows the observation times to be different for different factors). Let us denote the

mean response curve (at time t ≥ 0) corresponding to the i-th factor as µi(·). It is assumed that

µi(·) is a monotonically increasing function of time, over the observation time window [0, T ].

For simplicity as well as statistical efficiency, we assume a balanced experimental design, that

is, the sample size at each observational time is the same for every treatment. The measurement

process is destructive, so that for any particular experimental unit, we only have one measurement,

at the time of sampling the bioreactor. Therefore, to obtain reasonably accurate measurement for

the whole trajectory, we need replicates (i.e., multiple experimental units), for each time tij and

each treatment i. Let n denote the number of replicates assigned to each combination (i, j), which

corresponds to a balanced design. Note that we allow n = 1 since in practice only limited data are

available especially in some biological experiments. Denote the response from the k-th experimental

unit, in the i-th factor group, measured at time tij , to be Yijk.

Suppose each treatment is applied to several independently chosen experimental units. The

response under the i-th treatment is measured at observation time 0 < ti1 < · · · < tij < · · · < tiJ =

T , for J ≥ 2.
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6.2.1. Review: Simplified ANOVA Framework with Monotonicity Constraints.

With the goal of estimations and inference of the varying functional, such as ”optimal time-to-

harvest”, we proposed a comprehensive ANOVA-based statistical framework to model the produc-

tion curves, where linear constraints are applied due to the characteristics of the growing responses.

The model framework is as follow:

Yijk = µi(tij) + ϵijk, j = 1, . . . , J ; k = 1, . . . , n; i = 1, . . . , I.(6.1)

µi(t) = ΣL
l=1αilBl(t), i = 1, . . . , I(6.2)

αi(l+1) ≥ αil for l = 1, . . . , L− 1(6.3)

For statistical inference on the parameters of interest, we use bootstrap, or resampling proce-

dures. We compare the efficacies of several different versions of bootstrap, namely, the residual

bootstrap, parametric bootstrap and nonparametric bootstrap. These methods are well-adapted

to deal with the problem of comparing the values of parameters that are arbitrary functionals of

the production trajectories corresponding to different factors. Moreover, we provide a comprehen-

sive framework for simultaneous statistical inference on several process metrics that are functionals

of biochemical production (or growth) trajectories, based on fairly limited amount of data, with

empirical validity. More details of the method and numerical study can be found in Chapter 5.

6.2.2. General Two-factor ANOVA Framework with Monotonicity Constraints.

Note that the aforementioned model is a simplified version of a more general ANOVA framework

that enables quantifying possible interactions between the treatments and time, with appropriate

constraints. In addition to address the mentioned parameters of interest, which are the functionals

of production curves, such a modified model is able to leverage the impact of different factors and

interactions of both factor and time and how different they are across factors. These are also key

interests of experimental studies.
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We derive the modified version of two-factor ANOVA model by incorporating treatment effects

and time factor. This is an extension of one-factor ANOVA with monotonic trajectories studied by

Chapter 5. The model are specified as followed:

In addition to equation (6.1), (6.2) and (6.3), We incorporate the factor effects and factor-time

interaction by modeling αil’s as follows:

αil = β + ηi + ξl + δil, i = 1, . . . , I; l = 1, . . . , L(6.4)

To ensure identifiability of the parameters, we impose the following linear constraints:

I∑
i=1

ηi = 0,

L∑
l=1

ξlBl(t
∗) = 0

I∑
i=1

δil = 0 for each l,

L∑
l=1

δilBl(t
∗) = 0, for each i,

where t∗ is an arbitrary but appropriately chosen point in [0, T ]. And the constraints (6.3) are

equivalent to

(6.5) ξl+1 − ξl + δi(l+1) − δil ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , I; l = 1, . . . , L− 1.

The extended model given by (6.1), (6.2), (6.4) and (6.5) is a modified form of two-factor ANOVA

and can be solved by quadratic programming. Statistical inference can be carried out by a natural

extension of the resampling strategy proposed in 5.

6.2.3. Correlated observations across experimental time. The observations from the

experiments measured over time practically can be correlated. Thus introducing a correlated struc-

ture is more effective to capture the correlated data pattern. The structure of the variation thus

consists of two sources of noise: one is measurement noise while the other is temporal noise. We

extend our standard framework by applying a correlated structure, which can be modeled by in-

troducing variance and correlation coefficients. In addition to the usual effect parameters (e.g.,

treatment effects) we are interested in, we are able to estimate variance and correlation coefficients

and conduct the corresponding inference for them with bootstrap procedures.
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A general covariance structure Suppose the data within the i−th treatment, Yi’s are cor-

related in terms of time. With the current model given by (6.1), (6.2), (6.4) and (6.5), it can be

modified as follows:

Yi = (Yi11, Yi12, ..., YiNJ)
T , ϵi = (ϵi11, ϵi12, ..., ϵiNJ)

T(6.6)

where ϵi ∼ N(0,Σi).

The elements of Σi are in a form of three variance parameters:

cov(ϵikj , ϵikj′) = σ2ϵ δ̃jj′ + σ2aρ
|tikj−tikj′ |
θ(6.7)

where δ̃jj′ = 1 if j = j′, 0 otherwise, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ I, 1 ≤ k ≤ N, 1 ≤ j ≤ J . The proposed

structure in Eq(6.7) indicates two sources of variation: σ2ϵ is to explain the systematic error while

σ2a quantifies the measurement error.

Two-step estimation The estimation of both variance parameters and regular factor coeffi-

cients can be achieved by using a two-step estimation:

Figure 6.1. A flow chart indicating the two-step estimation for correlated
structure.

A simplified covariance structure Though Eq(6.7) describes a relative comprehensive vari-

ation, the variance parameters can be hard to estimate due to the complicated model structure and

limited data in realistic. A compromise can be made by simplifying the Eq(6.7) by dropping the

system variance

cov(ϵikj , ϵikj′) = σ2aρ
|tikj−tikj′ |
θ(6.8)

And thus the algorithem can be simplified as shown in Fig 6.2
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Figure 6.2. A flow chart indicating the simplified two-step estimation for
correlated structure.

6.2.4. Bootstrap procedures. We adopt parametric, residual bootstrap procedures for in-

ference, given the practical data size. Biochemical experiments are often time consuming and

expensive and thus the number of experimental units is usually extremely limited, where central

limit theory is not applicable. The detailed steps for the simplified ANOVA framework in Chapter 5

can be easily extended for the general two-factor ANOVA framework. With the bootstrap samples,

we are able to conduct the testings of interest via bootstrap distributions, bootstrap p−values as

well as bootstrap confidence intervals (CIs).

bootstrap with the assumption of t-distributed responses In addition to assume a

Gaussian structure of the distribution of the responses, we also consider multivariate t−distribution

to allow for more extreme values. This can be realized by generating t−distributed noise, instead

of Gaussian noise, for bootstrap samples. However, the number of degrees of freedom needs to be

determined to generate bootstrap samples and it is challenging to estimate an appropriate number

of degrees of freedom through an intrinsic modeling. To achieve this, we split the whole data set into

a training set and test set and thus we will apply the following steps for each candidate of possible

degree of freedoms. With one possible number of degrees of freedom, the resulted estimations based

on the training set will be applied to the test set for generating the bootstrap prediction intervals of

each observations. We will choose the optimal number of degrees of freedom obeying the following

rules:

• Suppose {ν1, . . . , νD} as the candidates of the number of degrees of freedom, and the

selection threshold of the coverage rate is C̃,

• Leave Ntest data points out of the full data and consider them as a testing set while the

remaining as the training set

• Apply the regular procedures to the training set
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• Use the estimates obtained from the previous step in t-bootstrap procedures with νd ∈

{ν1, . . . , νD}

• Predict the testing set based on each bootstrap estimates and thus obtain (1−α)100% pre-

diction intervals for each sample of the testing set, where α is a pre-determined significance

level.

• Compute the according coverage rate, nc(νd)
Ntest

where nc(νd) denotes the number of prediction

intervals covering the observations of the test set.

• Repeat the steps above for all νd ∈ {ν1, . . . , νD}

• Select the optimal number of degrees of freedom ν̂d = max{νd : nc(νd)
Ntest

≥ C̃}

We repeat the steps above for multiple times where each time an optimal number of degree of

freedom is suggested. We will select the one that has been recommended the most. This “bagging”

approach helps stabilize the selection.

Due to the characteristics of t-distribution, it is known that a t-distribution converges to the

normal distribution, when the number of degrees of freedom increases. Therefore, the larger number

of degrees of freedom tends to yield narrower prediction intervals. This will lead to a relative

conservative choice of the number of degrees of freedom when we hope to maintain a good coverage

rate of the testing data. Though the choice could be biased, we demonstrate the impact is negligible

later in the numerical study.

6.2.5. Inference. Similar to the simplified framework, the current comprehensive framework

is able to make similar inference for the interested functionals of production curves such as “optimal

time-to-harvest” and “maximum production”. Moreover, it has capability to test the pairwise com-

parisons of treatment effect and presence of interaction effect, which are not available in simplified

version. This allows us to investigate more about the underlying characteristics of the experiments,

such as the differences among treatment factors and the impact resulted by the treatment or time

factor.

Simultaneous inference for the treatment factor The hypothesis of pairwise comparisons

of treatment effect is constructed as follows:

H0 : ηi = ηi′ for any i ̸= i′ vs Ha : at least one ηi is different
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We proceed the testing with (parametric or residual) bootstrap procedures. With multiple

tests, it becomes necessary to adjust the level of significance of each individual test. This can

be achieved by making use of the Bonferroni procedure or a False Discovery Rate (FDR) control

procedure [28]. Once we obtain the bootstrap p-values for the different tests, the Benjamini-

Hochberg (BH) procedure for FDR control is used to first determine the significance level for each

pairwise test for a given level of familywise significance. Thus, the confidence levels of the confidence

intervals (False Coverage-statement Rate (FCR)-Adjusted BH-Selected CIs) for the parameters

are adjusted accordingly [10]. The desciption of the procedures are available in [72].

Test the presence of interactions The hypothesis can be described as

H0 : δij = 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ I, 1 ≤ j ≤ J vs Ha : at least one δij ̸= 0

The common test to be used is F -test for H0 : δ11 = · · · = δIJ = 0. It indicates the degree of

the difference between the reduced model, where H0 is assumed to be true, and the full model

with at least one δij ̸= 0. Due to the limited size, the theoretical F -statistics and its approximate

distribution are not valid anymore and therefore we adopt a bootstrap-based strategy to conduct

F -test. The idea is to compare the observed F -statistics to the bootstrap-based F -distribution.

The detailed steps are described below for the computation:

• Obtain the fitted curves µ̂i(t) based on the original data with the regular proposed proce-

dures;

• Obtain the fitted curves µ̃i(t) based on the original data by imposing additional constraints

under H0 : δij = 0;

• Generate the surrogate non-parametric bootstrap data for multiple times (e.g., Bs = 1000)

Ỹ b
ijk = ebijk + µ̃i(tj) where ebijk are sampled from {eijk − ẽj} and eijk = Yijk − µ̂i(tj),

ẽj =
1

I∗N
∑

i

∑
k eijk. Note that Ỹ b

ijk’s are considered the bootstrap samples under H0;

• Compute the observed F−statistics, F obs, and the null distribution consisting of the

F−statistics depending on Bs surrogate non-parametric bootstrap data, {F s
b }B

s

b=1;

• Obtain the p−value =
#{F s

b >F obs}
Bs
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6.3. Numerical experiments

In this section, we display the simulated data and according results. We conduct tests for

normal and t-distributed data, respectively. All the results indicate the consistency of our model

results with the experimental settings, demonstrating the capability of the model framework, in

estimation and inference, with limited conditions.

6.3.1. Independent observations with Gaussian assumption. We generate a set of data

where normal assumption and independence are true. We fit the data with our model framework.

The fitting is shown in Figure 6.3. Next, we report the simultaneous testing results of H0 : ηi = ηi′ .

The fitted curves obtained are close to the true ones, indicating the effectiveness in production

fitting.

Given the situation of limited data, the large number theory is not reliable for inferential

questions. Instead, we turn to bootstrap approaches to generate a relatively large amount of

samples that inherit similar characteristics as the observations, and then conduct hypothesis testing

of interest. As we described before, two main types of bootstrap procedures are used: parametric

bootstrap and residual bootstrap. The former is implemented by generating bootstrap samples

under an assumed distribution (usually a Gaussian or t− distribution), with estimated distribution

parameters determined by fitting the observations. In comparison, the residual bootstrap is non-

parametric, and we generate bootstrap samples by repeatedly sampling residuals obtained from

the fitted model. The differences between the two bootstrap approaches are minor, though the

residual bootstrap may yield more conservative results (e.g., larger variations). We demonstrate

the robustness and capability of both bootstrap procedures in characterizing the true distributions

in Figure 6.4.

We conduct both parametric and residual bootstrap procedures for the simultaneous testing

in the treatment effect, and it is shown both procedures imply stable and valid results. The BH

procedure for FDR control is applied and the adjusted confidence intervals for the treatment

difference are computed based on two types of method for p-value calculation, which is shown in

Table 6.1, Table 6.2, Table 6.3, Table 6.4. Though there are some minor differences in p-values

and adjusted confidence intervals, the conclusions are the same in terms of the hypothesis. We
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Figure 6.3. Observations marked as dots across I = 4 treatments and J = 8 time
points. The fitted curves are in black, compared to the true curves in blue.

reject all hypotheses H0 : ηi = ηi′ except for H0 : η3 = η4, indicating their similar effect on the

production. It is consistent to the true and reasonable as the true difference of these two treatment

effects is 0.2 which is so small that it is hard to differentiate them. The results also indicate that the

choice of bootstrap procedures for the current model framework does not impact the conclusions

significantly.
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Figure 6.4. Bootstrap distribution by the parametric bootstrap in blue; bootstrap
distribution by the residual bootstrap in yellow, and the true sampling distributions
in grey of η3, η4 (green vertical line: the sample mean; red vertical line: the true
parameter).

TRUE mean std est p-value CI lower CI upper CI length reject?

η1 − η2 -1.2 -2.0383 0.7696 -2.0430 0.007 -3.549 -0.402 3.147 Yes
η1 − η3 2.5 1.9758 0.7373 2.0172 0.003 0.457 3.393 2.936 Yes
η1 − η4 2.7 2.2372 0.7500 2.2547 0.001 0.695 3.825 3.130 Yes
η2 − η3 3.7 4.0141 0.7400 4.0602 < 10−5 2.498 5.440 2.942 Yes
η2 − η4 3.9 4.2756 0.7255 4.2977 < 10−5 2.776 5.802 3.026 Yes
η3 − η4 0.2 0.2615 0.7381 0.2375 0.721 -1.187 1.738 2.925 No

Table 6.1. Using parametric bootstrap: False coverage-statement rate (FCR) -
Adjusted BH-Selected CIs for selected parameters indicated by the percentile

bootstrap CI; All confidence intervals above show significance against
H0 : ηi = ηi′

In addition to the testing above, we use the proposed bootstrap-based F -test to conduct the

hypothesis testing for the presence of interaction H0 : δil = 0. We display two simulation results

under different settings: one is generated from the model with all interactions exist, while the

other is generated from the model with 0 interactions. For both settings, we run the testing and

compute the observed F -statistics and bootstrapped ones under the null hypothesis, where the

latter form the null bootstrap-based F -distribution. The p-values are computed accordingly. The
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TRUE mean std est p-value CI lower CI upper CI length reject?

η1 − η2 -1.2 -2.0445 0.6610 -2.0430 0.000 -3.359 -0.652 2.707 Yes
η1 − η3 2.5 1.9618 0.7426 2.0172 0.009 0.320 3.464 3.144 Yes
η1 − η4 2.7 2.2259 0.6320 2.2547 0.000 0.939 3.481 2.542 Yes
η2 − η3 3.7 4.0063 0.7363 4.0602 < 10−5 2.481 5.403 2.922 Yes
η2 − η4 3.9 4.2704 0.6017 4.2977 < 10−5 3.011 5.482 2.471 Yes
η3 − η4 0.2 0.2641 0.6981 0.2375 0.726 -1.144 1.715 2.859 No

Table 6.2. Using residual bootstrap: False coverage-statement rate (FCR) -
Adjusted BH-Selected CIs for selected parameters indicated by the percentile

bootstrap CI; All confidence intervals above show significance against
H0 : ηi = ηi′

TRUE mean std est p-value CI lower CI upper CI length reject?

η1 − η2 -1.2 -2.0383 0.7696 -2.0430 0.001 -3.549 -0.402 3.147 Yes
η1 − η3 2.5 1.9758 0.7373 2.0172 0.003 0.457 3.393 2.936 Yes
η1 − η4 2.7 2.2372 0.7500 2.2547 < 10−5 0.695 3.825 3.130 Yes
η2 − η3 3.7 4.0141 0.7400 4.0602 < 10−5 2.498 5.440 2.942 Yes
η2 − η4 3.9 4.2756 0.7255 4.2977 < 10−5 2.776 5.802 3.026 Yes
η3 − η4 0.2 0.2615 0.7381 0.2375 0.709 -1.187 1.738 2.925 No

Table 6.3. Using parametric bootstrap: False coverage-statement rate (FCR) -
Adjusted BH-Selected CIs for selected parameters indicated by surrogate null

distribution; All confidence intervals above show significance against H0 : ηi = ηi′

TRUE mean std est p-value CI lower CI upper CI length reject?

η1 − η2 -1.2 -2.0445 0.6610 -2.0430 0.001 -3.359 -0.652 2.707 Yes
η1 − η3 2.5 1.9618 0.7426 2.0172 0.006 0.320 3.464 3.144 Yes
η1 − η4 2.7 2.2259 0.6320 2.2547 < 10−5 0.939 3.481 2.542 Yes
η2 − η3 3.7 4.0063 0.7363 4.0602 < 10−5 2.481 5.403 2.922 Yes
η2 − η4 3.9 4.2704 0.6017 4.2977 < 10−5 3.011 5.482 2.471 Yes
η3 − η4 0.2 0.2641 0.6981 0.2375 0.693 -1.144 1.715 2.859 No

Table 6.4. Using residual bootstrap: False coverage-statement rate (FCR) -
Adjusted BH-Selected CIs for selected parameters indicated by surrogate null

distribution; All confidence intervals above show significance against H0 : ηi = ηi′

testing results are shown in Figure 6.5. The results are consistent to the true. They indicate the

calculated p-value is nearly 0 when there is interaction, while the one is relatively large when there

is no interaction effect. The testing results are consistent to the true setting and our proposed

procedures are validated.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.5. observed F -statistics (red line) v.s. the null bootstrap-based F -
distribution: (a) Simulation 1: H0 is not true and p-value < 10−5; (b) Simulation
2: H0 is true and p-value = 0.493.

6.3.2. Dependent observations with t-distributed assumption. We consider a more

complicated case when observations are correlated and follow a t-distribution. Using t-distribution

for inference could be more realistic because it helps capture extreme values that might be commonly

observed in practice. Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 indicate the necessity of applying t-bootstrap

procedures for inference of variance parameters. With the number of the degree of freedom is

relatively large (i.e., 200), data tends to Gaussian and thus we can see the normal assumption works

well in bootstrap steps for both variance coefficients, as the coverages of 20 bootstrap intervals are

comparable to the one under the true distribution. However, when data has heavy tails (i.e., the

number of degree of freedom being 3), it is clear that the Gaussian-type bootstrap intervals fail to

capture the variability of σ2a.

For simplicity, we generate data using the simplified covariance structure that involves two

covariance parameters, σ2a, ρ. In this case, residual bootstrap becomes less useful, and therefore

the aforementioned parametric bootstrap procedures are conducted for the t-distributed data in a

similar way as we do for Gaussian data. The only difference is that we generate samples from an

assumed t-distribution instead of a Gaussian distribution. Since the number of degree of freedom

is unknown, we start with the selection of the degree of freedom. And then we compare the

characteristics of the t-bootstrap distributions to the sampling distribution.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.6. When data is following t-distribution with the number of degree of
freedom being 200: 95% interval of true distribution is in blue, 20 gaussian bootstrap
intervals are in grey and the true value is marked as a red horizontal line.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.7. When data is following t-distribution with the number of degree of
freedom being 3: 95% interval of true distribution is in blue, 20 gaussian bootstrap
intervals are in grey and the true value is marked as a red horizontal line.

Given a set of number of degree of freedom, (3, 4, 15, 40, 300), we compute the coverage perfor-

mance of each candidate. 10% of data are chosen as test set and we set C̃ = 0.8. The selection

will be conducted for 5 times to ensure of stability. As we mentioned before, the procedures may

be likely to choose a smaller number of degree of freedom because the selection is dependent upon

the prediction intervals by t-distributions which converge to Gaussian distributions with a large

number degree of freedom. And thus the prediction intervals could be narrower and hard to cover

the observations when the number of degree of freedom becomes big.

In the following simulation study, we are suggested with 3 as the optimal number of degree

of freedom when the true number is 15. Then we conduct the bootstrap sampling steps given

t-distribution with the number of degree of freedom as 3 and 15, respectively. Figure 6.8 indicate
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the bootstrap sampling distributions of two variance parameters in terms of two numbers of degree

of freedom. When we use νd = 3, we observe more extreme values in σ2a than νd = 15. This is

reasonable due to the characteristics of long tails of t-distributions. In comparison, the distributions

of ρ with two numbers of degree of freedom are very similar. By comparing the true values, we

can see our selected νd performs well as the samples surround the true and the sample mean is

close to the true (Figure 6.8(a)). The results demonstrate the robustness of the bootstrap sampling

procedures given t-distributed data, even with an inaccurate degree of freedom.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.8. Scatter plots of ρ v.s. σ2a with two numbers of the degree of freedom
(the red points are the true; the yellow points are the sample mean) (a) selected
number of degree of freedom as 3; (b) true number of degree of freedom as 15.

6.4. Discussion

We develop an extended two-factor ANOVA framework, which preserves the effectiveness and

flexibility of the simplified version developed in 5, and succeed in characterizing the treatment, time

and interaction effect. The construction and analysis show the valuable capability of this advanced

extended structure and techniques to answer more practical crucial experimental questions about

the interaction presence and the comparative treatment effects where the data can be extremely

limited. Moreover, we consider a more comprehensive variance structure that is able to account
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for the correlation over time within replicates. In addition, this structure is shown to be effective

in explaining two different sources of variation.

Furthermore, we demonstrate this extended framework still works well in modeling and making

inferences where data commonly is limited in biological experiments. The numerical experiments

presented indicate the well-designed resampling procedures help provide a good description of the

variability, which is very informative for experimenters to formulate and validate a robust design,

according to the length of the experiments and number of replicates. We also noticed that when

the data is correlated in terms of time, the choice of distribution assumptions in the parametric

bootstrap process plays a key role. It is found Guassian-bootstrap fails to characterize the whole

variability of the variance parameters when the data is likely to be t-distributed, and thus t-

bootstrap leads to more conservative results in general. Hence, we need to be cautious about the

distribution assumed in this case before making any inferences. In particular, if one is very confident

about the Gaussian assumption of the data, it is recommended to use Gaussian-bootstrap for more

accurate results. Otherwise, t-bootstrap is suggested as a better choice.

One potential future work is to extend the current framework by incorporating random effects.

This is motivated by the fact that the shapes of trajectories given different treatments can be

very different. One simple solution to this is incorporating a random intercept to allow for the

baseline being random. This construction is simple but only considers the baseline variation across

treatments. Another way is to consider the coefficients αil’s to be random effects. With the non-

decreasing constraints of the shape, we can opt to model the difference in coefficients and assume

the Inverse Gamma as its prior distribution. Then coefficients can be estimated through a Bayesian

analysis by running a MCMC algorithm.
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CHAPTER 7

Discussion

The real data currently becomes more challenging with complex structures and practical lim-

itations, where the traditional statistical methods are not applicable. It is essential to integrate

information from complicated data systems into advanced computation for better interpretability

and higher efficiency. Advanced data-driven approaches to analyzing real data are imperative to

characterize and deliver the information behind the data. This realistic and essential problem in-

spires us to develop robust and efficient data-driven computational technologies to interpret the

data system better.

This dissertation consists of work on several areas where data-driven methods are in need to

answer real-world questions of interest, that traditional methods fail. We study multiple different

data sets where each of them inherits different characteristics and practical limits. Based on the

scientific goals and practical constraints, we develop computational approaches according to their

specific characteristics and scientific goals. All work shows the merits that data-driven approaches

are fundamental and reliable to taking advantage of the information from the complex system and

resolving the practical questions.

The first field we work on in this dissertation is about developing an effective computational

framework of data science applied to color science. Specifically, we develop a solid computational

approach to analyzing color images, so that the regions of interest (with either regular or irregular

bounds) can be identified according to color. One challenging problem is the large sample size

of pixels in one digital image because it makes computation inefficient. By taking advantage of

color consistency and unsupervised learning algorithms, the efficiency can be greatly improved for

identifying targeted regions that contain fruitful information in terms of spatial and color that

can be utilized to answer many practical questions. In Chapter 2, a set of small purple dots are

separated from the yellow testing paper, and spatial patterns are characterized for a 2D uniform

test. In addition, the identification of color regions of interest indicates the merits of investigating
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digital paintings of Sunflowers in a vase by van Gogh in Chapter 3. We detect the difference

between the London version (F454) and its two repetitions (Tokyo version, F457 and Amsterdam

version F458) as well as the markers of aging, both of which convey valuable messages in uncovering

van Gogh’s intents in color language and the aging patterns. Admittedly, the analyses involve some

subjective work possibly due to the color distortions by cameras and resolution. This potential issue

can be mitigated if there is a chance to work with related researchers and museum curators for

image manipulation. Additionally, it could be inaccurate to differentiate target regions from the

others in an image if the colors of both are too similar. In this case, we need to work closely

with experts to understand the domain knowledge so that we can make use of the wealth of color

information for algorithm derivations.

Besides, we build an entropy-based scheme to identify significant factors of Alzheimer’s disease

(AD) by investigating the heterogeneity of Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI)

data in Chapter 4. By applying the Categorical Exploratory Data Analysis (CEDA) scheme, we

study the association by evaluating the conditional entropy-based associative patterns between the

response (time-to-event) and covariates. The analysis presented indicates effective and informative

results about how major factors impact the process from Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) to AD.

One advantage is that the algorithm is efficient and simple to uncover the heterogeneity intrinsically

by measuring the conditional entropy (CE) in different subsets. Notably, the whole computational

process has fewer assumptions and is able to identify more major factors than Cox PH analysis.

Moreover, our framework allows for any form of interaction of factors, which is, in contrast, hard

to be captured by traditional methods such as the Cox PH model or linear regression.

Finally, we develop a flexible ANOVA framework that works well for limited longitudinal data in

biological experiments. The main goals are modeling the mean trajectories across treatments, and

making inferences with limited data. To achieve the goals, we overcome the following challenges:

first, the mean curves have non-decreasing constraints because of natural growth shape; second, the

large sample theory is not reliable with a significantly small sample size. In terms of those issues,

we derive a solid ANOVA framework with linear constraints to model the mean trajectories and

construct bootstrap-based resampling strategies for p-value computation and confidence interval

construction. Within this framework, (non)linear forms of the trajectory, as the parameters of
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interest, can be studied and compared to select the best experimental condition. The model shows

in addition the capability to quantify the treatment effect as well as the interaction effect between

treatment and time. This makes it possible to answer the questions of the presence of interaction

effects and how treatment effects differ across conditions. More importantly, correlated observations

over time, which are commonly seen in longitudinal repeated measurement data, can be easily

incorporated into our framework to quantify the sources of variation. During the resampling process,

the choice of bootstrap is crucial and we should be cautious for reliable results. The parametric

bootstrap with Gaussian or t-distribution is suggested when one is confident about the distribution

of the observations. Otherwise, it would be more appropriate to adopt residual bootstrap for

conservative results. One limitation is that the current ANOVA framework may fail to capture the

different shapes of trajectories across treatments. In particular, it is possible that one trajectory

preserves a distinct non-decreasing shape from others, where our current framework is not capable to

characterize this variation. One of the future works is introducing random effects in this ANOVA

framework. With appropriate priors assumed for the coefficients, it is promising to ensure the

non-decreasing pattern and quantify the variation in the shapes of curves by applying a MCMC

algorithm.
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APPENDIX A

Appendix of Chapter 5

A.1. Details on resampling strategies

Nonparametric bootstrap with replicates When the number of replicates n is relatively

but not extremely small, we construct the confidence interval for one parameter (e.g., the difference

between a fixed pair of treatments) as follows, using a nonparametric bootstrap procedure. We re-

sample with replacement randomly, samples of size n, from the collection of observations {Yijk}nk=1

for each treatment-time pair (i, j). We repeat this process B times and denote {Y ∗b
ijk}nk=1 as the

b-th sample corresponding to pair (i, j). Then we fit the model given by equations (1), (2), (4) and

(5) and obtain a set of estimated parameters we are interested, denoted by Θ̂∗b
1 , . . . , Θ̂

∗b
I .

Parametric bootstrap with replicates (without prior information on variability) The

procedures for parametric bootstrap method are as follows:

• Calculate the sample variance for the i-th treatment at time tj based on ni replicates (for

balanced data: ni = n): ŝ2ij =
1

ni−1

∑ni
k=1(Yijk − µ̂i(tj))

2

• Compute the pooled variance ŝ2j =
∑I

i (ni−1)ŝ2ij∑I
i (ni−1)

• Simulate parametric bootstrap samples Y ∗pb
ijk = µ̂i(tj) + ϵ∗pbijk where ϵ∗pbijk ∼ N(0, ŝ2j ).

Parametric bootstrap without replicates (with prior information on variability)Note

that here we make use of pooled variance ˆSD2
.j for all treatments at time j based on {SD2

ij}i,j .

That is, ˆSD2
.j = 1

I

∑
i SD

2
ij . We use two different strategies to generate bootstrap samples. One

is using normal distribution while the other one is t-distribution, which allows for more extreme

values.

• Gaussian noise: At each time b = 1, . . . , B, we generate samples by µ∗bij = µ̂ij + ϵ∗bij ,

where ϵ∗bij ∼ N(0, ˆSD2
.j). We use {µ∗bij }ij for model fitting, leading to {Θ̂∗b

i }Bb=1.

• t-distributed noise: Instead of assuming noise approximately follows normal distribu-

tion, we use t-distribution to allow more extreme values. We obtain the scale parameter
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by ˆSD2
.j = σ2j × df

df−2 where df is the degree of freedom of t-distribution; ˆSD2
.j is the

measurement error (pooled variance). Then we generate noise which follows σjtdf . Here

we assume df = 3, which means the variance is finite.

Residual bootstrap with or without replicates The general route of generating residual

bootstrap samples with or without replicates (i.e., n ≥ 1)is as follows:

(1) Suppose {Yijk} as the raw data and obtain the µ̂i(tj);

(2) Obtain êijk = Yijk − µ̂i(tj), which is biased due to the framework;

(3) For each j, obtain e∗bijk resampled from {êijk − ē.j.} for i = 1, . . . , I and k = 1, . . . , n where

ē.j. =
1

I×n

∑
i

∑
k êijk. Note that {êijk − ē.j.} will sum to 0 for each j.

(4) Generate residual bootstrap samples: Y ∗b
ijk = µ̂i(tj) + e∗bijk.

Nonparametric bootstrap based on the null distribution:

In each of the aforementioned hypothesis testing problems, the estimation problem under the

null hypothesis remains a quadratic programming problem, with linear equality or inequality con-

straints on the parameters. In each case, the key parameters involved can be expressed in the

form

L∑
l=1

rlαil(A.1)

where rl’s are some constants and αil is the coefficient of µi(t) associated with the l-th B-spline

Bl(t). Since the estimation problem is a quadratic programming problem, we can use the fitted

trajectories to construct surrogate bootstrap data and then make use of this to compute the null

distribution of the test statistics, and thereby obtain the p-value of the test. The surrogate data

are computed as

Ỹijk = ebijk + µ̃i(tj)(A.2)
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where ebijk are sampled by bootstrap procedures based on observational residuals {Yijk− µ̂i(tj)}, µ̃i

is the estimate of µi under the constraints imposed by the null hypothesis. The detailed algorithm

using the null distribution is shown at the end of Section A.2.

A.2. Computation of p-value associated with tests of hypothesis

p-value computation by percentile-t bootstrap: Suppose we are performing pairwise tests

for equality of the Θi’s, where Θi is some functional of µi , by doing percentile-t bootstrap. The

100(1− α)% bootstrap confidence intervals for δij = Θi −Θj are of the form

[δ̂ij − q1−α/2σ̂ij , δ̂ij − qα/2σ̂ij ](A.3)

where δij = Θi − Θj , σ̂ij is the estimated standard error of δ̂ij and qp is the p-th quantile of the

bootstrap distribution of the t-statistics

(δ̂∗bij − δ̂ij)/σ̂
∗b
ij(A.4)

where δ̂∗bij is the bootstrap estimate of δij and σ̂∗bij is the bootstrap estimate of its standard error.

Then, we may define a bootstrap p-value for testing H ij
0 : Θi = Θj to be the largest value of α such

that the aforementioned 100(1 − α)% bootstrap confidence interval contains 0. Note that σ̂ij and

σ̂∗bij can be estimated by using “double bootstrap” procedure described below (assuming only one

replicate):

(1) Generate bootstrap samples {Y ∗b
ij }Bb=1, where B is large (say B = 1000) and Y ∗b

ij is the

b-th bootstrap measurement on i-th treatment at time tj .

(2) Let Θ̂∗b
i be the corresponding bootstrap estimate of Θi, and correspondingly, δ̂∗bik = Θ̂∗b

i −

Θ̂∗b
k .

(3) Estimate σ2ik as follows:

σ̂2ik = (B − 1)−1
B∑
b=1

(δ̂∗bik − δ̄∗ik)
2
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where δ̄∗ik = B−1
∑B

b=1 δ̂
∗b
ik is a bootstrap estimate of E(δ̂ik).

(4) In the percentile-t bootstrap procedure, we compute a bootstrap estimate of σ̂ik, namely,

σ̂∗bik , corresponding to the b-th bootstrap sample used for inference. This will involve re-

peating the procedure as described above, but now treating the data for the b-th bootstrap

sample (Y ∗b
ij ) as the raw data.

(5) The procedure for computing σ̂∗bik is actually a so-called “double bootstrap” procedure.

Again, these bootstrap samples for each b will have to be generated independently. So,

this is clearly a computationally intensive procedure.

p-value computation by percentile bootstrap The percentile bootstrap is less computa-

tionally intensive since it does not require computation of σ̂∗bik for each bootstrap sample, and so

there is no need for the second layer of bootstrap. We only need to find the bootstrap p-value to

be the largest value of α such that the 100(1− α)% bootstrap confidence interval contains 0.

p-value computation by nonparametric bootstrap based on the null distribution

Here are the detailed steps of the bootstrap procedure for approximating the sampling distribution

under the null hypothesis of no difference across the different treatments:

(1) Use the current method to compute µ̂i(t) for the different treatments.

(2) Obtain the fitted curves µ̃i(t) for the different treatments from the original data by im-

posing the additional constraint on the coefficients (αil) that

Θ1 = · · · = ΘI , that is ,
∑
l

rlα1l = · · · =
∑
l

rlαIl

(3) Create surrogate bootstrap data Ỹ b
ijk = ebijk + µ̃i(tj), i = 1, . . . , I, j = 1, . . . , J , where

ebijk are generated based on parametric (t-distribution) or non-parametric (sampled from

= Yijk − µ̂i(tj)) bootstrap sampling distribution. {{Ỹijk}b} are the bootstrap samples

under the null hypothesis.

(4) Obtain bootstrap estimates {µ̂∗bi (t)}Bb=1. This leads us to a set of bootstrap estimates of

Θi, {Θ∗b
i }Bb=1.

(5) Use the bootstrap sampling distribution computed in Step 4 to obtain the p-values for

testing Θi = Θi′ for all pairs (i, i
′).
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Notice that Step 2 of the above procedure imposes linear equality constraints on the parameters

(αil), along with the original monotonicity and non-negativity constraints, and therefore the result-

ing least squares problem can still be solved by quadratic programming. Thus, Step 2 obtains least

squares estimates of µ1, · · · , µI , under the monotonicity constraint and the additional requirement

(null hypothesis) that Θ1 = · · · = ΘI . This is clearly less stringent than requiring that µi’s are all

equal. In step 5, for example, if τi = max
t
µi(t), then the p-value for the test will be computed as

the fraction of times |τ̂∗i − τ̂∗k | > |τ̂i − τ̂k|. Here, τ̂i = max
t
µ̂i(t) (with µ̂i computed in Step 1) and

τ̂∗bi = max
t
µ̂∗bi (t) (with µ̂∗bi computed in Step 4).
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A.3. Simultaneous inference

(1) Sort the p-values used for testing the m hypotheses regarding the parameters, p(1) ≤ · · · ≤

p(M), where M is the number of tests.

(2) Calculate R = max{i : p(i) ≤ i
Mα} where α is the significance level.

(3) Select R parameters for which p(i) ≤ R α
M , corresponding to the rejected hypothesis.

(4) Construct a 1−R α
m CI for each parameter selected.

A.4. Figures

Figure A.1. In the simulation study of Treatment 3: blue curve represents un-
constrained estimation while the red curve is constrained estimation. Decreasing
pattern shown at the end of time point in treatment 3; the peak value of uncon-
strained estimation is shown by blue vertical line while the red vertical line for the
peak of constrained one.
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A.5. Tables

p-value by CI lower CI upper CI length mean sd est
null bootstrap distribution

τ̂ bsA − τ̂ bsH < 10−5 -28.082 -9.975 18.107 -19.298 3.624 -19.186
τ̂ bsB − τ̂ bsH < 10−5 -25.337 -8.495 16.842 -17.707 3.213 -18.115
τ̂ bsC − τ̂ bsH < 10−5 -26.293 -9.439 16.853 -18.197 3.379 -18.347
τ̂ bsD − τ̂ bsH < 10−5 -20.150 -3.602 16.547 -12.414 3.191 -12.679
τ̂ bsE − τ̂ bsH < 10−5 -24.672 -6.965 17.708 -15.496 3.489 -15.233
τ̂ bsF − τ̂ bsH < 10−5 -29.974 -11.644 18.330 -20.539 3.677 -20.223
τ̂ bsG − τ̂ bsH < 10−5 -24.125 -7.616 16.509 -16.482 3.187 -16.687

Table A.1. Using residual (nonparametric) bootstrap methods: False coverage-statement rate
(FCR) - Adjusted BH-Selected CIs for selected parameters indicated by the null bootstrap

distribution; All confidence intervals above show significance against H0 : τi = τj

p-value by CI lower CI upper CI length mean sd est
null bootstrap distribution

τ̂ bsA − τ̂ bsD 0.003 -10.778 -3.105 7.674 -6.578 1.545 -6.507
τ̂ bsA − τ̂ bsH < 10−5 -23.481 -15.508 7.974 -19.277 1.731 -19.186
τ̂ bsB − τ̂ bsD 0.008 -9.552 -1.525 8.026 -5.301 1.525 -5.436
τ̂ bsB − τ̂ bsH < 10−5 -22.067 -14.185 7.882 -17.999 1.653 -18.115
τ̂ bsC − τ̂ bsD 0.006 -10.075 -1.356 8.719 -5.662 1.644 -5.668
τ̂ bsC − τ̂ bsH < 10−5 -22.761 -14.358 8.403 -18.361 1.709 -18.347
τ̂ bsD − τ̂ bsF 0.003 2.768 12.825 10.057 7.680 1.828 7.544
τ̂ bsD − τ̂ bsG 0.019 0.383 8.532 8.149 4.106 1.553 4.008
τ̂ bsD − τ̂ bsH < 10−5 -16.687 -8.478 8.209 -12.698 1.765 -12.679
τ̂ bsE − τ̂ bsF 0.022 0.121 10.278 10.157 4.859 1.877 4.990
τ̂ bsE − τ̂ bsH < 10−5 -20.403 -11.297 9.106 -15.519 1.925 -15.233
τ̂ bsF − τ̂ bsH < 10−5 -25.471 -15.836 9.635 -20.378 1.872 -20.223
τ̂ bsG − τ̂ bsH < 10−5 -20.893 -12.667 8.225 -16.804 1.648 -16.687

Table A.2. Using parametric bootstrap: False coverage-statement rate (FCR) - Adjusted
BH-Selected CIs for selected parameters indicated by the null bootstrap distribution; All

confidence intervals above show significance against H0 : τi = τj
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p-value by CI lower CI upper CI length mean sd est
percentile bootstrap CI

ψ̂bs
A − ψ̂bs

F < 10−5 0.203 1.510 1.307 0.822 0.271 0.841

ψ̂bs
A − ψ̂bs

G < 10−5 1.163 2.082 0.919 1.698 0.204 1.714

ψ̂bs
A − ψ̂bs

H < 10−5 -1.385 -0.181 1.204 -0.796 0.260 -0.797

ψ̂bs
B − ψ̂bs

F < 10−5 0.717 1.874 1.157 1.180 0.256 1.252

ψ̂bs
B − ψ̂bs

G < 10−5 1.650 2.478 0.827 2.056 0.189 2.124

ψ̂bs
C − ψ̂bs

F < 10−5 0.571 1.775 1.204 1.029 0.259 1.086

ψ̂bs
C − ψ̂bs

G < 10−5 1.501 2.349 0.848 1.905 0.193 1.959

ψ̂bs
D − ψ̂bs

F < 10−5 0.732 1.863 1.131 1.161 0.248 1.219

ψ̂bs
D − ψ̂bs

G < 10−5 1.653 2.438 0.786 2.036 0.177 2.092

ψ̂bs
E − ψ̂bs

F < 10−5 0.586 1.852 1.266 1.162 0.262 1.096

ψ̂bs
E − ψ̂bs

G < 10−5 1.496 2.409 0.914 2.038 0.203 1.968

ψ̂bs
F − ψ̂bs

G < 10−5 0.267 1.209 0.942 0.876 0.210 0.872

ψ̂bs
F − ψ̂bs

H < 10−5 -2.274 -1.019 1.254 -1.619 0.267 -1.638

ψ̂bs
G − ψ̂bs

H < 10−5 -2.875 -1.977 0.898 -2.495 0.201 -2.511

Table A.3. Using residual bootstrap method: False coverage-statement rate (FCR) -
Adjusted BH-Selected CIs for selected parameters indicated by the percentile bootstrap

CIs; All confidence intervals above show significance against H0 : ψi = ψj
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p-value by CI lower CI upper CI length mean sd est
null bootstrap distribution

ψ̂bs
A − ψ̂bs

B 0.004 -0.644 -0.174 0.471 -0.401 0.110 -0.410

ψ̂bs
A − ψ̂bs

D 0.008 -0.594 -0.158 0.436 -0.369 0.106 -0.378

ψ̂bs
A − ψ̂bs

E 0.030 -0.611 -0.034 0.578 -0.282 0.137 -0.255

ψ̂bs
A − ψ̂bs

F < 10−5 0.507 1.127 0.620 0.823 0.135 0.841

ψ̂bs
A − ψ̂bs

G < 10−5 1.501 1.894 0.393 1.698 0.095 1.714

ψ̂bs
A − ψ̂bs

H 0.002 -1.055 -0.568 0.486 -0.809 0.123 -0.797

ψ̂bs
B − ψ̂bs

F < 10−5 0.940 1.488 0.549 1.224 0.123 1.252

ψ̂bs
B − ψ̂bs

G < 10−5 1.914 2.261 0.347 2.099 0.081 2.124

ψ̂bs
B − ψ̂bs

H 0.006 -0.628 -0.205 0.423 -0.407 0.112 -0.387

ψ̂bs
C − ψ̂bs

F < 10−5 0.763 1.312 0.549 1.055 0.123 1.086

ψ̂bs
C − ψ̂bs

G < 10−5 1.717 2.096 0.379 1.929 0.084 1.959

ψ̂bs
C − ψ̂bs

H 0.002 -0.813 -0.374 0.439 -0.577 0.112 -0.552

ψ̂bs
D − ψ̂bs

F < 10−5 0.885 1.448 0.563 1.192 0.122 1.219

ψ̂bs
D − ψ̂bs

G < 10−5 1.885 2.212 0.327 2.067 0.078 2.092

ψ̂bs
D − ψ̂bs

H 0.002 -0.672 -0.246 0.426 -0.439 0.112 -0.419

ψ̂bs
E − ψ̂bs

F < 10−5 0.800 1.426 0.626 1.105 0.143 1.096

ψ̂bs
E − ψ̂bs

G < 10−5 1.784 2.241 0.458 1.979 0.110 1.968

ψ̂bs
E − ψ̂bs

H 0.008 -0.778 -0.236 0.542 -0.527 0.138 -0.542

ψ̂bs
F − ψ̂bs

G < 10−5 0.629 1.145 0.516 0.875 0.112 0.872

ψ̂bs
F − ψ̂bs

H < 10−5 -1.906 -1.342 0.564 -1.631 0.135 -1.638

ψ̂bs
G − ψ̂bs

H < 10−5 -2.696 -2.323 0.373 -2.506 0.097 -2.511

Table A.4. Using parametric bootstrap method: False coverage-statement rate (FCR) -
Adjusted BH-Selected CIs for selected parameters indicated by the percentile bootstrap CIs;

All confidence intervals above show significance against H0 : ψi = ψj
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CI lower CI upper CI length mean sd est

θ̂bsA 3.493 3.849 0.355 3.642 0.096 3.619

θ̂bsB 2.758 2.978 0.220 2.841 0.064 2.813

θ̂bsC 2.958 3.238 0.280 3.081 0.077 3.063

θ̂bsD 2.513 2.678 0.165 2.587 0.046 2.588

θ̂bsE 3.138 3.463 0.325 3.278 0.081 3.268

θ̂bsF 4.174 4.484 0.310 4.318 0.077 4.314

θ̂bsG 2.673 2.878 0.205 2.763 0.055 2.748

θ̂bsH 2.578 2.743 0.165 2.659 0.042 2.658

θ̂bsA − θ̂bsB 0.591 1.021 0.430 0.801 0.116 0.806

θ̂bsA − θ̂bsC 0.315 0.801 0.485 0.561 0.122 0.556

θ̂bsA − θ̂bsD 0.876 1.271 0.395 1.055 0.107 1.031

θ̂bsA − θ̂bsE 0.130 0.631 0.501 0.364 0.125 0.350

θ̂bsA − θ̂bsF -0.911 -0.440 0.470 -0.676 0.122 -0.696

θ̂bsA − θ̂bsG 0.686 1.086 0.400 0.879 0.110 0.871

θ̂bsA − θ̂bsH 0.806 1.216 0.410 0.983 0.105 0.961

θ̂bsB − θ̂bsC -0.430 -0.060 0.370 -0.240 0.102 -0.250

θ̂bsB − θ̂bsD 0.130 0.415 0.285 0.254 0.079 0.225

θ̂bsB − θ̂bsE -0.631 -0.245 0.385 -0.437 0.103 -0.455

θ̂bsB − θ̂bsF -1.662 -1.281 0.380 -1.477 0.102 -1.502

θ̂bsB − θ̂bsG -0.075 0.240 0.315 0.078 0.087 0.065

θ̂bsB − θ̂bsH 0.060 0.335 0.275 0.182 0.078 0.155

θ̂bsC − θ̂bsD 0.335 0.691 0.355 0.494 0.089 0.475

θ̂bsC − θ̂bsE -0.430 0.025 0.455 -0.197 0.113 -0.205

θ̂bsC − θ̂bsF -1.441 -1.006 0.435 -1.237 0.109 -1.251

θ̂bsC − θ̂bsG 0.145 0.506 0.360 0.318 0.094 0.315

θ̂bsC − θ̂bsH 0.260 0.621 0.360 0.422 0.089 0.405

θ̂bsD − θ̂bsE -0.891 -0.521 0.370 -0.691 0.093 -0.681

θ̂bsD − θ̂bsF -1.907 -1.552 0.355 -1.731 0.089 -1.727

θ̂bsD − θ̂bsG -0.315 -0.050 0.265 -0.176 0.072 -0.160

θ̂bsD − θ̂bsH -0.190 0.045 0.235 -0.072 0.063 -0.070

θ̂bsE − θ̂bsF -1.246 -0.821 0.425 -1.040 0.111 -1.046

θ̂bsE − θ̂bsG 0.330 0.721 0.390 0.515 0.101 0.521

θ̂bsE − θ̂bsH 0.455 0.816 0.360 0.619 0.092 0.611

θ̂bsF − θ̂bsG 1.376 1.732 0.355 1.555 0.094 1.567

θ̂bsF − θ̂bsH 1.502 1.832 0.330 1.659 0.085 1.657

θ̂bsG − θ̂bsH -0.020 0.245 0.265 0.104 0.068 0.090

Table A.5. Parametric Bootstrap CIs for c = 40; Significance (at
level α = 0.05) against H0 : θi = θj is in red; differences involving

treatment G or H (which we are most interested in) are
highlighted in blue; assuming t-distributed noise.
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CI lower CI upper CI length mean sd est

γ̂bsA 4.194 5.000 0.806 4.491 0.183 4.424
γ̂bsB 3.569 3.834 0.265 3.634 0.110 3.594
γ̂bsC 3.634 4.274 0.641 3.882 0.185 3.859
γ̂bsD 3.589 3.939 0.350 3.722 0.117 3.719
γ̂bsE 4.089 5.000 0.911 4.761 0.325 5.000
γ̂bsF 4.750 5.000 0.250 4.954 0.074 5.000
γ̂bsG 3.539 3.899 0.360 3.647 0.162 3.599
γ̂bsH 4.374 4.965 0.591 4.514 0.123 4.459

γ̂bsA − γ̂bsB 0.455 1.401 0.946 0.857 0.212 0.831
γ̂bsA − γ̂bsC 0.090 1.196 1.106 0.609 0.255 0.566
γ̂bsA − γ̂bsD 0.370 1.311 0.941 0.769 0.217 0.706
γ̂bsA − γ̂bsE -0.771 0.551 1.321 -0.270 0.373 -0.576
γ̂bsA − γ̂bsF -0.796 0.035 0.831 -0.463 0.198 -0.576
γ̂bsA − γ̂bsG 0.480 1.401 0.921 0.844 0.241 0.826
γ̂bsA − γ̂bsH -0.501 0.526 1.026 -0.022 0.223 -0.035
γ̂bsB − γ̂bsC -0.621 0.065 0.686 -0.248 0.217 -0.265
γ̂bsB − γ̂bsD -0.335 0.150 0.485 -0.088 0.159 -0.125
γ̂bsB − γ̂bsE -1.426 -0.395 1.031 -1.127 0.340 -1.406
γ̂bsB − γ̂bsF -1.426 -1.076 0.350 -1.320 0.132 -1.406
γ̂bsB − γ̂bsG -0.265 0.220 0.485 -0.013 0.196 -0.005
γ̂bsB − γ̂bsH -1.336 -0.616 0.721 -0.880 0.169 -0.866
γ̂bsC − γ̂bsD -0.165 0.541 0.706 0.160 0.217 0.140
γ̂bsC − γ̂bsE -1.316 0.000 1.316 -0.879 0.374 -1.141
γ̂bsC − γ̂bsF -1.346 -0.666 0.681 -1.072 0.198 -1.141
γ̂bsC − γ̂bsG -0.145 0.666 0.811 0.235 0.247 0.260
γ̂bsC − γ̂bsH -1.076 -0.225 0.851 -0.632 0.224 -0.601
γ̂bsD − γ̂bsE -1.406 -0.305 1.101 -1.039 0.351 -1.281
γ̂bsD − γ̂bsF -1.406 -0.951 0.455 -1.232 0.139 -1.281
γ̂bsD − γ̂bsG -0.200 0.345 0.546 0.075 0.202 0.120
γ̂bsD − γ̂bsH -1.206 -0.506 0.701 -0.792 0.170 -0.741
γ̂bsE − γ̂bsF -0.861 0.225 1.086 -0.193 0.333 0.000
γ̂bsE − γ̂bsG 0.385 1.456 1.071 1.114 0.362 1.401
γ̂bsE − γ̂bsH -0.495 0.596 1.091 0.248 0.348 0.541
γ̂bsF − γ̂bsG 1.006 1.456 0.450 1.307 0.176 1.401
γ̂bsF − γ̂bsH 0.000 0.606 0.606 0.440 0.141 0.541
γ̂bsG − γ̂bsH -1.326 -0.551 0.776 -0.866 0.207 -0.861

Table A.6. Parametric Bootstrap CIs for c = 0.1; Significance (at
level α = 0.05) against H0 : γi = γj is in red; differences involving
treatment G or H (which we are most interested in) are highlighted

in blue; assuming t-distributed noise.
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